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ABSTRACT 

This multiple-case study examines the Literacy Assistance Project, an early 

intervention reading program for "at-risk" students in the Tucson Unified School District. 

First, this study seeks to thoroughly describe the programmaUc, administrative, 

theoretical and pedagogical firework of LAP and document how these concerns are 

reflected in the context of LAP lessons. The LAP program claims to be a holistic, or 

constructivist, reading program. Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning are 

descriptors of literacy events and activities that are consistent with a constructivist 

perspective of learning. As a second goal, the study determines the extent to which LAP 

meets Camboume's eight conditions of learning, and thirdly, the ways that two LAP 

teachers' beliefs and practices are consistent with those eight conditions. 

Whole language proponents are often concerned with aspects of Reading 

Recovery and other reading intervention programs. In Chapter 1 whole language 

concerns with reading intervention programs such as Reading Recovery and Lap are 

addressed and responses to those concerns by Reading Recovery and Lap follow. 

Data for the study was collected in two elementarv- schools over a five-month 

period. They include researcher field notes of lesson observations, interviews with two 

LAP teachers, eight LAP students, one principal, the LAP designer, and current director. 

They also include audiotaped transcriptions of lessons and children's writing samples. 
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Analysis of the data was conducted by observing Glaser and Strauss's (1967) grounded 

theory technique. 

The data indicate that, notwithstanding the constructivist nature of the reading 

intervention program, teachers themselves determine how holistic, or constructivist, LAP 

lessons are. Both teachers reported constructivist teaching and learning beliefs about 

literacy, but only one teacher practiced those beliefs consonant with Camboume's (1988) 

eight constructivist conditions. This finding evidences the critical importance of 

understanding how teacher beliefs shape teachers' classroom practice. Because teacher 

beliefs about language, learning, and literacy in great part determine the nature of 

teachers' practices, and because teachers' reported claims about teaching, reading, and 

writing strategies may not actually be what they practice due to the influence of those 

beliefs, it is recommended that pre-service and continuing teacher education programs 

and in-services careftilly examine the foundation and efficacy of teacher beliefs. It is 

further recommended that educators who instruct pre-service and continuing teacher 

education coursework make the examination and understanding of teacher beliefs a major 

curricular emphasis. 
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CHAPTER! 

THE LITERACY ASSISTANCE PROJECT: 

A CASE STUDY OF AN EARLY INTERVENTION READING PROGRAM 

Natural language theory supports the belief that children learn language in natural 

contexts and use it for real, authentic purposes to communicate meaning (Kantor. Miller 

& Femie, 1992). Ethnographic, naturalistic, or "kidwatching" (Goodman, Y., 1978, 

1980) research observes children's literate behavior in their own social milieu without 

researcher imposed constraints. These observations render insights suggesting that 

children in all cultures develop ideas of written language before school and that for these 

children language is meaningful and useful. Studies are clear that children do not need to 

be economically privileged in order to understand the concept that print carries meaning 

(Ferreiro, 1978,1985). Indeed, in Harste, Woodward and Burke's (1984) research, 

children before the age of three assimie that print is meaningful even without any formal 

instructional training. 

It appears that social interaction largely influences what children think and 

determine about literacy (Heath, 1983) and formal training is not a prerequisite of natural 

literacy development (Teale, 1982). However, the types of home literacy experiences to 

which "at risk" children are exposed may not replicate the ways literacy is taught in 

school. Children unfamiliar with the situationally specific speech and behaviors 
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surrounding literacy events may be at a disadvantage in conventional classrooms. 

Without being exposed to concepts like word or letter or sentence children may not 

understand instructions like "What's the beginning letter of the word dog ?" Children 

who have not experienced storytelling at home may not associate read-aloud stories with 

the visual aspects of print (Pinnell, 1989). It may eventually be less traumatizing for 

them to avoid or escape reading and writing, contributing to the no-win nature of the 

situation. In the Notes from his fourth edition copy of Understanding Reading (1994), 

Frank Smith cites that "the consequences of reading failure are rarely adequately stressed" 

(p. 301). Reichardt (1977) talks about children "playing dead" or "running away" from 

reading situations and "reading handicapped students" whose negative reactions include 

complete apathy to hypertension. "Learned helplessness," a term coined by Seligman 

(1975) denotes behaviors he calls "learned depression" (lack of control over failures) and 

"learned laziness" (lack of control over rewards), both serious consequences of situations 

where readers lack control over their environment. Most children who have control over 

learning interactions in their classrooms will experience some measure of success and 

attach positive associations to classroom learning. Those who do not, may face 

significant amounts of failure resulting in stigmatization as "learning disabled" (Coles, 

1987), dyslexic and long term placement in a remedial reading program. Once learners 

are labeled in this way, they are likewise educationally tracked and the consequences of 

remedial tracking become more stigmatizing than the reading difficulty itself 
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In the area of reading there appear to be children who need special assistance of an 

intensive nature to get past those first difficult hurdles and feel successful. Regular 

classroom curriculum and teacher assistance may not be enough to support their learning 

endeavors. Pinnell (1989) reports that "much research indicates that many low-SES 

students are at a disadvantage in the mass education taking place in schools and 

classrooms" (p. 162). Gumperz (1986) found that disadvantaged students had a difficult 

time "displaying their language competence according to unwritten conventions of the 

classroom" (cited in Pinnell, p. 162). And Piimell continues her argiunent that 

disadvantaged students may be treated differently than other students when placed in low 

level reading groups with more correction, fewer chances to read, more direct teacher 

control of die lesson format and texts made for slow readers that are stilted and 

nonsensical (Durkin, 1978-79; McGill-Franzen, & Allington, 1991). 

Traditional pull-out and in-class reading programs do not provide enough support 

or the right kind of support for early readers having difficulty (Pinnell. 1989). Pinnell 

(1989) states that traditional remedial reading programs "report gains, but children 

seldom catch up with their peers and there is no evidence of long-term effects firom such 

efforts" (p. 162) (Carter, 1984;Slavin. 1987). Compensatory education programs appear 

to have deleterious effects on students and those focusing on mechanical skills, 

worksheets and drills, essentially breakmg apart language into incomprehensible, 

nonsensical, decontextualized pieces, eradicate children's natural motivation and 

curiosity to learn language. 
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The kind of reading assistance that would replicate learning language and literacy 

naturally would be student-centered, active, contextualized, purposefiil and whole-to-part 

(Bissex, 1980; Clay, 1975,1979,1982; Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982; Goodman, Y., 1986; 

Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984). Marie Clay's Reading Recovery Program in New 

Zealand has been successfully implementing this type of whole language reading 

assistance to "at risk" children &om linguistically and culturally diverse backgrounds 

since the early 1960s. After its introduction in New Zealand, Clay's early intervention 

program spread to Victoria, Australia, Columbus, Ohio and numerous other school 

districts in the United States. 

Reading Recovery and the Literacy Assistance Project are the two main early 

intervention reading programs offered in the 1997-98 K-3 site proposal menu options 

for Tucson Unified School District schools. Depending on school funds, administrators 

may purchase the Reading Recovery and/or LAP programs to service students 

needing reading support. Even though the Reading Recovery program is more widely 

recognized than LAP, its cost to schools is roughly double that of LAP and serves only 

1/5 of the students LAP serves. Currently, the LAP program resides in 37 elementary and 

two middle schools. Of the 1,240 children receiving services in those schools, 1.156 

receive English LAP and 84 receive Spanish LAP. Despite the apparent cost efficiency of 

LAP and the relatively large number of smdents it serves in TUSD, rather little is known 

about the program. 
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A major goal for this study is to explore the less well known Literacy Assistance 

Project and to develop an understanding of its purposes, philosophy and goals as a 

reading intervention program. It is also a goal of this study to understand how the LAP 

program facilitates language and literacy learning m the context of English and Spanish 

LAP lessons. It is with these goals in mind that the intentions of the study are 

subsequently discussed. 

Intentions of this Study 

The research plan for this study focuses on four purposes related specifically to 

the Literacy Assistance Project. The first two purposes are more narrowly concemed with 

investigating, analyzing and understanding the implications of the LAP program, while 

the final two purposes involve the larger methodological and theoretical contributions this 

study might make to theory on learning, language and literacy development and teacher 

education. 

In a bit more detail, the first purpose is to thoroughly investigate and record the 

characteristics of the Literacy Assistance Project and its contributions to reading 

intervention programs in general. The findings from the study may be helpful to Tucson 

Unified School District administrators, developers, directors, and teachers who impact the 

program. Therefore, these individuals are to receive findings firom the study in the form 

of a research report. The second purpose is to investigate how literacy and literate events 

are facilitated in English and Spanish LAP lessons. The diird purpose concems 
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informing and contributing to the growing body of research on literacy and biliteracy 

learning in the classroom. The fourth purpose is to contribute to the body of teacher 

education research in the areas of reading intervention programs, literacy, biliteracy, and 

facilitation of classroom literacy development. 

Questions to Be Answered 

The design of this study is framed by three overarching goals that form the 

theoretical basis of the study and which guided the research efforts to understand; 

(a) the programmatic, administrative, theoretical, and pedagogical underpinnings of and 

(b) teacher beliefs about teaching, learning, and literacy in the Literacy Assistance 

Project. During the study, theory generation and the simultaneous collection, coding and 

analysis of data was guided by three questions. The first is a general question and the two 

subsequent questions narrow the investigation; 

1. What is the programmatic, administrative, theoretical, and pedagogical 

framework of LAP and how are these concerns reflected in the context of LAP lessons? 

2. To what extent does LAP meet Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of 

learning? 

3. Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning are descriptors of 

literacy events and activities that are consistent with a constructivist perspective of 

teaching and learning. In what ways are LAP teachers' beliefs and practices consistent 

with these conditions? 
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The Impact of this Study 

This study contributes to development of knowledge in the areas of reading 

intervention programs, literacy, biliteracy, facilitation of literacy development and teacher 

education. It informs existing theory in these areas and explores a relatively unknown 

early reading intervention program for its contributions to the field of reading. And 

finally, it provides theoretical and practical explanations and recommendations to 

improve a widely implemented local reading intervention program. 

The Need for Research 

Throughout the study I refer to LAP interchangeably as a holistic or whole 

language reading/writing intervention program. Even though it is theoretically holistic 

and models itself after whole language and natural language learning principles, it is not 

"whole" or "natural" in the sense that it is a literacy development program supporting 

children's first successful attempts to acquire reading and writing as they would if they 

had mastered reading and writing successfully in informal and naturalistic settings. 

Children who are "stuck" and aren't sure how to unravel and correct their unsuccessful 

reading/writing endeavors don't necessarily need larger doses of better literature and 

increased "comprehensible input" (Krashen, 1981,1982,1985a, 1985b). Sometimes they 

need specialized assistance in a Tutorial setting to identify and releam ineffective reading 

strategies. In a sizable kindergarten or first grade class children who do need 



individualized instruction often do not receive it intensively or thoroughly enough to 

make developmentally adequate reading/writing gains. 

As with any early intervention program, great care must be exercised to derive 

theory about learners from direct observations of independent problem solving. While 

whole language instruction emphasizes supportive classroom instruction, LAP 

emphasizes supportive early intervention practices when learners have not sufficiently 

engaged with this instruction. Hoidaway (1982) sees these as two sides of the same coin. 

Whole Language Concerns about Reading 

and Writing Intervention Programs 

Several important concerns might be voiced by whole language proponents about 

reading/writing intervention programs like Reading Recovery and LAP. Constance 

Weaver (1994, pp. 522-525) explores concerns whole language proponents might express 

about Reading Recovery and presents hypothetical responses to these concerns from the 

position of Reading Recovery proponents. Because LAP's theoretical foundation derives 

from a modified combination of Reading Recovery and whole language theory, some of 

these concerns apply to LAP. What is notable about LAP is that some of the concerns 

mentioned about Reading Recovery are not at all applicable to LAP. In other words, 

although LAP is an intervention program and can never substimte for effective classroom 

teaching, in many ways it is a significant improvement over Reading Recover\-. To assist 



the few children who need short term reading/writing tutorial instruction, LAP could be a 

more satisfactory alternative to whole language proponents than Reading Recovery. 

Weaver's (1994) presentation of the whole language concerns about Reading 

Recovery and the responses a Reading Recovery proponent might make to tiiose concerns 

are paraphrased below. Supplementing these concern and response segments 1 remark on 

how LAP addresses these same concerns. 

V>Tiole Language Concern #1 

Tests for selection of children to the program is partly based on tests of 

isolated items-recognition of isolated words, letter identification and number of words 

spelled correctly. 

Reading Recovery Response #1 

Marie Clay advocates these testing measures as only part of the entrance 

evaluation. Reading Recovery also asks children to read whole texts and studies how the 

child attempts to reading actual texts. What the child attempts to solve is as important as 

what the child acmaily accomplishes while solving the evaluation tasks. 

r.AP Response #1 

LAP'S evaluation procedures vary according to the age of the child. For first 

graders, the LAP teacher asks the child to write down all the words the child can think of 
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First graders are also asked to take a short dictation. Unlike Reading Recovery which 

only accepts conventional spellings of words, LAP evaluates the child's responses and 

gives credit for spellings that are effectively approximated. LAP assumes that all children 

are readers and writers and wants to understand at what point a child is on the invention/ 

convention (Goodman, K., 1996) continuum. LAP believes that it is more important to 

know what the child is capable of doing right now. That way LAP knows what the 

child's strengths and weaknesses are and can gauge instruction based on that knowledge. 

The first task for second through fifth graders is the birthday party story. First the 

LAP teacher reads them a birthday party story, then with the teacher they brainstorm their 

own ideal birthday party. LAP teachers are taught to use a dry erase board to brainstorm 

and web children's ideas on a detailed birthday party that includes information about who 

they will invite, where the party will be. what gifts they will receive, the food they will 

serve and what types of activities they will have. Again, invented spellings are accepted 

and scored on the sounds the children hear in their words. 

The second evaluation task for second through fifth grades is a dictation of fifteen 

words instead of the sentence dictation for first graders. Students receive zero points for 

no attempt, one point for little or no sound relationship to the dictated word, two points 

for some relationship to the dictated word (usually a beginning and/or ending sound is 

represented. If fewer than half of the sounds are represented, then the word would not be 

considered a good approximation), three points if the majority of the sounds are 

represented in sequence and four points if the word is conventionally spelled. 
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All children read several actual texts with the LAP teacher. All of the child's 

effective reading behaviors are noted and, like Reading Recovery, the child's potential for 

solving texts becomes the determinmg factor in possible placement and instruction. 

Whole Language Concern #2 

With time, maturation and/or literary experiences some children may correct their 

reading/writing problems by themselves. 

Reading Recoverv Response U2 

Children who have fallen behind their peers in reading and writing know it. It is 

more advisable to help children than allow them to feel like failures. It is easier to 

provide individualized help in a tutorial setting rather than a whole class sening. Most 

importantly, ineffective reading strategies may not have disappeared in first grade. 

Indeed, by first grade many children are already labeled as leaming disabled or dyslexic 

and are tracked into more permanent remedial programs. 

LAP Response #2 

LAP'S response to this concern is identical to Reading Recovery's. However. 1 

might add that there are many children who aren't helped at all if there is no alternative 

reading/writing intervention program available to districts because Reading Recoverv-

stipulates that only first graders receive assistance. Reading Recovery is a copyrighted 



program that excludes children beyond first grade. What about the children who don't 

read and write proficiently in second through sixth grades and beyond? LAP addresses 

the reading/writing needs of the children firom first through fifth grade and will shortly be 

serving middle schools as well. 

Whole Language Concern #3 

Reading Recovery pushes the teacher and student to accomplish certain tasks 

within a 30-minute time fi^e as well as to achieve an "average" degree of proficiency 

within a few weeks or months. 

Reading Recoverv Response #3 

In order to avoid labeling as dyslexic, learning disabled or to avoid retention or 

long-term remedial placement, the lessons must be accelerated. The lessons are 

comfortably paced and may be extended "somewhat" if the child needs more time. 

Children usually move along at a quicker pace once they become familiar with the 

reading and writing strategies. 

LAP Rgspons? ^3 

LAP lessons vary in length from 30-40 minutes three times a week. The length of 

the lesson is determined by the teacher and, depending on the nature of the project, if it is 

not completed withm one lesson the time is extended accordingly to allow children time 
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to comfortably finish it. Some reading/writing projects extend beyond one lesson and 

involve discussion about project goals, brainstorming project ideas, research needed to 

complete the project, multiple revisions and editing by the children (if the project is to be 

distributed outside the LAP group), publication and presentation of their project to LAP 

group members and other audiences outside the group. 

There is no accelerated push for children to complete the program in a specified 

length of time. The goal is for children to read and write at the median level of their 

classmates but because children progress at different rates, LAP does not even discuss a 

termination date. In a combined effort the LAP teacher, the classroom teacher and the 

exit evaluation results determine when children are ready to exit from LAP. Sometimes 

children are exited before the semester is over but most remain in the program the entire 

semester. 

Whole Lan^aye Concern #4 

It appears that Reading Recovery teachers emphasize accurate word identification 

at the expense of making meaning and children's developing reading strategies. 

Reading Recovery Response #4 

The goal of Reading Recovery is for children to develop a self-extending system. 

This means that independent use of reading strategies is what teachers focus on. 

Syntactic and semantic cues are stressed first, then visual cues. The teacher does not 
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correct each and every miscue but selectively prompts and reinforces the child's use of a 

more effective strategy while demonstrating other strategies that the child uses less 

competently. 

LAP Response #4 

Like Reading Recovery, LAP supports the teaching of effective reading strategies. 

To achieve that goal LAP uses many of the same prompts and remforcements Clay's 

(1993) Reading Recovery Program suggests. These questions are covered in detail later 

in Chapter 4. Reading Recovery states that the teacher will "set some priorities as to 

which kinds of new learning she will attend to-just one or two things-and let the other 

behaviors that were incorrect go unattended at this time" (Clay, 1993, p. 15). In diis way 

the child will risk self-correction since the goal is to read/write strategically and not recall 

what the teacher told him. 

LAP, too, insists on emphasizing strategies over correct word identification. 

When teachers read one-on-one with students, LAP suggests teachers address one miscue 

and praise the use of an effective strategy. When evaluating LAP teachers, even LAP 

directors use the same pedagogical technique so that teachers, like ieamers, feel 

successful yet learn something valuable about their progress. 
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Whole Language Concern #5 

Teachers select stories that they think children can read with 90% accuracy and 

expect children to achieve 95% accuracy on the selection. Thus, it looks like the number 

of miscues is more important than the child's effective use of reading strategies. 

Reading Recovery Response #5 

Books are selected by the teacher that the child can read easily; a text that will 

support yet challenge the reader to use his developmg reading strategies. Running 

records determine the stiitability of the book that the teacher chose the previous day and 

that the child will read again the following day. 

LAP Response #5 

The child selects the book he wants to read independently from a number of 

suitable instructional level texts. The teacher presents two or more texts and children 

choose the one they prefer. This may increase the level of enjoyment and hence, 

engagement of the child with the text. Daily miscues are not recorded and children do 

not have to achieve 95% accuracy. However, if the child has great difficulty deciphering 

the text, the teacher mentally notes why and addresses the difficulty instructionally, 

perhaps suggesting an easier book next time. Modified running records are taken 

monthly to determine the accuracy of instruction and direction of student progress. The 

modified rurming records are an important tool for LAP teachers because they are a 
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window into their own success as reading/writing facilitators. In other words, if the LAP 

teacher is prompting and reinforcing a strategy that a child has already mastered, the 

modified running record indicates that the teacher may now prompt and reinforce another 

strategy. 

Whole Language Concern #6 

Still, Marie Clay apparently believes that accurate word identification is important 

and that the meaning is in the text rather than constructed by the reader. This view is 

contrary to what miscue analysis research has proven as well as reader-response research 

in literary studies. 

Reading Recovery Response #6 

When constructing meaning from text it is important to consider the author's 

intended meaning. Accurate word identification is aided by suggesting a 90-94% 

accuracy rate for reading texts. 

LAP Rg§pon§g 

While it is important to decipher the author's intended meaning, it is equally as 

important to derive one's own meaning—to actively create meaning-while reading. 

That's why LAP's most important prompt asks readers: Does it make sense? If readers 

have strayed far away from the author's intended meaning, they need to reconsider their 
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use of semantic, syntactic and graphophonic cues. If readers are using too much of their 

own semantic system without considering the author's intended meaning then, again, they 

need to reconsider their use of cues. It is not accuracy that is foremost here, but rather, 

children are drawing on all three cueing systems simultaneously to create their own 

meaning yet also considering the author's intended message. 

wh(?lg Langwagg Conggm #7 

Writing must be accurate and invented spelling is not acceptable or at least, 

discouraged during the Reading Recovery lesson. This suggests a behavioral orientation 

of learning. At the very least it does not encourage children's active construction of 

meaning while reading and writing because it implies that learning is habit formation and 

reinforced through habituation of accurate responses. 

Rwdins Rgggvgry Rgsponsg #7 

Writing encourages children to hear the sounds in words. They can use invented 

spelling in the classroom but not in the lesson. Learning high frequency words is 

encouraged because reading and wridng is easier when the child can recognize some 

commonly occurring words. Children do develop reading and writing habits as a result of 

constructing their own hypotheses. 
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LAP Response #7 

Invented spelling is encouraged in LAP and the development of children's print 

awareness travels along a continuum from invented to conventional spelling. Children 

are encouraged to take risks and that includes trying to hear sounds within words. 

Therefore, approximations are accepted and viewed as signs of growth. As in reading, 

teacher talk is extremely important for supporting a natural progression in their 

understanding of graphophonic and orthographic systems. Teacher talk articulates ways 

that students can begin to internalize messages to direct then* own spelling growth. 

Examples of teacher talk that facilitates children's understanding of spelling include 

general teacher verbalizations like "How do you think it is spelled?", "What do you diink 

it looks like?", "Say it slowly", "Try it", and "Does it look right?". These prompts 

encourage children to take responsibility for their own writing instead of depending on 

the teacher. LAP also includes ways to take high frequency words to fluency when 

children use certain words often in their writing. 

Whole Language Concern #8 

Along with appearing to have a behavioral orientation, Reading Recovery 

emphasizes direct instruction rather than allowing learners to construct their own 

meaning and strategies. 
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Reading Recovery Response #8 

Reading Recovery uses the "teachable moment" to address children's 

reading/writing needs. In the context of this moment direct instruction, demonstration 

and scaffolding are offered as means of supporting the child's growth process. 

LAP Response #8 

LAP contends that teaching strategies is as important as teaching skills; neither 

should dominate the other. When the child becomes confused, stops while reading or 

writing, asks questions about the reading/writing process, or asks for help, it is time for 

the LAP teacher to intervene. Intervention, or direct teachmg, comes in the fonn of 

questioning and as in writing (mentioned in response #7), the teacher responds to the 

child's confusion or question with a question of her own. The LAP teacher's question is 

not always a question that asks for a return response fi-om the child, but instead, is a 

prompt that puts the responsibility on students to use their own developing knowledge 

about reading/writing. In this way, readers do not become dependent on the LAP teacher 

to provide information which they can produce for themselves. 

LAP'S most direct teaching occurs during modeled writing when it is the teacher 

who controls the writing thought process and the pen. It is direct in the sense that the 

teacher makes explicit what she is doing-the thinking, the format, layout, spacing, 

handwriting, spelling and punctuation. She is modeling and demonstrating the 

conventions of print. During the "mini" lesson, instead of the teacher explaining and 
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giving the answers, students are encouraged to think and figure out the reasons for the 

conventions used. She might ask them questions like "Why did I capitalize... ?" or 

What do you notice about... ?" 

Whole Langwgg Cpnggm #9 

Whole language teachers with a strong background in the reading/writing process 

could provide the same tutoring that Reading Recovery does. 

Reading Recoverv Rsponse ^9 

Whole language teachers could provide tutoring if they had the opportunity to 

meet daily with individual children and work consistently with them. But not every 

whole language teacher has such a strong background in the reading process as the 

Reading Recovery teacher not to mention the time and availability to work with a less 

proficient reader at the pace necessary to catch up. All teachers could become even more 

effective by learning from and teaching the Reading Recovery program. 

LAP Rgspcns? ^9 

LAP was created precisely because teachers were expressing the desire for a 

program that could assist their less-proficient readers and writers while allowing them to 

attend to other students. 
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LAP has a classroom teacher component that brings LAP philosophy and 

techniques to classroom teachers when they request it in the form of an in-service. At the 

very least, LAP teachers model and demonstrate how to facilitate effective 

reading/writing conditions and classroom teachers may peripherally participate in 

these presentations. If teachers do not want to leara and apply LAP philosophy and 

techniques it is not a requirement since all students who show a need for LAP services 

receive them regardless of their classroom teacher's support for LAP. LAP directors and 

teachers understand that their presence in the schools is not a substitute for effective 

classroom teaching and it is important for all teachers be educated about the reading 

process and reading strategies, but that not all teachers may be willing to learn newer, 

more holistic and constructive ways of thinking about reading and writing. 

To conclude, children who encounter initial difficulty with reading and writing 

need a reading/writing intervention program which closely matches the natural conditions 

of learning they encounter outside of school. A reading/writing intervention program 

which accomplishes this will most likely help children more than other reading/writing 

intervention programs that ignore how children leam language in natural settings. Other 

than the Reading Recovery program whole language intervention programs are scarce. 

Those reading intervention programs which do exist have not shown how to establish 

natural conditions of learning most conducive to children's out of school language 

learning processes and furthermore, most are not whole language programs. Numerous 

pull-out and in-class reading intervention models exist, but their success in addressing "at 
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risk" children's reading needs is not highly touted (Cohen, Intilli & Robins, 1978; 

Johnston, Allington & Afflerbach, 1985; Slavin & Madden, 1987). 

By observing and documenting how two LAP teachers and their students 

negotiate and construct literacy events and interactions in the LAP program, and by 

understanding how those events and interactions reflect the natural conditions of learning, 

this study will clarify what natural language learning conditions look like in a whole 

language intervention program. These insights will make valuable contributions to 

program designers, reading specialists, administrators and teachers' understandings of 

how to facilitate natural language learning conditions in the classroom in general, and in 

reading intervention programs in particular. 

The need for research on whole language intervention programs exists, especially 

a program like LAP which professes to address the needs of children whose first language 

is not English. Only Reading Recovery has been widely acclaimed as making significant 

contributions to children who are "at risk" of falling behind their classmates" progress in 

reading and in fact, claims that in New Zealand, "children at risk of failure made 

accelerated progress while receiving the individual tutoring. After an average of 12-14 

weeks in the program, ahnost all children had caught up with their peers and needed no 

further extra help. Three years later children still retained their gains and continued to 

make progress at average rates" (Clay, 1982. 1985, cited in Pinnell, 1989, p. 171). 

While Reading Recovery's impact on children's reading is well documented and 

well known in the research literature, its cost to most schools is prohibitive. The cost to 
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Tucson Unified School District schools for one Reading Recovery teacher per year is 

$12,386. This Reading Recovery team teacher "will co-teach in the first grade classroom 

for three hours per day. During that half-day the teacher will train as a Reading Recovery 

teacher" (TUSD Site Proposal, 1997-98). The cost of a Literacy Assistance Project 

teacher per year is $6,555 per tutor. The LAP tutor works three, five-hour days a week 

typically with first, second or third grade students who are in the lowest 20% of reading 

and writing proficiency. Older elementary-level students and even middle school 

students may receive assistance as well. 

Not only is Reading Recovery's cost often prohibitive, but the total number of 

students that this program serves is only 4 per year. LAP serves 20. From a cost 

accounting standpoint it is clear that LAP is the more economical purchase. LAP is an 

especially attractive program when one considers the limited budgets with which most 

schools have to work. 

What remains to be seen is whether LAP truly addresses the needs of the lowest 

20% of readers. Reading Recovery claims to address their needs in a whole language 

context, but does LAP address the same needs and cost less? This is but one question 

that this study seeks to answer. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING 

THE LITERACY ASSISTANCE PROJECT 

Theory, we argue, is fundamentally a set of beliefs upon which 
you are willing to act. 

(Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984, Preface, p. ix) 

In this chapter is the necessary theoretical background for a study about how 

children develop language and literacy in an early intervention reading program and how-

teachers foster those conditions of growth during literacy events and activities. To begin, 

the first section contains a brief summary of six views of learning and teaching. The first 

three views are grouped together since their theoretical premise dictates that the creation 

of knowledge is an individual act transmitted by the teacher and received by the learner. 

Direct, didactic or transmission instruction is the type of teaching which characterizes this 

view. The only view of these three which acknowledges the sociocultural context of 

thinking and learning is Piaget's and his treatment of social interaction is merely as a 

peripheral concern. 

The next three views of teaching and learning are classified as social-

transactional because their theoretical premises are based on knowledge that is jointly 

created between teacher and learners; this instruction has been labeled as Socratic. 

responsive, active, whole language, guided and assisted. In conjunction with the 
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social-transactional views of teaching and learning is the section which follows on 

assisted learning or assisted performance, the teaching method most closely aligned with 

social-transactional theory. L.S. Vygotsky's (1978) ideas on language and thought 

learned in social interaction are the cornerstone of this theoretical discussion because they 

focus on the mutuality of social interaction and cognitive development. 

Discussion of the six views of learning and teaching sets the stage for a discussion 

of the eight conditions of learning naturally present in language settings involving 

parents, children, family, and community. Camboume (1988) proposes that these eight 

conditions which are usually present to a significant extent when children leam language 

at home, must also be present in language development settings in schools. The 

similarities between these eight conditions of language learning Camboume discovered in 

children's homes and the settings of language development in schools are strongly 

implicated. 

Next is a description of two types or approaches to literacy and language 

development. These approaches generally take the form of reading methods and are 

divided into two types: Part and Whole. The section on a part conceptualization of 

literacy and language development leads to reading methods which use a phonics, basal 

or sight word approach. The section on a whole conceptualization of literacy and 

language development explains the theory behind whole language, the learner in a whole 

language classroom, curriculum and whole language, teacher roles and functions in 
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facilitating language growth according to whole language tenets and a final word on 

assessment and evaluation whole language style. 

LAP'S philosophy is a theoretical montage of Bissex, Camboume, Clay, Halliday, 

Holdaway, Gentry, Ken and Yetta Goodman, Routman and Wells-all of whose work is 

grounded in social-transactional theory. The end result is that the program calls itself 

whole language since all of these aforementioned socio-psycholinguists look at whole 

units of language learned in language contexts similar to children's earliest literacy 

experiences. 

This chapter ends with a very important consideration which echoes Harste, 

Woodward and Burke's (1984) sentiments in the epigraph: "Theory, we argue, is 

fundamentally a set of beliefs upon which you are willing to act" (p. ix). What teachers 

believe about language learning and teaching is fundamentally important to the actions 

they take in the learning setting with students. Therefore, some background information 

on how teachers' beliefs are initially formed and change once they enter teacher education 

programs is the central focus of the final section. It is divided into four subsections: 

Teacher Beliefs: On the Inside Looking Out, Challenging Beliefs, Reconstruction of 

Beliefs about Learning and Teaching, Mentorships, Apprenticeships and Collaborative 

Experience for Teacher Candidates and Responsive Teacher Training in the ZPD. 
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Views of Teaching and Learning 

In order to have a complete picture of approaches to learning and instruction, 

theories and methodologies of reading, we must proceed with six brief summaries of 

ways to conceptualize how language is learned. After all, if our highest aim is to 

effectively understand the origins of language and teach accordingly, a knowledge of how 

language comes to mean what it does in the mind of a human being is necessary. The 

first three views of human learning, innatist, behaviorist and psychogenetic can be 

classified together as they hold a common view that knowledge is transmitted to students 

by teachers. The first, or mnatist view, pertains to the innate ability that each human 

being holds to interact with his language community thereby stimulating speech. In this 

view language learning is instinctive and preprogrammed~the only necessary mgredient 

for development is exposure to a natural language. A human child "adapts his universal 

grammatical system to the particular surface structure of the language he hears" (Smith. 

Goodman & Meredith, 1970, p. 16). Written language is not part of the innateness. 

according to this view, and must therefore be taught in school. The innate theory neglects 

to explain several important considerations. Of greatest concem is that this theory does 

not sufficiently emphasize language learning as a process of learning. Smith, Goodman 

& Meredith (1970) lament that this position is very unfortunate since understanding the 

process of natural language acquisition holds great promise for understanding the process 

of learning to read and write in school. 



The behaviorist view pertains to a view that is predominantly held by behavioral 

psychologists. They believe that language is learned through stimulus-response bonds 

over time strengthening correct language responses and extinguishing incorrect ones. The 

implications of this view are that conditioned responses form the basis of language 

learning and that human beings merely habituate language learning. Effectively then, 

infants acquiring their first language would imitate or mimic their parents who reinforce 

more conventional forms and conversely, do not respond to language that does not 

resemble their own. This explanation for language acquisition does not explain how or 

why children are able to produce novel linguistic forms never uttered by their parents. 

Nor does it explain how or why children are able to apply conventional syntactic rules to 

their own utterances when then- parents do not explicitly teach them those rules. 

A third view pertains to Piaget's psychogenetic view (1971). In brief, this view 

sees learning as occurring when a child encounters disequilibrium in his environment. 

Disequilibrium is the cognitive state in which a child's current knowledge or thought 

processes do not contain the representations, or schemas. to deal with a contradictory 

situation. When a child finds himself in this resulting state of confusion, he must build 

new schemas to accommodate the knowledge. When the new knowledge becomes part of 

the child's newly restructured knowledge it is assimilated into his cognitive repertoire to 

be drawn upon in future mental operations. In the process of assimilation and 

accommodation "learners adapt to the physical world by building schemas to which they 

assimilate new knowledge" (Goodman, K.. & Goodman. Y.. 1990, p. 229). The 
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psychogenetic view is one of active learning on the part of the organism trying to make 

sense of the environment 

While the third, or psychogenetic view, acknowledges that there is some social 

effect on learning, it is not a central concern nor does it explain the social processes of 

learning. In these views leamers have a passive role; they do not co-construct knowledge 

with other adults and children in the learning environment. The psychogenetic view 

could embody the ubiquitous "recitation script" where information is passively 

transmitted to the student (Goodlad, 1984; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988). This most 

conmionly involves the lecture format with the instructor assigning material from a text 

which students produce through "convergent factual answers" (Tharp & Gallimore, 1989. 

p. 22) concerned primarily with correcmess. A discussion-lecture format of this nature is 

not responsive to student ideas and it is primarily the teacher who maintains control of 

discussion. The instructor is not concerned with student response, therefore she does not 

craft more reflective, complex student thought processes in the lesson. Criticizing the 

recitation script, Tharp and Gallimore (1988) state that it "emphasizes rote learning and 

student passivity, facts and low-level questions, and low-level cognitive functions. It 

does little to promote intellectual development, cultural literacy and thoughtful 

citizenship of the kinds that A Nation At Risk identified as crucial" (p. 22). 
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Social-Transactional Views of Learning 

The next three views can be grouped together according to their social-

transactional view of learning: Social implying that what children leam about language 

is mastered in a social context with family and friends; transactional unplying that the 

nature of what is learned is negotiated or constructed in a setting involving other learners. 

The sociai-transactional views of learning differ from the transmission views of learning 

because they place the origins of thought entirely in the social construction of knowledge 

whereas the transmission views acknowledge that although social processes have some 

effect on learning, the true origin of thought lies within the individual mind. Unlike 

transmission views of learning, sociai-transactional views hold that learners are active in 

their learning and that learning occurs first and foremost in a sociai-transactional fashion 

where knowledge is created by everyone in the social setting only then becoming a part of 

the individual. Learning transactions are always socially produced and the views of 

learning that acknowledge the social construction of knowledge and the classroom 

environment are more reminiscent of language learned naturally in a child's home and 

community. The sociai-transactional views briefly presented are the theories of Michael 

Halliday and L.S. Vygotsky. 

The first sociai-transactional view of language learning is that of Michael 

Halliday. In his book Learning How to Mean (1972) Halliday discusses the personal and 

social nature of language and how various linguistic forms come about from its fiinctions: 
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* Instrumental language for meeting one's needs ("I want..."May I... ?") 

* Regulatory language for controlling others ("Don't do that!" "Go away!" 
"Let's do this!") 

* Interactional language for maintaining personal relationships (names, 
greetings, etc.) 

* Personal language for expressing personality or individuality G like 
reading stories," "I like milk") 

* Imaginative language for creating fantasy ("Once upon a time," "Once 
there was a lonely monster") 

* Informative language for conveying information (reports, observations 
about the experienced world) 

* Heuristic language for finding things out, for wondering, for hypothesizing 
("Why?" "What for?" "What makes it go?" "I wonder what would 
Iwppen if...?") 

(Halliday, 1972, p. 28) 

Most children naturally learn these linguistic functions at an early age and use them 

effortlessly in transacting with members of their linguistic community. What Halliday's 

theory conveys is that children possess a wide knowledge of functional social language to 

express themselves-phonology, phonics, orthographies, syntax, semantics and 

pragmatics-all learned in social context From a practical learning standpoint, children 

ah^eady possess this knowledge, use it effortlessly in their own lives and find learning to 

read easiest in a context that builds on language learning experiences resembling those 

firom their homes and communities. 

Of all views mentioned here, Vygotsky's (1978) view of language development 

and learning is the most social. For Vygotsk>'. learning language is a matter of 
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internalizing the language of social communities for use in thought and learning. This 

means that of all the social-transactional theories, his theory of learning makes the most 

important theoretical contribution to an understanding of how language and thought are 

reciprocally constructed under social conditions and hence, how learning occurs. 

Vygotsky is a prime contributor to the notion that cognition and language are intertwined 

and that their joint transactions become more than either cognition or language alone. 

Children construct knowledge by collaborating with others and then internalizing 

the conversations that occurred during those social experiences. Vygotsky's (1978) idea 

of learning is the internalization of adult symbols (Wertsch, 1985). It is what happens in 

social context—the conversation, activities, problem-solving, linguistic negotiations—that 

are instrumental in the formation of knowledge. Departing from Piaget (1959), whose 

emphasis on language development relied on thought as separate from language. 

Vygotsky theorized that language generates thought and vice versa. Observing a 

Vygotskian orientation to language development, this study recognizes that a complete 

picture of children's langtiage learning processes cannot be imagined without a thorough 

understanding of how those language experiences were influenced in social transaction: 

Namely, the LAP lesson. 

According to Vygotskian (1978) theory, a reading lesson could very well be 

characterized as an activity setting. An activity setting is where the zone of proximal 

development (ZPD) can be activated to encourage learning. When interacting with 

children teachers can, in their instructional conversations, encourage children to engage in 
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a level of intellectual functioning that they could not manage alone. Tudge and 

Winterhoff (1993) explain that "rather than deriving explanations of psychological 

activity from the individual's characteristics, the unit of analysis should be the individual 

engaged in social activi^' (p. 66). Teachers provide the adult demonstrations and 

framework that help children come to terms with old knowledge and reconceptualize it 

accordmg to the new input. Arguing with Piaget's (1959) view that children's 

development must precede learning, Vygotsky (1978) claimed that children's learning 

precedes development The implication that Vygotsky's (1978) theory has for this study 

and the field of teaching is astounding when we consider that language is an "integral pan 

of thinking" and that how language is used with children in LAP lessons, classrooms and 

in research settings has very influential effects on children's thinking and the way that 

they internalize those same experiences (Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984). These 

findings may caution evaluators, program designers and instructors to seriously consider 

the nature of their language interactions with children and examine those interactions 

critically for the effects they have on children's learning opportunities. 

Teaching Newlv Defined: Assisted Performance 

Built on Vygotsky's (1978) social-transactional view of language learning is a 

theory of teaching, learning and schooling that veers away entirely from the first three 

transmission views of this chapter to the social construction of mind in concert with 

others. The Neo-Vygotskian view (Bruner. 1962; Moll, 1990; Vygotsky. 1978; Wertsch. 
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1985) is based on Vygotsky's claims that children use what they learn in social 

experiences to shape and internalize individualized thought processes. The 

teaching-learning theory developed by Tharp and Gallimore (1988) called assisted 

learning or assisted performance contams ideas from Neo-Vygotskian theory that reach 

beyond traditional recitation learning and has vast implications for a reconceptualization 

of teaching, learning and schooling. Learning that is assisted is an important concept for 

this study because it uses the instructional conversation to engage children in literacy 

growth in activity settings such as LAP reading lessons. Reading lessons can be activity 

settings—'lhe recurrent dramas of everyday life, played on the stages of home, school, 

community, and workplace"~that comprise instructional conversation and that derive 

from naturally occurring learning situations (Tharp & Gallimore, 1989, p. 23). 

Vygotsky's ideas and those of Neo-Vygotskian sociohistorical theorists and 

researchers now provide educators with a new understanding of teaching, learning and 

cognitive development (Cazden, 1981; Rogoff & Wertsch, 1984; Tharp & Gallimore, 

1988; Wertsch & Stone, 1985). These theorists have shed light on the "namral teaching" 

occurring in homes and communities stressing that children come to school equipped 

with linguistic and cognitive structures residing in the language and tasks of their families 

and communities. This has profound effects on schooling because educators must 

recognize that children's knowledge is situated in the setting and task in which it was 

leamed. This view of knowledge and learning implies that what children do at home and 

at school (activity) is not separate from what they leam (cognition). Brown, Collins, and 
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Duguid (1989) explain that situated cognition is different from didactic education 

because there is no "separation between knowing and doing" and that knowledge is not 

"an integral, self-sufficient substance, theoretically independent of the situations in which 

it is learned and used" (p. 32). Learning, then, is critically tied to the type of activity and 

the type of language negotiations triggered during assisted performance. 

It is unfortunate, however, that many classroom and school learning experiences 

ignore the context and conversation in which children's new knowledge is generated and 

instead of assisting learning at all educational levels, rely heavily on the unresponsive, 

didactic, recitation script to transmit knowledge to students. Reliance on memorization, 

rote questions and answers extracted from textbooks, drills, worksheets, basals, are all 

examples of structured materials and methods representative of "automatic" teaching so 

prevalent in schools (Tharp & Gallimore, 1988). It is also unfortunate (but not 

surprising) that when Durkin (1978-79) observed 18,000 minutes of reading 

comprehension instruction in American schools he found that less than 1% of the time 

was spent dealing with units of meaning larger than a single word. How can learning 

occur when instructional conversation is limited to single words? When the children and 

their teacher are not collaboratively involved in the instructional conversation, it is easy to 

see how children quickly lose interest, become passive and shut out the learning 

experience no matter how valuable or interesting the teacher believes the lesson to be. 



In their book Rousing Minds to Life (1988), Tharp and Gallimore discuss their 

theory of teaching as assisted performance. They describe a means of assisting 

performance which, in all likelihood, would not look familiar to most of us schooled in 

North American school systems because it does not resemble traditional Western 

psychological means of assisting performance consisting of: modeling, feedback, 

questioning, instructing, contingency managing, and cognitive structuring. What Tharp 

and Gallunore propose instead is a way to merge traditional Western psychology and its 

teaching methods with Vygotskian theory to form Neo-Vygotskian theory that explains 

teaching and methods in a different way. Real teaching is seen as assisting learners to 

perform to the higher limits of their capacity within the zone of proximal development. 

Assistance occurs through instructional conversation which is a dialogue between teacher 

and learners much like the natural dialogues between parents and children that arise from 

spontaneous learning situations at home. 

Responsive Teaching in the ZPD Using Instructional Conversation 

The goal of building responsive teaching using instructional conversation in the 

ZPD requires teachers and teacher educators to integrate two domains of knowledge. 

Berliner (1968) stipulates these two domains as subject matter knowledge and knowledge 

of organization and management of classrooms. Both are necessary domains of the 

expert pedagogue and responsive teacher. When presenting reading subject matter to 
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students, teachers must exploit their Imowledge of literary qualities and the possibility of 

exploring themes and structures with students. Teachers using the Experience-Text-

Relationship sequence (Au, 1979,1981), a familiar strategy in the KEEP Program, 

attempts to elicit content &om the students' experiences (E), tie their personal 

experiences in to the relevant theme(s) and structural elements of the book (T), and then 

establish a relationship between the two (R). These sequences may last from a few 

sentences to several minutes in length. The most important element of the ETR sequence 

is the responsiveness of the teacher generated by questions "from the various levels of 

cognitive operations, extendmg from recall of specific detail through the higher orders of 

inference and extension (Crowell & Au, 1979; White & Tharp, 1987). Teachers build on 

children's responses and what children say in die reading group is the focal point of 

instruction. Direct teaching is kept to a minimum and the teacher flexibly bounces from 

one student response to another always elaborating on their responses and bringing them 

back around to the instructional focus for the lesson. It takes a skillfril teacher to listen to 

what the children have to say, extend their cognitive operations all die while 

remembering the content and direction of the story or lesson. 

Culturallv Compatible Instructional Conversation 

From their work with the KEEP project in Hawaiian schools, Tharp and 

Gallimore have developed a model of instructional conversation that works especially 

well with native Hawaiian (Au. 1982; Calfee, 1981; Speidel, Gallimore. Jordan. 
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Dowhower-Vuyk, & Vogt, 1982) and Native American children (Tharp & Yamauchi, 

1994). Culturally compatible instructional conversation has been documented by these 

same researchers mentioned above as contributing to a successful reading program for 

disadvantaged minority students. In her Introduction to the article "Vygotskian 

Perspectives on Discussion Processes in Small-Group Reading Lessons." Au (1985) 

mentions that Hawaiian students generally score at about the 30th percentile on 

standardized reading tests with no improvement thereafter. In the same fashion, Tharp 

and Yamauchi (1994) relate that in the years from 1987-1989 Native Americans 

consistently scored in the 20th and 30th percentiles on standardized tests of reading and 

math. If traditional teaching methods for reading are not working for these native 

Hawaiian and Native American children, it seems plausible that other instructional 

methods like those provided by the KEEP program must be considered as potential 

models for other minority groups. 

The Eight Conditions of Learning 

The contexts in which parents engage and instruct their children conversationally 

at home may have important ramifications for how school environments are designed. 

These same learning conditions refined by teacher research and sound pedagogical 

practice become a springboard from which more mature forms of language and thought 

emerge in the reading lesson. Brian Camboume is a researcher whose work tells us much 

about the optimal conditions in which children learn language in natural conte.xts. His 
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book. The Whole Story: Natural Llearning and the Acquisition of Literacy in the 

Classroom, (1988) is a fascinating look at the nature of children's literacy development 

out of school and the implications that these natural language learning conditions have for 

school language learning. The next two sections of this chapter are drawn from Brian 

Camboume's hypothesis about natural language leaming~the parallels between informal 

and formal oral language development-and what implications these similarities might 

hold for learning literacy in formal contexts. His eight conditions of learning are 

social-transactional and were chosen as the foundation for LAP by Joanne Robinson, 

former developer and trainer for the program. Each of the eight conditions are outlined 

and the ways LAP draws upon them theoretically are delineated. 

lmm?r?ipn 

In Camboume's book The Whole Story: Natural Learning and the Acquisition of 

Literacy in the classroom (1988) he discusses eight conditions of learning which 

comprise children's natural language learning tendencies. The first condition that 

Camboume describes as necessary to literacy learning concerns immersion-exposure to 

print of as many different types as the teacher can lay their hands on. Charts, graphs, and 

posters record literate displays of language in the form of rhymes, art drawings, sentences, 

calendars, alphabet strips, children's cubby name tags, labels for desks, chairs and other 

classroom objects and other sorts of meaningful environmental print comprise notions of 

"opportunity for" and "availability of text. "Immersion," says Camboume, "needs time. 
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It needs a variety of text forms to be available for possible engagement by learners, and it 

needs to be both visual and aural, as well as being both teacher- and learner-controlled" 

(1988, p. 46). It is critical that language immersion be whole, authentic (as opposed to 

uimatural and contrived) and meaningful. 

Pgmonstt?tiQn 

Demonstration involves presentation of a range and variety of language processes 

that Camboume (1988) purports will enable children to "select, interpret, organize, and 

re-orient, etc. their developing literacy knowledge into patterns and schemas that will 

eventually make them fully literate" (p. 47). Demonstrations include both action and 

artifact and provide children with information about how the systems of written language 

work together. A teacher who demonstrates knowledge of the "sound that the letters /a/r/ 

make in a list of unrelated words, is not demonstrating how the process and knowledge of 

blending 'ar' fits in with the act of reading or writing or spelling or generally being 

literate" (p. 49). His "final word" is that classrooms must provide "a smorgasbord of 

contextually-relevant demonstrations" (p. 50) as examples of what literate persons do 

in situations that require reading, writing and otherwise engaging in textual processing. 

Expgpwupns 

Expectations are subtle yet powerful forces that can motivate or disenchant 

students from the learning experience. Trusting that learners want to and do make 



appropriate decisions according to their developmental level is communicated to learners 

in many ways. Genuine messages that convince learners of their capabilities and 

strengths can be one of the most highly compelling supports a teacher can lend her 

students. Ken Goodman (1996) believes that when .. teachers have a deep 

appreciation of the universal ability of children to learn and use functional ^\Titten 

language, and a basic understanding of how written language works, then a very different 

kind of classroom emerges, one in which the teacher supports learners as they move into 

reading and writing by building on their language strengths" (p. 135). A teacher who 

understands how to appropriately challenge her students' abilities creates a classroom 

where whole language flourishes. 

Respgnsibility 

According to Camboume (1988), students who take responsibility for their own 

learning behave in two distinct ways: (a) "Learners displaying a willingness to make 

decisions about learning independently of the teacher and (b) teachers trusting learners to 

engage with demonstrations which are made available and to select firom those 

demonstrations what they, the learners, decide is necessary for them to learn or 

experiment with at that particular time" (p. 62). From a student's point of view, learning 

is constantly occurring in the real world-children extract from experiences what is most 

useful and meaningfiil to their particular level of development. Take learning to speak, 

for example. Children readily assume responsibility for learning to speak—they do it 
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naturally and well~and neither teachers nor parents teach them formally. From a 

teacher's point of view, students taking responsibility for their own learning does not 

mean abandoning all order and control. Rather, Camboume (1988) stresses that: 

If teachers want learners to make decisions about which part of a 
demonstration they will engage with, teachers must provide 
demonstrations which contain all the information from which any 
learner may wish to draw. If as many of the interacting systems 
of language as possible are present in any demonstration, then the 
learner who engages is forced to make choices concerning just what 
aspects of language he will focus on and intemalize. (p. 65) 

For example, a class letter from a second grade teacher written to her whole class is 

presented for group analysis and discussion. One student may want to discuss why the 

teacher selected a certain salutation, another the comma after the salutation and still 

another, the use of capital letters for Dear Class signaling interest in the language 

conventions of register and punctuation. Not every child wll have the need to discuss 

register and punctuation but those who do will take responsibility for internalizing the 

information they need to supplement their e,xisting structures. The children who are 

already familiar with register and punctuation will be reinforced and the new example 

may demonstrate how to use register and punctuation in an altogether new context. 

Use 

From the earliest age children are exposed to language practice or use, as 

Camboume (1988) labels it, when playing peek-a-boo and other language patterned play. 
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Language is practiced over and over and children gradually internalize the pattern in time. 

Unfortunately, the classroom situation is not as free of artifice as the home since teachers 

must meet curricular requirements in a specified amount of time, with numerous 

individuals in a small space with multiple developmental levels and needs. However, 

teachers should strive to "create settings in which learnen experience an urgent need 

to read and write in order to achieve ends other than learning about reading and 

writing" (p. 75). If this sounds like real language used for real purposes, it is. Classroom 

activities that are purposefully broken into pieces for easier consumption such as 

workbooks, phonics drills and worksheets do not qualify as real language. Any activity-

which involves listening, reading, talking, writing, debating, thinking, organizing and 

creating~"for the purpose of completing some more macroscopic, meaningful task" 

(p. 75)~is real language use. 

Apprpxlrnmion and Rgspons? 

Approximation allows for children's temporary understandings of language to 

surface, to exist for a while, to change and possibly even to resurface again before 

emerging as conventional forms of language. Learners who make approximations have 

the advantage of learning to test, and trust, their linguistic hypotheses. Tlien when a 

sufficient amount of cognitive unrest has come and gone more mature forms of language 

will be forthcoming. Teachers who respond to their students' approximations let them 

know that what they've produced is acceptable or that it's not conventional and some 
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modifications are necessary. A teacher can choose a variety of responses including 

"acceptance, celebration, evaluation and demonstration" (Camboume, 1988, p. 77) all of 

which shape learners' future engagements with language. 

Engapement 

Engagement is a concept Frank Smith (1981) used when describing how and why 

learners decide to participate in the learning demonstrations teachers provide them. 

Camboume (1988) takes this concept further when he states that learners must be 

convinced that they can do what is being demonstrated, that what is being demonstrated 

will further tiieir lives and will not result in pain or degradation. And finally, the person 

with whom they engage must be significant to them. 

The Eight Conditions of Learning as Reflected in LAP 

The philosophy of this program is that reading and writing are learned as speaking 

is learned: By being immersed in spoken language children leam what natural 

communication sounds like. Therefore, through constant exposure to and demonstrations 

of meaningful spoken language, they will gradually approximate the language heard 

around them. Brian Camboume and Jill Turbill (1991) refer to these natural language 

learning conditions in their book Coping with Chaos, extending Camboume's (1988) 

earlier work in The Whole Story. Camboume and Turbill believe that natural language 

learning conditions need to be present in all classrooms because like natural speech. 
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reading and writing are acquired in the same way. The Literacy Assistance Project has 

adopted Camboume's (1988) and Camboume and Turbill's (1991) eight language 

learning conditions as their own to illustrate that it is necessary for a reading program to 

reflect in its design and implementation natural language learning conditions. 

In the kindergarten classrooms that Camboume and Turbill (1991) studied in their 

1982 project as representative of "process-writing" or "process-oriented" classrooms, all 

eight learning conditions previously mentioned were present "to a relatively high degree" 

(p. 6). Where listening, speaking, reading and writing were integrated in the natural 

language learning environment. The eight conditions of learning represented by 

Camboume and Turbill's research provide the whole language learning conditions on 

which LAP is founded. 

Adhering to whole language tenets, LAP philosophy does not support subdividing 

language and language learning into artificial skills. Whole language philosophy requires 

that children are at the center of their own learning experiences and necessarily, that their 

life and literacy experiences direct their learning goals. Reading, writing and speaking 

real, purposeful, meaningfiil messages occurs across the curriculum, often organized in 

thematic units. Unlike other reading approaches, students do not learn skills in isolation. 

Holdaway (1979) describes skill learning as teachers controlling the learning experience 

instead of student-initiated and student-directed learning. Teachable moments designate 

when students need to learn formally or directly about the reading process in a sttateg>' 

lesson (Goodman. K., 1970; Weaver, 1986). Even during strategy lessons whole 
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language teachers do not teach phonics or phonetics outside of a context relevant to the 

children. For example, a strategy lesson might include a brief discussion of important 

sound/symbol relationships from a class-generated story only when children seem 

confused about or desire clarification about that issue. 

In the case of LAP, brief strategy lessons are incorporated into LAP lessons during 

guided reading and writing based on the children's needs. During LAP's strategy lessons 

the teacher assesses where each individual child is grappling with a troublesome language 

issue and mediates at the level at which the child needs support. Vygotskian (1978) 

theory would describe this as the zone of proximal development. In Piagetian theory 

(1959), it is the cognitive dissonance that creates the disequilibrium in the child's head 

requiring a solution and resulting in new cognitive structures. LAP strategy lessons 

encourage the child to confront no-longer-useful language beliefs through "supportive 

language interactions " (Graves, 1983, p. 271, cited in Camboume & Turbill. 1991). 

moving the child to newer, more personally meaningful language beliefs. 

Approaches to Literacy and Language Development 

The next section includes a summary of research on various reading approaches 

which will take into account the Part and Whole approaches to reading for clearer 

classification and comprehension of their theoretical stances toward literacy learning and 

consequently, teaching. Woven into these sections on approaches to reading is a 
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discussion of children's natural oral and written language learning development outside 

of schools and how those tendencies should influence teaching decisions. 

Literacy and Language Development: From Part to Whole 

One way to conceptualize literacy and language development is by breaking it 

down into its constituent parts to try to understand and teach it. According to some 

linguists and proponents of the part-to-whole approach, reading and the teaching of 

reading is best taught by learning to pronounce and identify letters, words and sentences 

then secondarily, deriving meaning from the decoded words. For this reason the 

approach is also referred to as "code emphasis" (Beck & Juel, 1992; Chall, 1992.1993; 

LaBerge & Samuels, 1977) since the reader is required to "break the linguistic code" or 

decode the phonemes and graphemes before assigning meanmg to them. What is 

emphasized here is that meaning is not directly available to the reader without tran<;lating 

the phonemes and graphemes into spoken language. Another label for this approach is 

"outside in" (Smith, 1979; Weaver, 1994) explaining that meaning comes from the text to 

the reader, another way of saying part-to-whole. In short, the code or outside in approach 

to literacy and language learning views the reading process as a mechanistic, one-way 

process in which the reader receives meaning only when the constituent letters, sounds 

and sentences are deciphered. 

In the following paragraphs several approaches to learning to read will be 

described. They can all be characterized as part-centered or "skills'" approaches in that 
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they seek to help children develop skills to decipher language parts before children are 

considered ready to read. Reading readiness programs draw theoretically from a 

transmission philosophy that disregards childrens' home literacy experiences and draws a 

strict division between preparation for reading (reading readiness) and learning to read. 

For example, Chall (1983) typically characterizes childrens' begiimmg reading efforts 

from birth to age six as stage zero. Her characterization signals two things. First, she 

emphasizes stages of child development, reducing children's unique linguistic talents and 

perspectives to restrictive, superficial descriptions. Second, her stage depiction of 

language development nullifies significant linguistic gains children make in the first six 

years of life before formalized instruction typically begins. 

In contrast, transactional philosophies of reading draw no division between 

readiness for reading and learning to read; emergent reading and writing (literacy) is seen 

as a continuous process without division into stages (Weaver, 1994). Despite burgeoning 

amounts of research in the area of early and emergent literacy (Hall, 1987; Harste, 

Woodward & Burke, 1984; Strickland & Morrow, 1989; Teale & Sulzby, 1986) it is 

telling that none of the four approaches recognize the notion that children are familiar 

with literate behavior and natural functions of print in their environments before formal 

reading instruction. Nevertheless, in spite of their shortcomings, the phonics, basal and 

sight word approaches have all enjoyed varying degrees of popularity since the early 

1900s. 
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The Part Approaches to Reading: Phonics 

The phonics approach to reading is described by Weaver (1994) as having the 

greatest amount of popularity &om about 1890 to the 1920s when it was superseded by 

the sight word approach. The phonics approach has been popular in basal readers since 

the 1930s (Goodman, K-, 1993). Currently it professes to be the golden lamb for 

"back-to-basics" curriculum proponents who believe that the answer to the United States' 

supposed high level of reading failure lies in teaching children how to match letters and 

sounds. Jeaime Chall, a long-time proponent of reading readiness and phonics 

philosophies, describes reading as advancing developmentally through reading stages. 

She does not believe that children learn to read and write just being inunersed in and 

receiving whole language demonstrations as Camboume (1988) and Ken and Yetta 

Goodman (1979) suggest, but rather that most of children's early reading and writing 

instruction must be directly taught (Chall & Stahl, 1985). Chall (1987) characterizes 

Camboume and Ken and Yetta Goodman's language principles as "a global and playful 

approach" (p. 8) and believes whole language to be "less effective in Grades 1 and 2. 

when children need to acquire decoding and word recognition skills, and should be 

reading many books to gain fluency" (p. 8). For intermediate grades she proposes a 

greater focus on word meaning because their reading materials contain a greater 

concentration of technical vocabulary. Bettelheim and Zelen (1982) and Chall (1983) 

also remind readers that their research demonstrates that children do not learn to read by 
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"just reading" and that skills must especially be taught to "children from low-income 

homes and those at high risk for learning disability" (p. 8). 

The remaining phonics discussion presents (a) a defmition of phonics, (b) what 

phonics instruction professes to accomplish and (c) what instructmg phonics really does 

accomplish. 

First, a definition of phonics is in order. The term phonics refers to "the set of 

complex relationships between phonology (the sound system of an oral language) and 

orthography (the system of spellings and punctuation of written language)" (Goodman, K. 

1993, p. 8). One of the main problems in explaining how children come to read is that 

lay people (and sometimes even language professionals) use a "common sense" (Weaver, 

1994) explanation to characterize this process. The trouble with the common sense 

explanation is that according to psycholinguistic research it doesn't accurately or 

scientifically represent what happens when children leam to read authentic, meaningful 

text in real contexts for real purposes. That is, it is really a misconception. The first 

misconception says that, "If I know how to say something and I know phonics, I will be 

able to write the same thing with accurate spelling" (Goodman, K., 1993, p. 48). And 

second, "If I see print and I know phom'cs, I will be able to sound it out and then 

understand what it says" (p. 48). 

The first misconception is drawing the erroneous conclusion that in English there 

is a direct, one-to-one correspondence between the phonic rules of English and its 

orthography. To begin with, the amount and complexity of rules needed to represent the 
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English language would baffle even the most experienced linguists if they were required 

to relate their spellings to phonic rules. Even successfully applied, phonic rules could 

only be used for a small percentage of words. 

The second misconception implies that sounding out words will get readers closer 

to the meaning of what they are reading. Depending on the context words can mean 

different things. Take read, for example. She can read the book. She read the book 

yesterday. The context determines the meaning of these verbs and until the reader reads 

the passage, it's not certain which meaning applies. 

A heavily phonic-oriented approach to reading has long been called 'the linguistic 

method... and psycholinguistics became adopted in the early 1970s as the emblem of the 

opposing point of view" (Smith, 1994, p. 221). Phonics instruction professes to simplify 

reading by breaking it down into small chunks. It sounds reasonable that a whole broken 

into its parts might be more understandable to beginning readers. In Phonics Phacts 

(1993), Ken Goodman expresses his opinion that Hooked on Phonics and "phonics-first 

reading programs... focus entirely on teaching phonics prior to any other instruction or 

experience with reading. Learners must survive an extended teaching of letter-sound 

correspondences before they are permitted to experience anything like meaningfiil 

language. And that's bad phonics. It's bad because it's oversimplified, inaccurate, out of 

context and inappropriate for the learners" (p. 106). What at first glance seems like a 

reasonable explanation for how readers learn to read in fact reduces children's chances of 



understanding reading because it's so far from how they most naturally and competently 

learn language. 

V/hen language is broken down into pieces it is called decoding. Although 

decoding language into pieces may help children pronounce some of the words they read, 

it does not help them understand what they read. Children who are taught to decode and 

use this as tiieir primary strategy (DeFord, 1981; Juel & Roper/Schneider, 1985) may be 

at a loss when it comes to applying other reading strategies like initiating, sampling, 

predicting, confirming and correcting if relying exclusively on decoding. 

The Basal Approach 

It is common to find phonic-based instruction like that mentioned above in basal 

readers. These are texts for early readers designed to tightly control the skills and 

sequences of language that children learn so they will become "ready to read." Much like 

the research paradigm underpinning phonics and phonics instruction these readers are 

built on the notion that emergent readers and writers cannot really read and write unless 

they memorize and apply the phonic rules behind language. Stories in basal readers are 

not authentic children's literature. They are "dummied down" versions of literature 

which correspond to a particular curricular scope and sequence followed by 

"skill-and-drill" exercises testing the skills embedded in the texts. In an article entitled 

"Readability as a Solution Adds to the Problem," MacGinitie (1984) reports that 

attempting to simplify tests by making them conform to formulas restricting word choice 
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and sentence length make them more difficult for children to read. Pearson (1974,1975) 

and Shuy (1981) stress that comprehensibility is not increased by reducing grammatical 

complexity. 

The Sight Word Approach 

The final approach mentioned in this paper is the sight word or "look-say" 

approach "widely used from about 1930 until about the mid-1960s when it became 

increasingly intertwined with (or permeated by) a phonics approach" (Weaver, 1994, p. 

54). This approach uses flash cards to help children learn to recognize high frequency 

words like the, and and I. Although this approach focuses on whole word recognition, 

unlike phonics, it is like phonics in that it stresses identification or recognition over 

comprehension. Even though this approach is not as widely used in isolation it is still 

incorporated into basal readers as a technique for instructing readers. 

Literacv and Language Development: From Whole to Part 

Although this section is entitled "Literacy and Language Development: From Part 

to Whole" a caveat must be supplied by way of explanation. For analysis sake, although 

this section contrasts Part to Whole proponents' views of language and literacy learning, 

it is a synthetic category and not one whole language proponents would find accurate as a 

representation of the language learning process. 
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This is due to the fact that whole language supporters do not, nor would they ever, 

advocate an artificial division of language into language segments as a way for children 

to learn language. It is their contention that a philosophy of language learning (the way 

young children acquire language) and its curriculum and pedagogy (what and how young 

children are instructed), should be mutually reflective and supportive. That being said, 

reading and the teaching of reading is not taught by abstracting linguistic elements from 

the natural spoken and written environment, but rather, learning to make better sense of 

cues and strategies to increase the aheady existing tendency to make meaning of spoken 

and written language. King and Watson (1983) describe reading as meaning construction 

and situations of children learning to read in spite of formalized reading instruction. That 

children use their natural inclination to immerse themselves in "fimctional, purposive 

print" (p. 71) and derive meaning from it in spite of programs that would decontextualize 

and deconstruct language into meaningless, artificial parts is evidence of children's 

resilience and insistence on real contexts and content. 

Contrary to popular opinion, whole language programs do not neglect teaching 

language parts to get to the whole. Simply put, it is a misconception by "part-to-wholers" 

that decoding from written to oral language is the trick to get at meaning. Reading cannot 

be described as decoding from written to oral language because the term decoding implies 

going from code to something other than code. Ken Goodman (1971) explains that 

moving from code to code no decoding has taken place. And this is what part-to-whole 

proponents claim. That during the act of reading a reader must recognize and name a 
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view "the task is to get the underlying structure, to get at the meaning, and to constantly 

keep the meaning in mind" (1971, p. 462). He continues by saying that a more accurate 

definition of what occurs m many instances of teaching reading as decoding is 

"recoding," a process which in moving from print to an oral code does not result in 

meaning at all (Goodman, 1971). 

Another way this approach is described talks about how meaning is extracted 

from language. Contrary to the inside-out view of reading where die reader extracts 

meaning that resides in the text, the whole language view regards processing meaning as 

primary. Smith names whole language's primacy of meaning philosophy "outside in," 

meaning it is the reader's interplay and interpretation of the text that brings it meaning 

(Smith, 1979; Weaver, 1994). 

The Whole Approach to Reading and Writing: Whole Language 

Whole language is die instructional philosophy that reflects the 
view that meaning and "natural language' learning are the basis 
of literacy learning. (Smith, Notes, 1994, p. 296) 

In the United States Ken and Yetta Goodman are most closely associated with this 

movement while New Zealand, Australia, and Canada also have strong whole language 

roots. 

hi the following sections whole language will be broken down for the sake of 

discussion into four sections. They are: (1) learning and the learner. (2) curriculum and 
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whole language, (3) teacher roles and functions in facilitating language, and (4) 

assessment and evaluation. All four sections deal specifically with the principles or 

paradigm of whole language and how the teacher and learner are reciprocally engaged in 

learning. 

Uaming and th? Uamgr 

Whole language philosophy promotes learning contexts in which children are 

actively engaged in complex language and reasoning processes for problem solving 

purposes. The environment is authentic and the literacy activities that take place in a 

whole language classroom support fimctional and purposeful language goals. Learners 

are not afraid to risk making mistakes because it is understood that learning is a process 

of increasing approximations toward the final goal. Collaboration with peers and with the 

teacher facilitates and encourages transactions with written text, just as children have 

naturally sought oral transactions in their environments. 

Curriculum and Whole Language 

Teachers and learners mutually negotiate the child's instructional level and how 

the child needs to develop. Each child's curricular needs are monitored closely; the 

child's personal interests and strengths are counterbalanced with what is developmentally 

appropriate. Usually topics and themes center the curriculum and withm those topics and 

themes children direct their own learning according to needs and interests. They do not 
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receive direct instructioii &om the teacher except in the context of the whole learning 

experience and only in consideration of the child's linguistic and developmental needs. 

Reading materials in the classroom are items of print that most closely correspond with 

natural language with an emphasis on predictable linguistic patterns. 

The Role of Teachers in Facilitating Whole Language 

In whole language instruction teachers are described as mediators, facilitators, and 

co-collaborators. Constance Weaver (1994) uses the term "master craftsperson" to 

denote the transactional nature of the student-teacher reladonship. The whole language 

instructor creates an accepting climate for growth and learning where students are assisted 

and encouraged to stretch their own literacy experiences. She treats her students as 

capable co-investigators who want to participate in their own quest for icnowledge. .^d 

fmally, she stimulates learning by demonstration and modeling so that students have a 

guide for progress. 

Assessment and Evaluation 

Whole language assessment and evaluation does not depend on norm-referenced 

tests which merely measure how well a student can take a test. Instead, it relies on 

criterion-referenced and individual-referenced measures of growth. The student, teacher, 

peers, and parents are involved in assessing the child's growth so assessment is 

collaborative rather than unidimensional. Assessment is contextualized, ongoing and 
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products include not only tests but samples of the child's work in a portfolio. 

Researchers' descriptions of naturalistic assessment and evaluation in reading 

instruction include many of the aforementioned elements found in whole language 

classrooms (Heath, 1983). Whole language's non-standardized, authentic policy of 

assessment and evaluation is not supported by everyone, however. There is the 

unavoidable conflict between whole language approaches and other approaches, namely, 

phonics, word-attack, word recognition, phonological awareness and decoding, to name a 

few. Authors Hiebert and Calfee (1992) discuss die assessment of literacy, from 

standardized tests to portfolios, emphasizing public demand for increasing measurement 

by standardized testing instruments. Many educators find the growing call for direct 

insu-uction and non-whole language approaches to learning language evidence for the 

deprofessionalization of educators and increased control by administration. What is 

critical, however, is an unwavering focus on the educational needs of our children-

keeping their developmental needs in mind and not becoming sidetracked in the political 

melee for philosophical one-upmanship. 

The preceding discussion has centered on different philosophies of human 

leaming, literacy and language development and approaches to reading instruction. 

The studies discussed in this section provide evidence that literacy and literacy leaming is 

best stimulated in a naturalistic environment like the whole language approach postulates. 

In order to develop and maintain the most enriching language leaming experiences in 
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school, children's natural language learning tendencies must be considered in curriculum 

design, teacher role in the classroom and assessment and evaluation. 

Teacher Beliefs 

To design effective learning environments we must not only consider contextual 

but also human factors. What teachers believe about teaching and learning and how those 

beliefs influence the learning environment is a necessary piece of the teaching and 

learning puzzle. Teacher candidates begin their teacher education program with many 

unexamined attitudes about what effective teaching is all about. According to Rokeach 

(1968), an attitude is described as an organization of beliefs and a belief system "the total 

universe of a person's beliefs about the physical world, and the self (p. 123). Beliefs are 

of three kinds: descriptive or existential (I believe that the sun sets in die west). 

evaluative (I believe this milk shake is good) and prescriptive or exhortatory (I believe it 

is desirable that students obey their teacher). A collection of beliefs and values form the 

basic building blocks of attitudes toward teaching and when put into action in the 

classroom, become behavioral "predispositions to action" (p. 113). In the research on 

teacher beliefs there are as many definitions of beliefs as there are studies. However, for 

the purposes of this paper beliefs are defined as the collection of values and attitudes 

which predispose teachers' thoughts and actions about students, teaching and the process 

of schooling. 
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Research on beliefs supports the conclusion that beliefs are the best predictors of 

individual behavior (Bandura, 1968) and that teachers' beliefs significantly influence 

perception and judgment in the classroom thereby affecting performance (Clark, 1988; 

Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, & Lloyd, 1991). If beliefs are as significant a predictor of 

classroom performance as previous research tells us they are, exploring and challenging 

belief constructs has an important place in teacher education curriculum. To aid teacher 

candidates in envisioning themselves as societal change agents to promote real 

educational democracy (Giroux, 1992) through the medium of schools, educators must 

dispose of teacher education which provides "an identification with teaching that leads to 

the perpetuation of conventional practice and reaffirmation of the past (Lortie, 1975 as 

cited in Pajares, 1993, p. 46). Then, and only then, will future teachers rise above the 

status quo to conceptualize and practice truly reformed education. 

Teacher Beliefs: On the Inside Looking Out 

Abundant research on beliefs tells us that the inconsistent, incoherent beliefs that 

teacher candidates possess (Schutz, 1970) are hardy and resistant to change (Nespor, 

1988; Rokeach, 1968) in spite of teacher educators' good intentions to open them up for 

examination. Brookhard & Freeman (1992) suspect that teacher education programs 

show little evidence of challenging beliefs, and even faulty beliefs incompatible with 

robust research and practice may not be open to examination and alteration (Carter. 

1990; Florio-Ruane, 1990). 
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We might now question why beliefs about teaching are so difficult to ascertain 

and expose to scrutiny. All teacher candidates have been students with long hours spent 

in elementary, middle and high school classrooms; classrooms with teachers who provide 

examples of what and how to teach. These examples hone the "apprenticeship of 

observation" (Lortie, 1975) that will firmly entrench teacher candidates' beliefs about 

teaching in their minds by the time they begin their teacher education program 

(Buchmann, 1987; Florio-Ruane, & Lensmire, 1990; Nespor, 1987). The "images" of 

teaching resurrected from experience as an elementary, middle and secondary student 

influence teacher candidates' mterpretations of teacher education courses and classroom 

practices (Calderhead & Robson, 1991). 

Students entering degree programs for other professions encounter situations and 

experiences for which they have no prior belief system. Strangers in a new land, these 

students must undergo a gradual process of filtering new thoughts and beliefs, examining 

their veracity according to the professional standards of their field and then 

accommodating them into existing frames. Unlike teacher candidates who have already 

"bought into" their existing belief system, they maintain little or no allegiance to thoughts 

and beliefs about their field making the process of accommodation painless (Posner. 

Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982). 

Studies of teacher candidates who possess faulty beliefs or beliefs that interfered 

with the effectiveness of their teacher education programs are numerous. It was found 

that teacher beliefs interfered with some students' openness to the course content 
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(Holt-Reynolds, 1992) and that they will go to such lengths as to distort the information 

presented to them in their courses in order to preserve the sanctity of their prior beliefs 

(Schommer, 1990). In a constnictivist education study Hollingsworth (1989) uncovered 

the faulty entering beliefs of teacher candidates. In spite of the constnictivist goals of the 

program, the teacher candidates in her study revealed that, for them, the role of the 

teacher is to directly feed knowledge to students through direct instruction; clearly not a 

constructivist philosophy. Florio-Ruane and Lensmire (1989) studied teacher candidates' 

ideas of writing and how it is taught. Only after new icnowledge was combined with 

actual classroom interaction with the children were teacher candidates' initial thoughts 

altered. Focusing on the children's writing allowed teacher candidates to explore 

teaching from the perspective of the child instead of from the teacher perspective and 

"recalibrate" the need to control students (Cazden, 1988). 

Challenging Beliefs 

In his article "Preservice Teachers' Beliefs: A Focus for Teacher Education," 

Frank Pajares (1993) tells his readers that understanding teacher beliefs is vital to the 

shape and direction of teacher education programs and that "as such they must be a focus 

of the dialogue in teacher education if there is to be any hope of budging mental 

structures long solidified and deeply rooted" (p. 52). Pajares (1993) contends that in 

order to develop informed scholarship, teacher candidates' educational beliefs must 

"undergo challenge" and "survive careful scrutiny and analysis" (p. 47). However, before 
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the road of informed scliolarship is paved, tiie rough path of beliefs must be discovered, 

trod upon and cleared of all misconceptions and above all, stand up to reasoned argument 

(Fenstermacher, 1979). The chief reason why teacher beliefs in teacher education 

programs remain hidden is simply that we don't know what to do with them. 

Reconstruction of Beliefs about Learning and Teaching 

It is clear from the literature that understanding teacher candidates' beliefs about 

learning and teaching is crucial to understanding why fully credentialed teachers act as 

they do. Yet great controversy surrounds whether teacher candidates' beliefs can and do 

change during their years of teacher education. Nisbett and Ross (1980) discovered that 

there was absolutely no literature to suggest that candidates looked for strategies to help 

change their beliefs which were inconsistent with reality and that most beliefs persevere 

long past the point they are useful. Posner (1982) concurred, adding that beliefs change 

only when the individual is not satisfied with prior beliefs. If this is indeed the case then 

what can be done to bring teacher candidates' beliefs to light? 

Rokeach (1968) discussed three ways to induce a state of inconsistency to help 

foster belief reconstruction. First, students prepare and teach lessons that challenge their 

existing beliefs. He cautions that students must be successful in this endeavor or else 

existing beliefs will be strengthened instead of the new beliefs. I would add that a 

necessary component of this exercise is student feedback of the lesson's strengths and 

weaknesses involving all members of the class. Second, teacher educators can indicate 
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inconsistencies in the teacher candidates' way of thinking. Third, bring in outside sources 

which contradict the students' existing beliefs. Using these three strategies, teacher 

educators can unravel the intricate threads of the belief system. 

Other researchers suggest reflection to encourage self-exploration and 

examination of beliefs (Fenstermacher, 1979,1986; Mayer & Goldsberry, 1987; 

Richardson et al., 1991). Richardson and Anders (1994) say that there are two major 

barriers to establishing "the vision of the inquiring teacher" (p. 211). First, policymakers 

often have a difficult time relinquishing control of school-based decisions to teachers, but 

that handing over decision making to teachers is necessary to reduce the first barrier and 

encourage a climate conducive to teacher reflection and inquiry. Secondly. Richardson 

and Anders refer to "the structural and systemic change policies" (p. 212) that 

policymakers are fond of implementing so that they can avoid the time-consuming close 

personal discussion that is required of true reflective inquiry. 

Reflection is a uniquely human characteristic and is particularly useful when 

contemplating change. Identification of beliefs and a curriculum focusing on alteration of 

those beliefs "should be a focal point of teacher education and an important part of a 

program's curricular foundation" (Pajares, 1993). .Along with students, the teacher 

educator should be involved in self-reflection by modeling the kind of thinking that 

demands "parsimony among beliefs, a skepticism for excessive 'ad hoc-ness' in theories 

and a critical appreciation of whether discrepancies between results may be in 'reasonable 

agreement' with theory" (Posner et al., 1982, p. 226, as cited in Pajares, 1993). 
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Mentorships. Apprenticeships and Collaborative Experiences for Teachers 

Just as children need social activity settings where they can collaborate with other 

learners, teachers do as well. The psychological development of learners cannot be the 

sole interest of learning environments because every learning situation is embedded 

within complex social actions which are "at one and the same time components of the life 

of the individual and the social system [and] will be defined and structured in certain 

respects by the broader social and cultural system" (Minick, 1985, p. 257). Vygotsky's 

(1978) work with children is compelling evidence that the ZPD, and the joint activity 

created by the teacher-child interaction, is the place where real learning occurs. Once in 

the ZPD, the "expert" can choose from any of the means of assisted performance 

mentioned earlier in this chapter. Learning that is transmitted is not created in a ZPD, it 

is the lone cognitions of an unstimulated learner. Imagine how conversation with others 

raises our consciousness to a new level; we are often capable of expanding our conceptual 

horizons much fluther than we could have mastered alone. Perspectives that emphasize 

the sociohistorical theory of Vygotsky (1978), Leont'ev (1970), Luria (1971) and the 

cultural practice theory of Cole and Scribner (1974) and Wertsch (1985), all provide a 

framewx)rk for comprehending the sociocultural context of the developing mind. Their 

work has been expanded by theorists Brown, Collins and Duguid's (1989) cognitive 

apprenticeship. Lave and Wenger's (1990) legitimate peripheral participation, Palinscar 

and Brown's reciprocal teaching, and RogofiTs (1990) guided participation. These 

theorists' work transcends the theoretical into practical classroom application. Tharp and 



Gallimore's (1988,1989) assisted performance is one example of how to redefine 

teaching and schools and acknowledge the socially and culturally collaborative nature of 

learning at any age. While other social learning theories focus on learning interactions 

with children, Tharp and Gallimore's assisted performance pertains to learners of all ages. 

Ranging on the hierarchy students, teachers, administrators and superintendents all 

benefit from assisted performance. When supervision comes in the form of mentoring or 

other form of collaborative enterprise, supervision is redefined in a more beneficial way 

(Schlechty, Weaver, & Vance, 1983; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988). Supervision cannot 

claun to be responsive if it consists of a singular, year-end, one-way evaluation prepared 

and reported to a teacher by a supervisor in one sitting. At all levels of the educational 

hierarchy learning is assisted, not controlled, so that the main function of teachers and 

supervisors is to create a culture of learners who are responsive to the needs of learners 

above and below their position in the hierarchy. 

Responsive Teacher Education in the ZPD 

Learning in the ZPD is as necessary for adults as it is for children. When children 

are collaborated with in a responsive fashion and receive assistance through questioning, 

modeling, responding, etc., their cognitions are expanded and new learm'ng takes place. 

Professional growth and development and continuing education should have the same 

characteristics. Mentors, peer coaches, supervisors, trainers and other teachers should 

provide support so that teachers in training or expert teachers expanding their teaching 
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repertoires do not have to work alone. Reports are consistent that the most valued aspect 

of preservice training is field experience (Lortie, 1975). Teacher educators must therefore 

structure activity settings like conferences, workshops, videotaping and feedback of 

lessons and peer coaching sessions during which collaboration and response to teaching 

dilemmas is a regular enterprise. 
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CHAPTERS 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE LITERACY ASSISTANCE PROJECT 

In order to answer the broadest question of this study, I first need to address 

Questions 2 and 3. Question I asks: What is the programmatic, administrative, 

theoretical, and pedagogical framework of LAP and how are these concerns reflected in 

the context of LAP lessons? Therefore, in the first section of Chapter 3,1 set the 

historical stage for how LAP came into existence, clarifying the programmatic criteria for 

who receives LAP services, goals for LAP teachers and students and LAP teacher 

training which includes discipline, materials, classroom procedures and scheduling. 

The second section of Chapter 3 delves into Camboume's (1988) natural 

conditions for learning and how LAP integrates reading and writing components to 

resemble Camboume's conditions of how children acquire language most proficiently at 

home. This second section addresses Question 2 of the study: To what extent does LAP 

meet Camboume's eight conditions of learning? 

The History of the Literacy Assistance Project 

The Literacy Assistance Project (LAP) is a Tucson Unified School District early 

intervention reading program designed to assist students whose reading and writing 

experiences reflect struggle, but who demonstrate potential for making significant gains. 
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Joann Robinson, the LAP designer and former LAP director, informed me that when 

TUSD teachers' concerns and frustrations increased about the growing number of 

students whose reading levels were progressively lower, the need for an early intervention 

reading program in the district became apparent (J. Robinson, personal communication, 

August 26,1996). Although students were advancing in grade level, reading 

comprehension was a contmual source of frustration for some students and their teachers. 

Many teachers were at a loss as to how to address the academic needs of the majority of 

their students without minimizing or ignoring students who undoubtedly required 

individual reading mstruction (J. Robinson, personal communication, August 26, 1996). 

Charlotte Block, principal of Los Arcos added that LAP doesn't replace classroom 

instruction; it supplements regular classroom instruction. She claims that "where we see 

the LAP program the most successful and making the most gains is in the classroom 

where a strong [ ] teacher is doing LAP instruction with reinforcement and children are 

also receiving reading instruction from the classroom teacher" (C. Block, personal 

communication, February 25,1997). 

In the late 1980s the only available tutoring program available to students who 

needed assistance beyond that provided by regular classroom teachers was Reading 

Recovery. However, due to Reading Recovery age stipulations, children beyond first 

grade were not eligible for program assistance. As it was originally intended, LAP and 

Reading Recovery would complement each other: Reading Recovery would serve first 

grade children and LAP would serve grades two and above. An additional factor 



contributing to the need for LAP was the high mobility rate of some families in the 

district. Those children who changed schools in the district as well as newly enrolled 

students coming from outside the district received a variety of messages about learning to 

read and write; mixed messages which perhaps caused them to be confused about what 

effective readers and writers do. Eventually these concerns sparked communication 

between TUSD schools and their K-3 administration who responded by hiring Joann 

Robinson. 

The Literacy Assistance Project was designed by Joann Robinson over a 

four-month period in 1988 and then piloted that same year in 10 Tucson Unified School 

District elementary schools in Tucson, Arizona. A core group of 10 teachers was trained 

by Joann in the Literacy Assistance Project philosophy and methods and these LAP 

iastnictors taught approximately 200 "at-risk" first grade students across the district. 

The term "at-risk" is often used to refer to children who are minority and lower in 

socioeconomic class than their middle-class, white classmates. Although among poor, 

minority children there is an inordinately higher rate of failure academically, minority 

children do not do worse scholastically because of their cultural, Imguistic, and 

intellectual capabilities. In "Explaining School Failure," Vogt, Jordan and Tharp (1996) 

cite cultural "mismatches or incompatibilities between the natal culture of the children 

and the culture of the school at points that are critical for school success'' to explain why 

schools fail to educate some minority groups effectively. At-risk has merely become a 

catch-all term to categorize, label and track minority children within the educational 
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system. This program, however, defines the term at-risk as a population of children who 

may fall between the academic cracks as a result of home literacy preparation that does 

not replicate the school literacy experience. 

It is LAP'S primary purpose to address the needs of at-risk readers and writers in a 

small group format in order to encourage and develop independent problem solving 

behavior in diverse reading and writing situations. Additional purposes for students 

include: (a) introducing and supporting growth in concepts, beliefs and understandings 

about language, learning, reading and writing, (b) providing opportunities for children to 

learn about reading and writing processes through participation in meaningful reading and 

writing experiences, and (c) enhancing children's self concept. Additional purposes for 

LAP instructors and classroom teachers include; (d) introducing instructional strategies 

which can be used in LAP sessions and (e) supporting LAP and classroom teachers as 

learners as they come to understand and implement new theories and practices about 

learning. 

It is LAP'S intention to serve children who are identified by their classroom 

teachers as the lowest 20-30% reading achievement in their class, address their personal 

reading and writing needs, and return them as soon as possible to regular classroom 

reading and writing curriculum when they have reached the median functioning level of 

classroom reading based on the results from LAP exit tests, LAP instructor and classroom 

teacher agreement. 
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Children must meet the following criteria to qualify for LAP services. First, 

children must be willmg to participate in LAP. Second, children must maintain high 

levels of attendance within the program. Students who are admitted but who consistently 

miss LAP lessons will be asked to leave the program so that another student who attends 

regularly will be able to benefit from the lessons. Third, students are ineligible for LAP if 

they already receive services in Speech, Reading Recovery and Learning Disabled since 

federal regulations exempt students from receiving services from more than one federally 

supported program. Fourth, children's ability to flmction in groups. And fifth, children 

whose reading and writing assessment scores reflect need. 

The children who are identified and referred by their classroom teacher as the 

lowest 20-30% reading achievement in their class join the LAP group once the LAP 

instructor observes and evaluates the child's literacy strengths and weaknesses using the 

LAP reading and writing assessment tools. At this point, a ranking form is presented to 

the classroom teacher who ranks the lowest half of her students according to their reading 

ability. Based on the classroom teacher's ranking, and the LAP instructor's observations 

of the child's literate behavior using the assessment tools, the child is admitted to a group 

consisting of four students and one L\P instructor. 

Three to four times a week for 30-40 minutes each session children are immersed 

in a holistic language environment where they observe the LAP instructor and their peers 

modeling effective reading and writing strategies. In the small group format each child's 

reading and writing needs are addressed using the components of the holistic literacy 
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program including reading to children, shared and mdependent reading, shared and 

independent writing. 

During the independent reading component children can choose from a wide 

variety of children's literature that the instructor has previously introduced. Also, one 

child per session meets with the instructor for a one-on-one reading conference. The goal 

of the reading conference is to listen to each child read in order to gather information 

about the child's current reading behavior and strategies to be used in direct instruction. 

A more thorough discussion of the components of the holistic literacy program will 

follow. 

When a child is evaluated by the LAP instructor using the exit assessment tool, 

there must be agreement between the LAP instructor and the classroom teacher that the 

student has attained "a level of independence in reading and writing and demonstrates 

attitudes, understandings and behaviors of the average student in the class in reading and 

writing" (LAP manual). At that time when the LAP instructor and the classroom teacher 

agree that the child demonstrates these reading and writing competencies, the child is 

exited from the program. 

Goals for LAP Snidents 

The primary purpose of LAP is to support and develop children's beliefs and 

understandings about language, learning and literacy from the point at which they are 

functioning to a more advanced level. Student goals can be divided into two 
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emphases. First, increasing student awareness of the reading/Avriting process and what is 

involved in becoming a more strategic reader/writer and second, increasing student 

awareness of intrinsic perceptual and motivational attributes that drive improved 

reading/writing strategies. It is hoped that through increased awareness of the 

reading/writing process smdents activate and utilize their awareness to create a 

''self-improving system: They learn more about reading every time they read, independent 

of instruction" (Clay, 1979,1993). When LAP students have integrated the cueing 

systems, understand and apply effective reading strategies and read and write with 

increased success, the result is a more self-confident learner. 

Goals for LAP and Classroom Teachers 

Although the greatest impact on die LAP program is the LAP mstructor herself 

her skillfulness and experience in administrating, coordinating and instructing the holistic 

literacy program, classroom teachers nevertheless have at least as great, if not greater, 

influence on theu- students' daily literacy experiences apart from the LAP lesson. This 

means that the success of LAP depends on (a) the acceptance of the classroom teacher to 

work collaboratively with the LAP teacher, (b) the classroom teacher's philosophy about 

literacy and language learning, and (c) the experience of implementing this kind of 

program on the part of the LAP teacher. 

A critical element of LAP is the relationship of the regular classroom teacher and 

the LAP instructor. Their mutual cooperation and support encourages a climate for 
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reading and writing instruction that benefits ail students in the classroom (C. Block, 

personal communication, February 25, 1997). It is problematic when the regular 

classroom teacher's language learning philosophy is incongruent with LAP's philosophy. 

When regular classroom teachers believe and promote a part-to-whole, bottom-to-top, 

surface-to-deep and outside-in rather than a whole-to-part, top-to-bottom, deep-to-surface 

and inside-out reading approach (Weaver, 1994), LAP teachers are not supported and 

may be sabotaged philosophically speaking. LAP acknowledges and understands that the 

regular classroom teacher is usually more powerful when it comes to disseminating her 

own beliefs about language learning. The classroom teacher's role as guide, facilitator of 

knowledge and the sheer number of hours the children are in her presence contribute to 

her influence with them. If the regular classroom teacher's language learning philosophy 

is incongruent with LAP's there may be little the LAP mstructor can do convince her to 

use LAP'S holistic language learning practices in her classroom. 

Also, there may be natural reluctance on the part of some classroom teachers to 

welcome and integrate the LAP program into their classes, both logistically and 

philosophically speaking, if the school administration circumvents teachers" 

decisionmaking and adopts LAP without their express consent. These two existing 

circimistances do not always establish a climate where LAP philosophy and presence is 

embraced with open arms and to the dismay of LAP instructors, their efforts to establish 

and implement the program may be thwarted or even openly rejected. 
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Recognizing the considerable influence classroom teachers have on their students' 

literacy growth, LAP instructors nevertheless seek to serve as a model of effective literacy 

teaching for the classroom teacher as well as a model of effective literacy learning for the 

students. LAP instructors receive extensive training in philosophy and implementation of 

holistic reading and writing methods and for the classroom teachers who have not yet 

embraced holistic teaching, the district believes that exposure to the LAP teaching model 

might enrich those teachers' practices. When the LAP instructor and classroom teacher's 

instruction are not philosophically congruent, children receive different messages and 

learning effects are minimized. If both the LAP instructor and classroom teacher support 

each other's teaching efforts and children receive similar messages about reading and 

writing, then learning is maximized (J. Robinson, personal communication, February 28, 

1997). 

Once the Monolingual component of LAP was piloted, Joanne turned her 

attention to developing the Bilingual component of LAP. The Bilingual component was 

designed to address the special needs of learners whose first language is Spanish. In the 

next section the history and foundations of the Bilingual component are described. 

Bilinswl LAP 

After Monolingual LAP was refined, the Bilingual component designers began 

translating and developing monolingual materials for adaptation to the Spanish 

component of LAP. Four Spamsh-speaking teachers assisted Joanne for several months 
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translating and acquiring appropriate books for Bilingual LAP students that would be the 

equivalent of the Monolingual component. As they put the program together, it became 

apparent that ail four translators did not speak the same dialect of Spanish. Therefore, 

program translations bad to be negotiated among the translators so that program materials 

culturally and linguistically matched the Mexican-American culture and language dialect 

of children in Tucson, Arizona. 

The philosophical rationale of Bilingual LAP is equivalent to the Monolingual 

component mentioned earlier but lessons are taught in Spanish and English. It was 

intended that LAP would support and develop the linguistic needs of children in their 

primary language. For first and perhaps second grade, lessons for LAP students who are 

Spanish dominant are taught in Spanish. As the children mature developmentally, 

cognitively and linguistically, more English is gradually introduced into the lessons with 

the eventual goal of fully bilingual teaching and learning. Just as for Monolingual LAP. 

increasing children's awareness and effective application of the cueing systems and 

effective reading and writing strategies is the principal goal. The focus of the lesson is 

established by the LAP teacher who chooses an instructional goal(s) based upon the 

requirements of the holistic literacy program as defined by LAP, individual and group 

curricular goals complying with districtwide core curriculum goals for Language Arts and 

also the amount of language support needed by each child in English and/or Spanish. 

As children get older the requirements for more sophisticated English language 

skills increase proportionately. Children who are Spanish dominant may require more 



linguistic support to develop their cognitive and linguistic skills in English. Although 

Bilmgual LAP was not intended to serve as a second language learning program for 

elementary students, some Bilingual classroom teachers may rely on LAP to teach their 

students English. Bilingual classroom teachers who expect LAP instructors to teach 

predominantly English language skills to their students are defeating LAP's primary 

mission: to develop students' awareness and development of literacy for self growth. As 

defined by the LAP manual "literacy implies being able to use reading, writing, thinking 

and speaking in daily real world situations. A literate person must be able to think, learn, 

reflect and assume responsibility for continual growth." LAP was never intended to be a 

second language learning program. For LAP, language is the medium of instruction, not 

the object of instruction. In other words, LAP's primary purpose is to teach content-

literacy development via language-and not language apart from content. 

Literacy Assistance Project Training 

The LAP training sessions for new and returning teachers are divided into two 

week phases which meet in August from approximately 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. each day 

with one hour for lunch. Ellen Mooney, 1 of the 10 original LAP instructors, and Ann 

Gilmore are the two program coordinators who facilitate the LAP training sessions. They 

and several experienced LAP instructors who volunteer to attend the new instructor 

training session are frequently called upon to render their expertise during this and the 

following week when new and returning LAP instructors congregate. Ellen and Ann's 
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role in LAP is multifaceted and can be described as training (new and ongoing), 

administrating, coordinating and supporting instructors and the program. 

Their responsibilities include; 

1. training mstructors in the LAP philosophy 
2. training instructors how to assess children's reading/writing abilities 
3. training instructors about the pieces of the holistic literacy program 
4. training instructors to encorporate the pieces of the holistic literacy 

program into their lesson plans 
5. monitor and give feedback about the effectiveness of the instructor's 

lesson 
6. conducting August training sessions and monthly meetings where new 

information is disseminated 
7. ordering books and supplies 
8. updating the LAP library 
9. keeping abreast of new information regarding reading, writing and 

literature 
10. support instructors by problem solving 
(E. Mooney, personal communication, February 13, 1997) 

The first week is dedicated to new LAP instructor training and the second week 

includes returning LAP instructors. The new teacher training phase addresses LAP issues 

of two types: administrative and instructional. Much of the administrative information is 

disseminated in large group format. However, small group format and even pair work 

occur during the instructional segments. Discussion of administrative guidelines include: 

procedures, instructor/coordinator responsibilities, work schedules, payroll and other 

administrative concerns pertinent to the smooth functionmg of the program. 

Instructional type matters include: LAP selection and exit guidelines, beginning 

of the year procedures for assessing and assigning LAP students to groups, establishment 

of student files, material check-out procedures and LAP instructor observations and 
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evaluations. Each instructor is observed and evaluated by a LAP director two or more 

times throughout the year. The LAP director observes two groups and evaluates the 

instructor based on the following characteristics of the holistic literacy program: 

Read to: Good literature selections 

Appropriate literature selections 

Effective oral reading model (the instructor) 

-clear, fluent with phrasing, expressive 

Writing: Teach the writing process 

Teach for writing strategies 

Encourage independence in children 

Appropriate writing links that are highly motivating 

Independent Teach for reading strategies 

Reading: Provide a variety of independent reading material 

Encourage independence in children 

The suggestions and comments that the director gives the LAP instructor is response 

regarding her rapport wdth the students, use of teaching strategies, plaiuiing and 

preparation, effectrveness and pace of the lesson, and finally, suggestions to the L.\P 

instructor concerning assistance for specific students. These suggestions and comments 

are then applied to a rubric which ranks instructor effectiveness, attitude, work habits, 

communication, productivity, program values and knowledge. The rubric form is signed 
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by the director, the LAP instructor and then sent to the district for die K-3 administrator's 

signature to be kept on file as a record of the LAP instructor's performance. 

Discipline in LAP 

New LAP instructor training sessions promote rules and behavior management 

ideas for LAP groups based on Curwin and Mendler's (1988) Discipline with Dignity and 

Kovalik and Olsen's (1994) Lifelong Guidelines. Both models suggest an effective 

discipline plan that is founded on the establishment of principles, rules and consequences 

for children's choices and actions. At the heart of both of these models is the belief that 

scolding, lecturing, taking away privileges, sending students to the principal and other 

negative tools for managing misbehavior does not model, establish and maintain proper 

positive, proactive behavioral and ethical principles to students. If students observe these 

negative methods for managing behavior, then they are highly unlikely to take 

responsibility for their own behavior and equally as unlikely to learn how to interact 

positively with each other or the instructor in the classroom. 

The two models also advocate taking a lifelong approach to discipline. The 

behavior principles identified by Kovalik's (1994) Lifelong Guidelines are based on 

respect for self and others and serve as guides for behavior in and out of the classroom. 

Her five guidelines consist of trustworthiness, truthfulness, active listening, no put downs 

and doing your personal best. Once established in LAP groups, the continual 

reinforcement of the five guidelines are maintained though modeling, role playing and 
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periodic review. The eventual goal is for students to internalize the guidelines and apply 

them consistently to their own behavior. The LAP manual contains more complete 

references to Curwin and Mendler's and Kovalik and Olsen's models and additionally 

refers LAP instructors to the TUSD Rights and Responsibilities Handbook as a 

complementary source with the two models. 

New Teacher Training Materials 

During new teacher training a manual is distributed among new teachers that 

addresses the full range and scope of LAP design and implementation. The manual is a 

large, three-ring notebook with sections that subdivide by program and teaching matters: 

Introduction, Procedures and Guidelines, Reading, Writing, Assessment, Lessons, Book 

Lists, Forms, Parent Component and Articles. Within each of these sections typewritten 

explanations, forms and examples have been prepared by LAP designers and directors to 

explain the substance of the program. Written excerpts and articles from reading experts 

Carolyn Burke, Andrea Butler, Brian Camboume, Marie Clay, Ken and Yetta Goodman. 

Michael Halliday, Don Holdaway, Regie Routman and Gordon Wells elucidate the 

program's philosophical, theoretical and methodological building blocks. 

All new LAP mstructors receive books (trade, big books, and sets of copied 

pattern books), pencils, a dry erase board and markers, small chalkboards and chalk, 

markers, tape, Post Its, packs of crayons, colored construction paper, colored pencils. 

lined and unlined paper, rubber cement and a LAP tote bag and/or storage basket in which 
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to transport and store materials. The LAP office located at Lineweaver Elementary 

School stores general teaching supplies, LAP materials, and hundreds of trade and 

commercial books categorized by subject or theme and lent out on an honor check-out 

system for two weeks at a time. Of course, instructors may utilize their own books and 

supplies and those from TUSD's resource facility as well. There teachers can request 

films, videotapes, dry mounted art work, books of all subjects for all ages, costiunes and 

much more for experiential learning. 

Procedures in the Classroom 

It is strongly suggested that LAP instructors and their students convene in the 

students' regular classroom and not in an office, library or other possible meeting site in 

the school. The reason for this is threefold. First, it is a LAP belief that classroom 

teachers might benefit from the LAP instructor's exemplary style of teaching reading, 

thereby providing them with models and demonstrations. It is hoped that they may 

modify their language learning and teaching beliefs to correspond more closely to LAP 

philosophy and methodology. Second, LAP's classroom presence provides concrete 

e\'idence to other children that participation in is useful, exciting and special. LAP 

children and their instructor normally have an area in the classroom where a table and 

chairs is reserved for their lessons. It is hoped that the stigma normally associated with 

instructional/remedial reading programs and the children who participate in them will be 

meaningless since it is a visible, open, inviting process for all classroom children. Third. 
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when regular designated LAP participants are absent, other classroom children who were 

originally selected as borderline potential candidates for LAP participation may substitute 

into LAP lessons. 

Scheduling 

Three days a week 30-40 minute sessions are arranged on a regular schedule. 

LAP students, instructors, and classroom teachers know the schedule and it is firmly 

adhered to. During the lessons a format for holistic reading and writing experiences 

allows the LAP instructor and students to explore essential elements of the reading and 

writing process. Reading experiences include read-to's, shared, guided, and independent 

components. Writing experiences include modeled, shared, guided and independent 

components. 

First grade LAP lessons are different from second through sixth grades. For first 

grade LAP students three 10-minute components consist of a read-to or shared reading 

(10 minutes), modeled, shared, guided or independent writing (10 minutes) and finally, 

guided or independent reading (10 minutes). 

Second through sixth graders must receivc a 30-40 minute lesson (like first 

graders), but the balancing of the components is slightiy different. For second 

through sixth graders the format requires all components of read-to, shared reading, 

independent reading modeled writing, shared writing and independent writing to be 

incorporated within a period of nine sessions. Therefore, it depends on the LAP teacher 
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to balance these components as required within nine sessions. It is according to her 

discretion and the needs of the children how the components are balanced within that 

three-week period. 

The following section explains how LAP combines reading and writing 

components to form the holistic literacy program and how each of the reading and writing 

components contribute to an environment resembling natural, holistic reading and 

writing. LAP advocates using certain reading and writing components to most closely 

replicate a natural learning environment where children read and write under authentic 

conditions. This section will also contain examples of how Edna and Laura, teachers 

serving as informants for this study, chose to balance the components in their lessons 

according to what they believe about language learning and teaching. Although Question 

2 is a program evaluation question examining how well the program integrates natiu^ 

language learning conditions within the reading/writing lesson, I will draw on my 

observations of the teacher's lessons to illustrate why LAP composes the lessons as it 

does. Observing more than three months of Edna and Laura's lessons, I became aware of 

how they integrated the reading and writing components into their lessons and the extent 

to which their teaching choices resembled the conditions Camboume (1988) advocates 

for natural language learning. It is those observations that color my descriptions in this 

chapter as well as my current understandings about why LAP insists that each component 

be a part of the holistic program. 
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A Description of LAP Reading Components 

The premise of the holistic literacy program is that just as children leara 

functional literacy by bemg needing to understand and send messages, children will need 

to perform the same functional language transactions in schools. Functional, authentic 

literacy transactions are those sent and received from people with the express purpose of 

communicating. It is not a language drill or exercise devised to study nouns, verbs or 

adjectives. This means that what is learned in LAP lessons needs to be purposeful, the 

way children learn to read and write purposefully at home. Purposeful communication 

may involve, but are not limited to, activities such as reading and writing letters, recipes, 

birthday cards, creating Keep Out signs for a bedroom door, reading the Campbell's soup 

or Kraft macaroni and cheese labels to choose lunch items, selecting and reading cereal 

box labels and captions at breakfast or even recognizing and cutting out coupons for a 

shopping excursion. 

Inclusion of the reading components that form the holistic literacy program were 

stimulated by the theorists mentioned in Chapter 2 who believe that school learning must 

simulate home learning conditions like those Camboume (1988) deduced from his smdies 

of children's home learning conditions and how these same conditions can be 

successfully transferred to school learning situations. When children read, write, are read 

to. observe and participate actively in language demonstrations by adults or more capable 

children at home, they learn literacy in a balanced way. These naturalistic components 

created from naturalistic conditions and adapted for classroom reading include: read-to. 
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guided, shared and independent reading. The writing components that fonn the Balanced 

Literacy Program include: modeled, shared, guided and independent writing. 

The Read-To 

Children's language learning is strengthened and literate behavior in real-life 

contexts is reinforced when parents read to children at home (Kantor, Miller, & Femie, 

1992; Olilla & Mayfield, 1992; Taylor & Strickland, 1986; Teale, 1981). Hearing spoken 

language modeled assists children by strengthenuig their knowledge of linguistic patterns. 

Being read to allows pre-emergent readers to hear the sounds and rhythms of a wide 

variety of authors, genres, characters, illustrators and styles of written language. It also 

instills in children a love for literature and reading. Shirley Brice Heath insightfully 

describes "What No Bedtime Story Means" (1982) in an article by the same title. This 

storytelling experience is replicated during the read-to component of the LAP lesson. 

For first graders each lesson must contain a read-to. The focus of the read-to is 

decided by the LAP teacher prior to the lesson and may emphasize a certain author, genre 

of writing, theme, illustrator or a particular story. The read-to component begins with a 

discussion of the cover, including pictures, the name of the author and illustrator and any 

important details. A common practice is to encourage prediction among pre-emergent 

and emergent readers about the story, activate their prior knowledge about the topic. 

relate the story to personal experiences and discuss any new vocabulary words. That way 
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the read-to will be more meaningful since it encourages listeners to interact actively with 

the text. 

Qwdgd Rgading 

Andrea Butler and Jill Turbill (1984) describe the role of guided reading in their 

book Towards a Reading/Writing Classroom. Guided reading is extremely useful for 

reinforcing existing effective reading strategies children abeady use while exploring and 

practicing unfamiliar ones. During guided reading the teacher's role is crucial to 

encourage, question, clarify and remmd students of effective reading strategies and 

language conventions. The secret is to allow the children free rein to choose and apply 

strategies without restricting their learning process. Guided reading is not direct 

instruction—the teacher does not assume a leadership role directing the flow of ideas, nor 

does she choose the "strategy of the day." The students, rather, must take responsibilitv-

for their own learning. The direction of the guided reading session is dictated by the 

children. At the point when they are most challenged the teacher intervenes with prompts 

and questions designed to teach and reinforce strategies that effective readers use. For 

example, the text is chosen for its appropriateness in that it must support and challenge. 

Teachers attempt to establish a climate where students feel confident about their current 

reading ability for the most part, but a limited amount of challenge encourages diinking 

about strategies in a new way or learning a new strategy for the first time. 
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The LAP program has sets of books for just such a purpose. The teacher 

distributes the same book among the four LAP students who are then encouraged to read 

silently with the teacher. Silent reading is elected over oral reading because 

comprehension is significantly greater while reading silently than when reading out loud 

(Fumess & Graves, 1980). Reading silently also allows children to apply strategies 

individually and at their own pace. 

Returning to the text a second time invites response in the form of a group 

discussion. Open-ended questions about the literary merit of the book, relatedness to the 

group's personal experiences, clarification of particular points of contention, opinions, 

character descriptions, etc., require students to reread for different purposes (skim for 

details, review the illustrations). Returning to the text reengages the student's attention to 

the book's detail and encourages sharing responses in the form of oral language. The 

LAP teacher not only guides the reading, but also models questions, asks for clarification, 

politely disagrees, listens attentively and interacts in socially appropriate ways with the 

group; skills that are crucial in a variety of settings. 

Shared Reading 

Shared book reading involves three steps: (a) the story introduction, (b) rereading 

the story, and (c) independent reading. The story introduction is used to focus on 

meaning and enjoyment. The cover illustration, the title and author are discussed, the 

story line is predicted and then the book is read animatedly by the LAP teacher. It is a 
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good idea at this point to introduce several other books that have similar story Imes, 

topics or print conventions so the children can refer to them for later reading. Following 

the first reading, students are invited to respond about their favorite parts of the book or 

why certain events took place. On the second reading, the teacher shares a repetitive 

element of the text such as a chorus, phrase or chant; children participate in the reading at 

their own level joining in or remaining silent as they desire (Shared Book Experience for 

Beginners, LAP manual). As the teacher shares the repetitive element, she points to the 

text indicating conventions of print. 

The second step is to reread a familiar story. The goals here are to increase student 

participation, teach about the conventions of print and reading strategies using teacher 

demonstrations. 

Finally, independent reading allows children to read the books they have read 

during shared reading. By this time these books are highly familiar and motivating to 

children because they can read them with success. Stacks or boxes of books that students 

can read independently are maintained for just such a purpose. It is important for 

emergent readers to read books alone without teacher intervention so the effective reading 

behaviors they have learned as a group can become self-generated and self-directed. 

In<igpgndgm Rgaijing 

Independent readmg is the final piece to the LAP reading component. New book 

introductions are made each lesson and the students can choose from books they have 
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read during shared reading or others which are at their independent reading level. This 

means that they can recognize 95% of the words used in a text. Reading at an 

independent level pushes students to reinforce their reading strategies on familiar and 

sometimes, unfamiliar material. Monitoring their own reading students are able to use all 

the strategies taught: predicting, confirming, self-correcting, self-monitoring, 

cross-checking, fluency and phrasing, matching-all the while reading for meaning and 

comprehension. Generally, LAP teachers store these independent readers for daily 

practice. Storage baskets are convenient places to organize independent readers for 

students and if the regular classroom teacher is not short of space, can be kept in the class. 

Also, one child per session meets with the instructor for a one-on-one reading 

conference. The goal of the reading conference is to listen to each child read in order to 

gather information about the child's current reading behavior and strategies to be used in 

instruction. 

A Description of LAP Writing Components 

In the LAP writing component four levels of writing can be found on a continuum 

with the greatest amount of direct teaching at the modeled writing level and the least at 

the independent level. Pre-emergent, emergent, developuig, independent and confident 

writers all participate in each of the four levels. 
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Modeled Writing 

Modeled writing can be compared to the read-to in the reading component in the 

sense that they are both highly controlled by the LAP teacher and effective ways of 

demonstrating written and oral forms of conventional language. Both read-to's and 

modeled writing provide opportunities for LAP students at all levels to witness what 

experienced readers do when thinking through the reading and writing processes-

planning, predicting, layout, organization, spelling, syntactical arrangement, rhythm, 

intonation—in a well-supported manner. The LAP teacher models appropriate questions 

and then articulates her own linguistic processes. In effect, she is modeling exemplary 

metalinguistic or "autocritical" processes (Brown, 1982) proven to be important to good 

reading and writing practices. 

Modeled writing is direct teaching and focuses children on lessons that stress 

any number of teaching points, dependent upon the level of writer taught. Pre-emergent 

writers, for example, might leam how to write a sentence, focusing on where to start with 

the pencil, spacing, directionality and a placing a period at the end of the sentence. At the 

developing level, she might model the beginning, middle and end of a storv*. focusing the 

mini-lesson on use of punctuation in the story (Mooney, LAP manual). For independent 

writers, she might model rhyme schemes and focus on the author's use of metaphor in the 

rhymes. 

Lesson plans for first graders include modeled, shared, guided or independent 

writing for 10 minutes each lesson. That means that they are focusing on some element 
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of writing for I 1/2 hour per week. Second through sixth graders write every lesson 

whether modeled, shared, guided or independent with all reading and writing components 

incorporated within a period of nine sessions. 

Shared Writing 

Shared writing allows more control and responsibility to fall onto the LAP 

students. Unlike modeled writing where there LAP teacher controls the chalk, 

marker or pen, teacher and student share the writing utensil as well as more of the writing 

process. The idea behind shared writing is that students are mvited to write and much as 

they know with the teacher filling in the unknown words and ideas. Whereas modeled 

writing points of teaching originate solely from the teacher, shared writing recognizes 

children's strengths and draws them out. Regie Routman (1991) explains in Invitations 

that during shared writing, "the teacher and students compose collaboratively with the 

teacher acting as a scribe and expert to her group of apprentices" (pp. 59-60). 

Guided Writing 

Guided writing is the "bridge" between shared and independent writing. In 

guided writing LAP teachers are relinquishing most of the control to their students 

and it is sudents who are writing almost independently. The LAP teacher is able to render 

assistance when students need it, but less frequently and less copiously than with either 

modeled or shared writing. 
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rndependent Writing 

Independent writing is the opportunity for students to take full control over their 

own writing, concentrating on practicing what they have learned in other writing 

components. During independent writing students "develop fluency in writing, provide 

an opportunity to be risk-takers and make approximations, provide students opportunities 

to employ what they know, opportunity to link their experiences with a piece of literature, 

and opportunity to respond to literature" (LAP manual). Independent writing provides 

the opportunity for LAP students to exercise all of their knowledge about writing learned 

in modeled, shared and guided writing mcorporating and refining skills and strategies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODS FOR INVESTIGATING LITERACY 

IN THE LITERACY ASSISTANCE PROJECT 

The first major purpose for this study was to investigate and document the LAP 

Program for its contributions to early intervention reading programs. The second major 

purpose was to investigate and document teachers' beliefs and practices concerning 

literacy and learning, teaching the LAP program, and to discover how those practices are 

consistent with natural conditions of learning. In order to do so, attention to literacy and 

literate events that transpired during Monolingual and Bilingual Literacy Assistance 

Project lessons and the conditions which facilitated or hindered literacy acquisition during 

those events was focal. To that effect, how teachers facilitated children's literacy 

transactions and how children responded to those transactions were the primary sources 

for investigation and data collection laying a foundation for ongoing analysis and 

interpretation. It is hoped that results from this study will enrich existing literature and 

theory in the areas of children's literacy development, reading intervention programs, 

biliteracy, facilitation of literacy and literate events, pre-service and continuing teacher 

education. 
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The Case Study as Research Design 

Even though case study has a long history of use in the fields of medicine, 

psychology, social work, law, anthropology and political science (Merriam, 1985), until 

recently it has not been as widely accepted in the field of education as experimental or 

survey designs due to claims of lack of rigor and validity. Merriam claims that case 

study research has been overlooked as a method because it is often embedded within 

other qualitative and naturalistic inquiry and therefore, indistinguishable firom it 

(Merriam, 1985). Many researchers believe case study to be an important alternative to 

other types of naturalistic studies (Fox, 1993; Hall. 1979; Liebow, 1967; Merriam, 1985. 

1988; Yin, 1989,1993) and have devoted their own research to studies in and about this 

genre. Yin's (1989) definition of case study and the one that will apply to this study is 

"an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 

context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident: 

and in which multiple sources of evidence is used" (1989, p. 23). 

The multiple-case design used for this study (Yin, 1989) proposes that replication 

will take place when two or more cases predict and obtain the same results in all cases. 

Yin suggests that the logic driving multiple case studies requires that case selection must 

be for either literal or theoretical replication purposes. Literal replication predicts that 

the cases chosen for analysis will produce similar results while theoretical replication 

predicts contradictory results. For the purposes of this study literal replication guided its 



design since the goal in choosmg the cases was to produce similar findings through 

means of comparison. 

I l l  

Validity and Reliability 

Legitimate concerns of all researchers have to do with the question of robusmess. 

A study which is considered robust observes strict design and methodological guidelines 

before measuring up to the highest standards of research. In order to qualify as robust, 

care must be taken to achieve reliability and validity for without them, a study is seldom 

considered believable. Experts on conducting research cite triangulation. or the use of 

multiple methods of data collection and analysis to improve reliability and internal 

validity, as one way to ensure dependable or reliable results by ruling out as many rival 

interpretations of data as possible (Sevigny, 1981). Erickson (1986) states the purpose for 

triangulation as ensuring warranted inferences and interpretations of the data. 

Triangulation, as well as the following two techniques enumerated by Lincoln and Guba 

(1981) and Goetz and LeCompte (1984), were carefully observed during this study. 

Lincoln and Guba (1981) describe the audit trail as a detailed reporting of how 

data are collected, the categories derived from the data and how investigative decisions 

are conducted during the study. Goetz and LeCompte (1984) flesh out the picture of 

reliability by adding yet another technique called the investigator's position. The 

investigator should explain the assumptions and theory behind the study, his or her biases 
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about the group being studied, why the informants were selected, a description of them, 

and the social context firom which data were collected. 

To address the question of validity Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest that 

researchers focus on internal rather than external validity. Internal validity refers to how 

closely one's research results match reality. They state that, "since it is hnpossible to 

have internal validity without reliability, a demonstration of internal validity amounts to a 

simultaneous demonstration of reliability" (p. 120). This quote interpreted means that 

when the study undertaken matches reality as closely as possible then it has a high chance 

of being repeated by other researchers. When Guba and Lincohi discuss the term 

reliability they actually believe it to be a misnomer as applied to qualitative research. 

Instead, they prefer that the traditional term reliability be discarded in favor of the terms 

"dependability" or "consistency" of results since much of qualitative educational research 

is too multilayered, complex and context-dependent to be replicated exactly. Scriven 

(1972) points out that multiple replication of studies does not necessarily establish truth if 

the replicated findings are based on erroneous measurements or observations. 

Attention to external reliability is also a concern of researchers. Extemal 

reliability is achieved by accomplishmg generalizabilit>- to other studies. In other words, 

can the findings of this study be applied to other situations? Erickson (1986) states that 

the search for abstract miversals in a naturalistic study is inappropriate and rather than 

searching for statistics generalizable to a population, generalizability is accomplished 

through concrete universals. Concrete universals allow the researcher to study the 
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"particular" in great detail and then "compare [it] with other cases studied in equally great 

detail (p. 130). Geertz's (1973) "thick description" is consistently cited as a way to 

achieve generalizability since studies constructed with thick, descriptive language allow 

other researchers to achieve understanding of the phenomena &om one case to another. 

In this study, both of these techniques were attended to in order to ensure external 

reliability. 

Criteria for the Selection of Participants 

The reasons for achieving literal replication were very important. First, the major 

goal of the study was to contribute to the building of theory related to teacher beliefs, 

language development and the early reading intervention program LAP. Since the goal 

of this study was literal replication, it was necessary to select cases which when 

compared, might yield similar findings. Therefore, one Monolingual English case and 

one Bilingual Spanish case were selected that evidenced natural language learning in 

meaningful contexts. Since this was not a linguistic investigation per se, language was 

the medium of investigation and not the goal of analysis in this study. In other words, the 

ways that children and adults used language to create meaningftil dialogue and make 

sense of literate events and activities during the reading lesson became the focal point of 

investigation. 

Second, based on Camboume's work in The Whole Story: Natural Learning and 

the Acquisition of Literacy in the Classroom (1988). children learn to read in much the 
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same manner as they leam to speak. A wealth of research has revealed that when 

classrooms replicate children's natural language learning environments, that is, when the 

same conditions are present in the classroom setting as a child's home, literacy learning is 

successful (Cambourae, 1988; Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982; Teale, 1992). Camboume's 

(1988) set of conditions (immersion, demonstration, expectation, responsibility use, 

approximation, response and engagement) simulate natural learning. It was hypothesized 

that if teachers promoted these conditions in the lessons identified as units of analysis. 

that evidence of congruency would be established between Camboume's conditions for 

literacy and literacy progress in LAP students. 

Because of my involvement as a Bilingual Teacher in the Literacy Assistance 

Project from August 1995-Deceraber 1995,1 entered the initial selection process with 

prior understandings of the goals, purposes and functionings of LAP. Having been 

employed as a Bilingual LAP teacher simplified the selection process somewhat as did 

my connections with the LAP Designer. Directors and other LAP Teachers. Entree to the 

program was simplified by my prior acquaintanceship to LAP administrators and 

employees. In fact, the principal of the school where 1 was placed as a teacher allowed 

me full access as a researcher to the LAP teacher, students and herself for data collection 

and interview purposes. 

Five LAP teacher informants for the study were informally interviewed as to their 

views about literacy and teaching philosophy and practices before the final selection was 

made. Four from the initial pool of teacher informants were Bilingual LAP teachers at 
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various schools in Tucson, Arizona and one was a Monolingual LAP teacher. Of the four 

Bilingual teachers, I chose one primarily because my impression of her teaching beliefs 

and knowledge about LAP were aligned with the goals for the study. It was her first year 

teaching LAP that I observed her lessons. The Monolingual LAP teacher I chose because 

of her extensive experience as a LAP teacher. Teacher consent was secured through 

informal verbal agreement. Throughout the study pseudonyms are used in all cases 

except the director, co-director, and developer of the LAP program fi"om whom I secured 

informal verbal permission to use their real names. 

During my two week training period for the LAP Program the previous year. 1 

worked closely with the Monolingual teacher who consented to become an informant for 

my study. In a mentor capacity she helped me to become familiar with the instruments 

that LAP uses for documenting student progress. Some of the practice we did during 

training involved listening to students' tape recorded readings of LAP books, taking a 

modified running record of the student and then assessmg the students' strengths and 

weaknesses regarding integration of the graphophonic, syntactic and semantic cueing 

systems. Her input was invaluable to my familiarization with LAP techniques in general 

and in particular, using LAP techniques actively and competently with children in a 

classroom setting. 

Access to the schools was established by first gaining official documented 

permission from the Tucson Unified School District Research Office. Second, the two 

school principals were contacted to ascertain their willingness to be involved in a study of 
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this nature. Initially in January I composed and sent a letter of introduction and research 

intentions to the principals of Los Arcos and Buena Vista Elementary Schools. I 

followed up the letter of mtroduction and request to conduct research form with telephone 

calls to both principals. Of the two principals I contacted, only the principal at Los Arcos 

consented to my interview request. In February I informally wrote and telephoned my 

intentions to the principal of Buena Vista Elementary school and after several attempts 

and no response I discontinued my attempts to interview her. She did not return the 

request to conduct research form. After arranging for an initial interview with the 

principal of Los Arcos in February, we spoke about her her views on literacy and the role 

the LAP program plays in her school. I then explained my pmposes for conducting the 

study and requested permission to begin on-site research at Los Arcos in February 1997. 

The total number of adult participants in the study were as follows: the two LAP 

directors, the former LAP designer and director, the principal of Los Arcos and two LAP 

teachers (one at Los Arcos and one at Buena Vista) for a total of six female adults. Child 

participants included: four LAP students from the Bilingual group at Buena Vista 

Elementary School (two boys, two girls) and four LAP students from the Monolingual 

group at Los Arcos Elementar>' School (one bo>-, three girls) for a total of eight children. 

What follows is a physical description of Los Arcos and Buena Vista Elementary 

Schools, its location and demographics. Also described will be the classrooms where 

LAP lessons took place and the teachers and students who participated in the study. 
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Teims to describe the ethnic afGliation of participants will be Hispanic, African 

American, and Anglo. 

Los Arcos Elementary School 

Los Arcos Elementary School is located in a primarily Mexican-American 

neighborhood in South Tucson. Approximately 94.38% of the students of Los Arcos are 

minority with 89.38% Hispanic, 2.29% American Indian, 2.08% African American, 

5.63% Anglo, and .63% Asian (TUSD School Ethnic Report, October 1996-97). The 

families of students who attend Los Arcos are lower to middle class socioeconomically 

and most have family that originally immigrated from Mexico. Families speak both 

Spanish and English at home, but Spanish is usually the first language of most of the 

children at Los Arcos. While visiting the lunchroom, classrooms or walking in the halls, 

it is common to hear Spanish and English spoken freely. It is a school that supports 

Bilingual Education and several of the classrooms had Bilingual teachers, aides and 

students who speak Spanish and English. Since most teachers, aides, and staff at Los 

Arcos speak both Spanish and English, children have no difficulty communicating their 

needs. Some teachers, the librarian, and the principal teach English as a Second 

Language classes to strengthen children's English language learning. Generally speaking, 

the older children in Grades 4-6 are more fluent in English and were observed speaking, 

reading, and writing m English more frequently than the children in Grades 

kindergarten-3. 
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The building itself is not new, but the rooms and hallways are always clean and 

free of litter. All of the hallways show plentiful evidence of student-generated, 

purposeful, authentic writing samples that include, but are not limited to the following: 

bar graphs of children's height and weight and the children's written results of the 

experiment. Big Mac burger boxes with questions written and pasted on the mside about 

Central American countries and the answers suspended from strings hanging from the 

boxes, favorite recipes and information about owls. At the far end of the school entrance 

hallway there is a carpeted library with an extensive collection of books, computers and 

comfortable tables and chairs for sharing information. Adjoining the library is the 

"Publisher's Comer" where students of all ages come to use the computers to develop 

their literacy skills. Joanne Robinson, the librarian, was very helpful and knowledgeable. 

On the occasions that I found myself in the library, I observed Joanne interacting with 

children to find materials suitable for their interests and class projects, using the 

computers and deepening their ability to learn and do for themselves. Instead of telling 

the children where the book was located, 1 overheard her teaching the students how to use 

the computer system to find the books themselves. In fact, Joanne originally taught 

Reading Recovery and was chosen to design LAP in 1986. She now works as the 

librarian at Los Arcos. She was very emphatic about explaining to me that students at 

Los Arcos need to be lifelong learners who have a love of learning and develop the ability 

to read in order to do research and and access information. Joanne sees her role in LAP 

as twofold. First, as a teacher/librarian who supports the LAP teacher (Laura) by helping 
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children to develop intellectual access to materials as well as making available resources 

that the library has to o£fer as the instructional support person, and second, by dialoguing 

and problem-solving with Laura and the principal regarding reading/writing and 

instructional strategies to help them. 

Messages about the importance of literacy and lifelong learning are also 

prominent in Charlotte's mind. Charlotte is Los Arcos' principal and it is the importance 

she puts on lifelong learning and the value of reading and writing which upholds the 

school's central message. The message is that the principal, teachers, and students are 

learners who are expected to read, write, and leam together. Charlotte models good 

reading and writing behaviors by reading books and writmg letters to her students, they 

doing the same for her. Twice I wimessed groups of children from various grades coming 

to her office to read to her and on several occasions I saw her teaching or reading to 

students in different classrooms. According to Charlotte, her role is to meet with Laura 

to understand and make sure that the way she's testing students is appropriate, discuss the 

results of the tests, confer about who is selected for LAP, observe and evaluate lessons, 

and discuss Laura's concerns about smdents or strategies to employ (when to drop a 

student, who to pick up in place of that student in case of lack of parental support or when 

the child is not motivated). 
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Laura Tvson 

Laura is an enthusiastic, warm, caring woman in her late twenties. She came to 

Arizona after being raised and educated m an eastern metropolitan city. With a 

Bachelor's degree in English Literature from the University of Virginia, Laura built upon 

her language base with course work at the University of Arizona earning an Elementary 

Education teaching certificate and an Arizona Reading Endorsement. While in her 

education program, Laura observed a LAP teacher who really impressed her. She asked 

questions about LAP, realized how much she enjoyed language arts, and the first year 

after graduation she applied for LAP and a kindergarten position at the private school 

where she previously worked. 

Her reading studies at the University of Arizona in the Department of Language. 

Reading and Culture emphasized teaching reading skills and decoding methods. Reading 

teachers in this program are taught diagnostic tools to evaluate children's reading 

deficiencies and target instructional methods to increase student reading performance. 

This reading program is not a whole language or language experience program, therefore, 

learning to read vis-a-vis real children's literature in a holistic philosophy is not a goal. 

Children from all over Tucson enroll in the reading program and receive tutoring from the 

reading teachers-in-training. In this manner, children are tutored in reading and reading 

teacher candidates get hands-on experience working with real children's reading 

problems. 
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Laura revealed her dissatisfaction with the non-whole language strand of reading 

education at the University of Arizona when she said that "everything I learned about 

reading I learned from LAP." After being hired to teach LAP in the fall of 1994 she 

received extensive training in whole language philosophy and methods that reflect 

holistic teaching. Laura believes that her role as a LAP teacher is "a model reader, 

thinker, writer. My role is also to facilitate, monitor, encourage and counsel at times." 

She places great emphasis on guiding the children's efforts to be independent thinkers, 

readers and writers and believes that the way she talks to students during the lesson is "it" 

in LAP. "How I talk to them about their reading/writing is the power of the lesson." 

Laura usually wears informal skirts or dresses, little jewehy and make-up. Her 

dress style is casual yet put-together and reflects her penchant for southwestern and ethnic 

accents. In fact, her modem taste in dress and jewelry is appealing not only to the general 

public but also her students who seem to enjoy discussing the significance of her latest 

jewelry and clothing purchases. Talk before lessons begin also extends to student 

concerns, accomplishments, and activities at home and school. 

The Setting for Monolmeual LAP Lessons 

Laura and the children sit at a table with four chairs located at the back of the 

children's regular classroom overlooking the garden. The table and chairs are always 

cleared and ready for their use. Mrs. Travis, the classroom teacher, schedules her class 

letter to the rest of the class during the LAP lesson so that the two literacy learning groups 
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coincide with each other. At that time they gather on the rug around Mrs. Travis on the 

other side of the room from the LAP group. In both groups children are visibly interested 

in what they are reading and thinking about so there are rare interruptions from one group 

to another. Noise from the larger group on the other side of the room is audible, but the 

sound level is low enough that everyone in the LAP group who speaks is heard and 

understood. During my scheduled and unscheduled visits to the Los Arcos classroom, 

children were always immersed m active problem-solving, whether working with 

classmates or the teacher in small groups or the teacher and the whole class. 

Laura arrives in the classroom at 8:30 a.m. and the lesson runs until 9:00 or 9:10 

a.m., depending on Laura's other LAP or school commitments and how efficiently the 

children are finishing activities and organizing the LAP materials and themselves to 

transition to the regular class activity. Sometimes the lesson extends over 1/2 hour when 

LAP take-home books are checked out and good-byes are exchanged, but LAP allots 

30-40 minutes for the lesson including travel time to the next classroom. As soon as the 

children see Laura enter the room they immediately hurry to the table and take their seats. 

I have observed the girls laugh and skip their way to the LAP lesson. Smiles and 

sometimes hugs are exchanged between the group members and just before the 

instructional lesson begins is a brief two to three minutes of what Laura calls 

"rapport-building," a lively conversational exchange about birthday parties, letters to 

friends, trips and vacations, books and poems read, school and social activities, family 

members and more generally, what happened during the previous day or more when they 
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did not have a LAP lesson and could not share ideas. Laura also refers to 

rapport-building by the more recognizable term-management or relationship-buildmg. 

Because Laura and her students arrive at the lesson overflowing with the need to 

communicate how they feel and what they think about many aspects of their life, 

everyone's input is encouraged throughout the lesson. Ideas are exchanged 

conversationally and serve as the source and framework for their mutually created literacy 

events. 

When I asked Laura to expand on her definition of rapport-building, she described 

how her previous lesson transpired. "I checked in with everybody. I say good morning. I 

ask how are you doing? We missed you. How was the testing? Checking in, saying 

hello they have a chance to say something and you have to let them do it. It's rapport-

building. You want to let them tell you something and they just want to talk to you all the 

time." On no occasion did I hear comments or observe behavior among group members 

that could be construed as disrespectful, dismissive, annoyed or angry in form or in intent. 

Rather, Laura and her students build rapport by frequently praising each other for use of 

effective reading strategies, talent for artwork, speaking and thinking ability, increments 

of progress, visible concentration skills on the lesson and tenacity in working out a 

particularly difficult piece of reading or writing. Rapport-building seems to engender 

mutual feelings of security, trust and genuine affection among Laura and her students and 

sets the positive tone for the lesson. Laura reported to me that "a lot of why I have 

success with my kids is because I have really good rapport with them." 
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Laura sits in the right-side chair facing the window and the reader of the day sits 

in the chair to her immediate left. The other two students sit across from them facing the 

rest of the class. Laura uses a variety of engaging stickers on which she writes the daily 

reader's name. Because she writes students' names in advance on the stickers before the 

week begins, she and the smdents can use the stickers to remind themselves who has and 

has not read. The students enjoy this organizational technique and die various sticker 

designs focus the daily reader on his/her task as well as provide positive reinforcement 

and recognition for the independent reading component of the lesson. 

LAP provides a blue satchel for program books and materials but it isn't 

expansive enough to contam Laura's supplies. Therefore, she totes her own large canvas 

bag which stores independent reading books, pencils with erasers, dry erase and regular 

markers, colored pens and drawing pencils, paper, trade books, and stickers. In her hand 

she carries the dry erase board from class to class. The independent reading books she 

files in large plastic Zip-Lock bags by reading group. In each plastic bag she includes a 

variety of levels for the independent reading component of LAP according to what she 

knows about each child's reading strengths and weaknesses. In other words, she selects 

certain books for inclusion in the bag so that "I can target their needs, build confidence or 

move on to higher materials." She also thinks about "matching the materials to their 

current and higher ability." Each day when she reads individually with one child the 

other three children are responsible for choosing their own books to read while Laura is 

reading with the reader of the day. 
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Th? Children 

All of the children in Laura's group are in second grade and eight years old. 

Victor, Melissa and Julia are Mexican American and Cherise is Afncan American. 

Buena Vista Elementary School 

Buena Vista Elementary School is located on a major street in South Tucson. The 

neighborhood in which Buena Vista is situated is primarily Mexican American. The 

school itself consists of a total minority student population of 97.07% with 2.76% Native 

American, 1.46% African American, 2.93% Anglo, and 92.52% Hispanic. It is a new 

pink stucco facility that has long airy hallways with high ceilings and many windows. 

The classrooms are located by wing and each is numbered for easy access. Upon entering 

the school there is a large mural depicting the rich ethnic heritage that is our southwestern 

culture hung on the wall including heroes Pancho Villa and Martin Luther King. Main 

and arterial hallways are decorated with children's artwork and class projects which 

change from time to time. 

Edna Romero 

Edna is a petite woman in her late 50's. Her hair and make-up are always 

becoming and her clothing is stylish. She wears dresses that are loose and comfortable 

with rich colors and designs. The shoes she wears are designed for comfort. Edna is 

usually cheerful but becomes more serious when she is teaching the children or talking 
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about their learning. However, when the children do or say something that pleases her 

she is quick to smile and tell them that she enjoys working with them. 

Edna was bom in Cuba and educated by her grandmother who had a great 

influence on her life. She remembers a home in which reading and literature were greatly 

valued. Her grandmother read to her infrequently but the oral storytelling tradition in her 

family was a source of pleasure and knowledge. For evening entertainment the entire 

family gathered together to read to each other from novels and Edna would sit in a small 

chair, put her head in her grandmother's lap and eventually fall asleep listening to the 

reading. She recalls an encyclopedia her father bought called the Tesoro de la Juventud 

that provided examples of fairy tales and other stories. Edna learned how to write before 

going to school and although not cognizant of the process, described how her 

grandmother put a pencil into her hand very early in her childhood. She trained to be a 

teacher at a specialty school for educators in Cuba. 

Edna believes that teaching children means being a "facilitator" and "finding ways 

of facilitating what the child wants to leam. But I also believe that you cannot just let the 

child leam what they want It's your obligation to know your child, to have a sense of 

what will turn off a kid and what will lead into learning." For Edna, the conditions which 

facilitate reading and writing are the same as when a child learns to talk. Therefore, '"you 

encourage them to keep on talking and you teach the kids that all these things that you are 

talking about you can put it in writing." Facilitating or guiding the children demands 
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"validating the children's experiences" so that they "start to believe in what they have to 

say." 

The Setting for Bilinpjal LAP Lessons 

At Buena Vista the regular classroom teacher, Sra. Pefia requested that Edna use 

the utility room adjoining the regular classroom. The utility room is located between Sra. 

Pefia's second grade room and Sr. Gamez' fifth grade room and is a frequent pathway to 

and from these two rooms as well as two others farther down. Noise from teachers and 

students traveling through to their destination is not always loud, but compared to the 

quiet of the LAP group in progress, it is loud enough to distract the students' and Edna's 

attention away from the lesson momentarily. When I was observing Edna and her group, 

it was rare that a lesson passed when people did not interrupt the lesson with their sudden 

talk and loud opening and closing of the doors. 1 heard Edna tell students four or five 

times to please shut the door quietly so as not to interrupt their lessons. 

Because the room is set apart from the regular second grade classroom, children 

not in the LAP group are curious about what happens in the utility room. It was not 

unconunon for Sra. Pena's students to curiously observe what their classmates. Edna, or I 

were doing in the utility room, while they did their class work or lined up to go outside to 

play. I remember one specific occasion when Sra. Pena's children were lining up to leave 

the room for recess. Their line filed past the glassed-in window which separated the 

utility room where the LAP students were working from the classroom. I felt the distinct 
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sensation of being closely scrutinized. Children in the LAP group were also tantalized by 

what their classmates were doing and returned glances perhaps wanting to rejoin their 

classmates and activities. 

Generally, Edna brings her LAP materials with her loaded into boxes and a large 

satchel on a portable luggage carrier with wheels. This allows her to wheel her supplies 

from room to room without too much hardship. She does not store any of her materials in 

the classrooms where she teaches LAP so with her she carries pens, journals, the dry erase 

board and markers, trade books and LAP independent reading books. 

Edna's group begins at 10:00 a.m. and generally finishes about 10:40-10:45. The 

lessons do not always begin or end at the same time. When Edna comes to this lesson she 

sometimes picks up one or two students fi*om other classrooms because they are not all 

students in Sra. Pena's adjoining classroom. When she is ready for students in Sra. 

Pefia's class, she gets up and tells the teacher that she's ready to begin the lesson. 

Depending on what activity the students are engaged in and whether Mrs. Pena is willing 

to allow the children to leave the class, they join the lesson. Likewise in other 

classrooms, if the teacher feels that another activity takes precedence over LAP lessons, 

the children are not released for the reading lesson. 

The children enter the utilit>' room and take their regular places at the round table. 

Upon entering the room they immediately choose a book from their independent readers 

stored in a small red plastic container or begin writing in their journals. Each child has 

his or her own journal filled with lined paper. Every day the LAP group meets they write 
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in their journals based on the story Edna chose for that day's read-to. The theme of their 

journal writing was always based on the story previously read and she requested them to 

"write something you want me to know" or "tell me about something you read" when 

directing them to write in their journals, 

Edna sits facing Sra. Peiia's room and the four children, two girls and two boys 

take their seats which angle toward Sr. Gamez' room. Independent reading with 

individual children does not occur each lesson, but on the days when Edna asks a child to 

read mdividually with her they sit to her left There does not seem to be a set reading/ 

writing schedule and the children are not told what the forthcoming lesson's activities 

will be. Prior to reading individually with a child, I have observed Edna physically adjust 

the children's bodies, asking them to "sit properly" so that they are perpendicular to the 

book, legs positioned under the table and hands holding the book so she and the child can 

easily see it. 

The Children 

All of the children in the group I observed are Mexican American. They are eight 

years old and in second grade. The two boys and two girls include: Hector. Nidia, 

Carlota, and Enrique. Hector and Nidia are in Sra. Peiia's class while Carlota and 

Enrique are in two separate second grade classrooms. 
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Logistigg 

Over the course of 16 weeks, beginning February 18 to June 3,1997,1 observed 

LAP lessons three times a week at Los Arcos and Buena Vista Elementary schools. 

Because each of the LAP lessons run from 35-40 minutes in length, and I would often 

have other research matters to attend to while at the school, I was there for differing 

amounts of time each visit. I did try to arrive 5-10 minutes before the lesson commenced 

to set up my laptop computer or tape recorder so that it would not disturb the natural 

commencement and routine of the lesson. Often I arrived earlier or stayed later to clarify 

logistic matters such as LAP meeting times, interview schedules or to copy children's 

evaluation records and writing samples. All told, I spent 40.5 hours observing the 

lessons, 24 hours interviewing the teachers, 4 hours interviewing the children, and 7 

hours interviewing LAP administrators for a total of 75.5 hours observation and 

interview time. Although the total amount of observation time appears small, this is 

because LAP lessons are only 35-40 minutes in duration. In fact, I was present to observe 

LAP lessons three times a week for 14 weeks with the Monolingual group (Los Arcos) 

and 16 weeks with the Bilingual group (Buena Vista). I believe the time 1 spent in the 

field allowed me access to the full range of LAP events and activities in each of the 

settings and that the evidence collected was sufficient to form key assertions about the 

settings. 
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Interviews 

The last week in February and the first week of March the LAP directors, the LAP 

designer, one principal and the two LAP teachers were formally interviewed. The 

purpose of the initial interview was to formally record (a) their beliefs about literacy, (b) 

their beliefs about LAP, and (c) how their beliefs about literacy and LAP were put into 

practice in their schools. The following set of questions I asked of the LAP teachers: 

1. Describe the value you put on children learning to read and write. 

2. How did you learn to read and write? 

3. Are all children taught to read and write? How? Are some children taught to 

read and write? How? 

4. How is it you became a LAP teacher? 

5. How do you encourage children to read and write during a LAP lesson? 

6. What do you do when they read? Why do you do that? Where did you 

learn that technique? 

7. What do you do when they write? Why do you do that? Where did you 

learn that technique? 

8. If you could change the LAP program, what would you change? Why? 

9. What is the role of the teacher during the LAP lesson? How would you 

change your role as a LAP instructor? 
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The next set of questions was intended for the LAP directors, the LAP designer and the 

principal of Los Arcos Elementary school. I asked the directors, the designer and the 

principal the same set of questions because they were in the position of coordinating, 

administering and evaluating the LAP program and its teachers. The line of questioning 

proceeded thusly because first, I was interested in how their earliest childhood memories 

of literacy contributed to their goals and vision for LAP for elementary students. Second, 

I wanted to inquire about treatment of "at-risk" children at the schools and whether these 

administrators believed all children acquire literacy in the same natural, universal ways 

previously mentioned in the studies of literacy before schoolmg. Thirdly, if these 

administrators believed literacy begins before schooling, 1 wanted to uncover how they 

influenced and supported these kinds of practices in their schools. These are the 

questions addressed of all aforementioned individuals with the exception of the principal 

at Buena Vista Elementary School: 

1. Describe the value you place on children learning to read and write. 

2. How did you learn to read and write? 

3. Are all children taught to read and write? How? Are certain children 

taught to read and write? How? 

4. How do you encourage children to read and write? 

5. What is a teacher's role in encouraging children to read and write? 

6. What is the role of the LAP teacher during the lesson? 

7. What is your role in LAP? 
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8. How does LAP contribute to children's learning to read and write? 

9. If you could change the LAP program, what would you change? Why? 

The children were informally interviewed as soon as possible in February to 

discover what they believed about literacy and themselves as readers and writers. Some 

of the questions used to interview the children were from the Burke Interview for young 

readers (Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987, p. 219): 

1. When you are reading and come to something you don't know, what do 

you do? Where did you learn to do that? 

2. Who is a good reader that you know? 

3. What makes ^a good reader? 

4. If you knew someone was having trouble reading how would you help 

that person? 

5. What would your LAP teacher do to help that person? 

6. How did you learn to read? 

7. Do you think you are a good reader? Why? 

8. How does (LAP instructor) help you with reading? 

9. How does (LAP instructor) help you with writing? 

10. Do you think reading and writing with (LAP instructor) is helping 

you to be a better reader/writer? Why? 
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Imgrpretive Cgnvgrsations 

To meet the goals of the study it was necessary to discover how the LAP teachers 

charted their students' progress m the program. Teachers ordinarily use a combination of 

evaluation tools and professional judgment to evaluate students' mastery of the 

curriculum and the LAP teachers are no exception. Monthly running records are used to 

chart student reading progress; a teacher's decision to exit the student &om LAP is based 

on her interpretation of the student's gain in nmning record scores. The running record is 

a modified form of the running record used in Reading Recovery. Its utility is twofold: 

evaluation and instruction. In terms of instruction, it is important for a LAP teacher to 

use running records to guide her instructional focus for collective group learning needs 

during the read-to, shared reading/writing, guided reading/writing and modeled writing 

components. These components concern the instructional focus for the group as a whole. 

On the other hand, ruruiing record results should influence how she proceeds during 

independent reading when she works individually with students. Therefore, how a teacher 

interprets student reading behavior in the process of judging the running record 

determines students' progress in LAP. 

Interpretive conversations were designed to uncover teachers* impressions of the 

reading process focusing primarily on teachers' decisionmaking regarding evaluation. In 

final interviews with teachers I wanted to determine how they used LAP evaluation 

instruments. The entrance and exit evaluation instruments given at the beginning and the 

end of the year include two writing tests: a word dictation exercise and a 
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brainstorming/story writing exercise. Various supplemental forms such as the 

Assessment Summary, the Research Summary and the Reading Strategies Rubric are 

filled out by the LAP teacher to record student reading/writing progress upon entry, 

during and exiting the program. These forms are filed in each student's LAP folder. 

There are no monthly writing evaluations, but a modified form of the running 

record is given to each student monthly. Running records are extremely usefiil to LAP 

teachers since the record can assess how far the student has progressed and in which 

direction the teacher needs to go instructionally. 

To elicit information about how Edna and Laura used LAP evaluation instruments 

I asked two questions: 

1. How do you chart the progress of your students on a daily/monthly basis? 

2. What do you like/dislike about the evaluation instruments? 

The teachers' responses to these two questions gave me insight into how they used 

entrance, exit and monthly evaluations to gauge student progress. 

Final Strategy Readings with the Children 

My original intention was to interview the children about their changing beliefs 

about literacy and themselves as readers and writers based on what they learned while in 

the LAP program. However, due to the relatively short duration of the study, I decided 

that interviews in May would not produce qualitatively different responses then those 

given by the children in February. Therefore, in lieu of the original final interview 
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questions, I read a LAP program text with each of the children in their instructional level 

chosen by the LAP instructor. 

The texts chosen for the children were unfamiliar and somewhat beyond their 

independent reading level, and therefore, somewhat of a challenge. I attempted to engage 

each child as LAP suggests by prompting self-initiating, self-confinning and 

self-correcting strategies so critical to reading for meaning. These eflfective reading 

strategies are combined with graphophonic, pragmatic, syntactic and semantic cueing 

systems all interacting together in harmony to create meaning. Marie Clay refers to the 

application of this harmonious system as a "self-improving system" (1979). Most of the 

time these reading processes are below the level of consciousness because they happen so 

quicidy that we are not aware of them. They can, however, be brought to consciousness 

by metacognizing, or becoming aware of one's own thought processes. Ann Brown 

(1982) ranks "self-regulatory strategies" prominently in the ability to predict, plan, check 

and monitor reading and relates diat being able to self-regulate is important to becoming 

an effective reader. It is also true that more reading experience (becoming a more 

effective reader) contributes to more effective self-regulation. Being able to talk about 

reading strategies does not guarantee that children will understand and apply them. But 

how children talk about reading strategies may provide a window into their ever-

expanding thought processes and allow teachers to capitalize on their reading/writing 

strengths and find solutions for their reading/writing weaknesses. Brown's discussion of 

self-regulatory strategies also meshes with Vygotsky's (1978) socialization theory and the 
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notion that collaborating with others "provides criticism and other cognitive resources 

which are then internalized" (Smith, 1994, p. 299). 

The ultimate goal for the LAP program is just that: for students to internalize and 

become increasingly more responsible for their own expanding reading/writing strategies. 

Therefore, LAP suggests that teachers prompt students' cognitive processes using the 

teaching for reading/writing strategy questions. When teachers are hired for LAP, they 

are given a small laminated card with the reading/writing questions to refer to when 

prompting student thinking about effective reading/writing strategies. In the case of 

children who are not aware of effective reading/writing strategies, the questions require 

students to vocalize their thought processes to bring them to a conscious level. Tharp and 

Gallimore (1988) say that "the question form, calling for audible reply, is superior in that 

the subprocesses become audible and then subject to other means of assisting 

performance" (p. 59). It is this type of questioning that helps readers to develop superior 

levels of linguistic fluency. 

Since it is the central goal of LAP to develop self-sufficient readers and writers, 

the program strongly urges teachers to activate student cognizing by prompting them with 

the reading/writing strateg>' questions. Eventually, LAP teachers hope that students will 

internalize the same questions and independently activate them while reading and writing. 

In the final interview I wanted to hear how students activated reading strategies 

independently. I hypothesized that if they could vocalize their reading processes that I 

would leam more about how Edna and Laura assisted then- reading processes. From my 
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LAP lesson observations I determined that Edna and Laura used the reading strategy 

questions differently. Never having read with the children I wanted to ascertain how 

much responsibility the children would take as readers for engaging m and applying the 

reading strategies. 

The following are examples of actual questions I used to prompt student thinking 

during final strategy readings. I did not use all of the questions uniformly with everyone 

because each reader had various reading strengths and weaknesses. Having practiced 

LAP questioning techniques when I taught the program, I recognized when a reader was 

having difficulty activating a graphophonic, semantic or syntactic strategy and asked a 

related question to prompt thmking for that cueing system. 1 watched and listened when 

readers got "stuck," waited for several seconds, and then prompted fiuther strategic 

thinking: 

1. Does that make sense? (Meaning) 

2. What about that word gave you some trouble? (Self-monitoring) 

3. How did you know that was ? (Searching, self-monitoring) 

4. You said . Are you realizing something about this word? (self-

correction, self-monitoring) 

5. You said teeth. Could that be teeth? (Graphophonic) 

6. I heard you making the sounds with your mouth. That's an excellent reading 

strategy for you to say it out loud. I also heard you sa>ing nuh nuh at the 
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end. What else could you do? (When child stops at a new word, 

graphophonic-beginnmg and ending sounds, searching) 

7. Don't look at me. Check out the word again (Self-monitoring) 

8. How did you check to see if it would make sense? (self-monitoring, meaning) 

9. You're shaking your head because you don't think that's it? Why not? 

(self-correcting, self-monitoring) 

10. I like the way you tried to figure that out (self-monitoring) 

Since the readers I was reading with were all second graders and already applied 

directional movement and one-to-one matching, 1 did not ask questions to prompt 

directional movement or one-to-one matchmg strategies. 

Qbsgrvatlpns 

As much as possible attempts were made to strictly maintain the role of observer 

during LAP lessons. George and Louise Spindler (1987) discuss the role of the "Good 

Ethnographer" in Interpretive Ethnography of Education: At Home and Abroad. 

Although the Spindlers refer specifically to ethnography, these techniques are also 

common to all naturalistic inquiry. Of the 10 criterion menuoned, two have meaning for 

the researcher as observer: 

Criterion IE-Observation is prolonged and repetitive. Chains 
of events are observed more than once to establish the 
reliability of observations. 



Criterion IV-The native view of reality is attended through 
inferences from observation and through the various forms of 
ethnographic inquiry 

Criterion Vl-Instruments, codes, schedules, questionnaires, 
agenda for interviews, and so forth, should be generated in situ 
as a result of observation and ethnographic inquiry, (p. 19) 

Further, among the variety of roles a researcher can take in the research setting, the one 

best suited to my relationship to the LAP program and the design of the study was that of 

participant observer. In the role of participant observer, the researcher strikes an 

appropriate balance between participant and observer as the unfolding demands of the 

research setting warrant. Patton (1980) cautions, however, that this changing relationship 

of investigator-observer must be carefully monitored for its effects on data collection and 

that those effects must be taken into account during data interpretation. 

Observations included teacher-student and student-student interactions and 

focused on how teachers and smdents negotiated literacy events during LAP lessons. 

Field notes and observer comments of teacher and student conversations and actions 

during these exchanges were recorded on my laptop computer as they transpired. Of 

course, data gathering is never totally free from bias. Nevertheless, I attempted to record 

field notes that were as non-evaluative as possible. Several lessons were audiotaped to 

gather verbatim accounts of all conversational exchanges during LAP lessons. The 

audiotaped sessions I found provided a richer accounting of all literacy transactions since 

I was able to capture conversational nuances that I was unable to capture with laptop 
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notes alone. All audiotapes were transcribed, analyzed and categorized along with other 

data collected. 

Originally I intended to audiotape a 1/2 hour lesson firom each group once a week. 

Transcribing this amount of audiotapes was not necessary since I was able to type quickly 

and the field notes that I recorded firom every lesson that I observed were close to 

verbatim accounts of the lessons. Therefore, I concentrated on achieving as much 

accuracy as possible while recording daily field notes. The audiotapes which were 

transcribed came fi-om four lessons with Laura's group and yielded 44 single-spaced 

typewritten pages of data. Each of the audiotaped lessons lasted 40 minutes in duration. I 

audiotaped four lessons fi-om Edna's group but due to the poor quality of the final tapes, 

only two of the lessons were transcribed. Edna's first transcribed lesson lasted 40 

minutes and the second, 45 minutes. From these two taped sessions 1 transcribed 25 

pages of conversation. Using audiotapes provided an accurate representation of group 

verbal transactions but neglected how participants created meanmg in other ways. In 

order to capture other avenues of meaning-making I also recorded my perceptions of the 

participants' attitudes, behaviors, and social participation structures before, during, and 

following the lesson in the observer's notes. 

For a clearer picture of how I directed my observation efforts, I must comment on 

my personal beliefs about children's natural literacy constructions. I believe strongly that 

children's naniral curiosity about language and about communicating to others drives 

their personal literacy learning agenda. Belonging to unique language communities. 
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children best acquire and develop language through the linguistic resources, interactions 

and values from those communities. My own beliefs are shared by others who support 

natural language leammg (Goodman, Y., 1986; Heath, 1983; Philips, 1983; Rogoff, 1990; 

Taylor, 1988; Teale, 1982). Children do not necessarily need direct language instruction 

in order to learn language. It is only when they have been forced to learn language in 

discrete, nonsensical, inauthentic means that they lose sight of the fact that sensemaking 

is the most important contribution language gives their lives. Sometimes as teachers our 

best efforts to teach language to students are not the ways that they most effortlessly 

learn language. This is another strong belief of mine. That there is a big difference 

between teaching and learning language. Children leam language best in environments 

that build on their natural desire to leam. The most significant and lasting learning occurs 

when students construct their own knowledge, not when it is imposed from without by 

the teacher. Learning must be functional and arise from the children's own desires and 

purposes in today's world using their topics of interest. Learning is highly idiosyncratic. 

That is, although there are developmental paths of learning for most students, each 

learner's pathway to knowledge is individualistic. In the next chapters when I discuss 

Laura and Edna's teaching, these ideas will be illuminated more completely. 

I also believe that as children's utterances and ideas are expanded on in their 

homes and communities, learning at school should likewise be child-centered. The 

teacher maintains a curricular and instructional course of action, but it is the child who 

determines the pace and much of the direction of learning. For children who need 
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reading/writing intervention it is especially important that instruction begin teaching to 

their strengths at a pace that feels comfortable to them. An effective teacher will know 

how to build on at-risk learners' strengths and gradually address areas of weakness. My 

predisposition for child-centered learning could have influenced the way I viewed Edna 

and Laura's lessons because I was looking for teaching that placed children at the 

instructional and curricular center of lessons. 

Finally, learning is collaborative and the linguistic representations of ideas 

developed in social collaboration are what the child intemalizes and believes most 

meaningful. On the contrary, I do not believe that learning happens in isolation and that 

when students are forced by teachers into "doing their own work" or "not copying other 

students' work" that teachers are violating children's social learning processes (Vygotsky. 

1978) and ignoring potentially valuable learning opportimities. Children whose reading 

and writing experiences are broken down into meaningless drills, worksheets, are akeady 

isolated from the more comprehensible input that effective readers insist on. Somehow 

teachers have convinced themselves that the only valuable ideas are those produced by 

one mind in isolation even though most ideas are created in a context of collaborating 

with others intellectually. 

Throughout all stages of data collection I focused on recording how students and 

teachers together created literate events. LAP is a reading intervention program that 

seeks to create literacy learning experiences for children who have difficulty grasping the 

authentic creation of meaning through language. Their difficulties arise from a variety of 
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reasons that this study does not address. What I did address here were the kinds of 

literate events that were socially constructed by the two LAP groups and how children 

responded to the meaningfulness of the events. When children interpret learning as 

meaningful it makes more sense to them and they find learning easier. Not all 

reading/writing intervention programs respect children's natural learning tendencies and 

create learning conditions where learning makes sense to them. 

I also paid close attention to the role the two teachers played in facilitating literacy 

through reading/writing activities. They facilitated literacy learning according to their 

beliefs about what literacy is and how children best acquire it. With two different 

teachers facilitating the groups, the ways that literate events were socially constructed 

were naturally different than if children were to construct literacy events without teacher 

assistance. To increase my insights of how teachers contribute to children's literacy 

learning activities in a reading/writing intervention program, I specifically observed how 

their direct influence changed literacy learning. For example, I noted that Edna and Laura 

chose to combine and emphasize the LAP components in different ways. This seemed a 

significant reflection of how each teacher interpreted literacy learning and the value she 

placed on whole language learning principles and lesson planning. 

In any study it is necessary to set forth the limitations inherent in data collected 

from human subjects. This smdy is no exception. A potential dilemma with my choice 

of participants is the amoimt of experience each teacher had accumulated as a LAP 

teacher. While Laura has taught LAP for three years, this was Edna's first year teaching 
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the program. Just as all new LAP teachers, Edna received extensive initial and 

continuing education in the program's whole language philosophy and holistic teaching 

methods before placement. I selected Edna for the study because ofher many years of 

elementary teaching experience. I assumed that her knowledge and expertise facilitating 

literacy in her elementary classrooms would make sound contributions to her LAP 

expertise. Additionally, she seemed an ideal teacher participant because in the first 

interview she expressed clear views that seemed closely aligned with LAP's philosophy 

about whole language literacy education and the program's goals. While Edna's beliefs 

and practices about literacy learning are clear and coherent to her, specific LAP practices 

may not reflect the same overall experienced practice. I must caution readers that the 

ways Edna facilitated literacy in her LAP group are those of a first year LAP teacher. 

Writing Samples 

Samples of the children's writing were collected to demonstrate the multitude of 

written forms that written literacy activities can take in LAP groups. The samples will be 

discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 to clarify the nature of literacy activities that occurred in 

LAP groups and consequently, the nature of literacy activities that are possible in 

elementary classrooms. 
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Documents 

The final form of data to be collected and analyzed are documents pertaming to 

the LAP program. All LAP documents relevant to students record keeping became part 

of the data base. These documents included all recordkeeping, evaluation forms and 

anecdotal records that were part of entry, exit and ongoing assessment and evaluation 

measures. 

Consultations with the Teachers 

As the research progressed I invited teachers to share their insights with me 

concerning student reading and writing. With them 1 discussed their interpretations of my 

observer notes as suggested by Bogdan and Biklen (1992) and included their input in the 

analysis of data; their rendering of insight will ultimately be critical to the direction of the 

study. Teacher insight also informed the development of categories. I asked Edna and 

Laura to comment on the shape and direction of category formation as they become viable 

since educational researchers LeCompte and Goetz (1982) believe that participant 

confirmation of key assumptions of the data enhances the reliability of the hypotheses and 

conclusions. 

Categorizing the Data 

As discussed in the earlier section on validity and reliability, it was important to 

triangulate data collection using a variety of different measures. The bulk of evidence for 
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analysis consisted of informal interviews, interpretive conversations, observations, 

children's reading and writing documents, and monthly running records. Data collection, 

analysis and interpretation took place simultaneously from February 1997 to June 1997 

according to Glaser and Strauss's (1967) grounded theory technique. This involved joint 

collection, analysis and coding of data, constantly comparing categories and their 

properties. Hypothesis were then suggested between the categories and their properties 

from which ongoing theory was formulated. Analytic induction (Katz, 1983) and 

negative case analysis (Kidder, 1981) were used to refine hypotheses and to reject 

incongruent data until "a perfect fit between the hypothesis and the data" (Merriam, 1988) 

was established. According to Cuba and Lincoln (1981), patterns are first established, 

then prioritized. Bogdan and Biklen (1992) suggest limiting the amount of categories to 

increase the ease of manipulating data since too many categories can be cumbersome. 

Finally, the completeness of patterns is determined. 

Because the categories for this study were predetermined, 1 began by developing 

clear definitions of Camboume's parameters for each of the eight conditions of learning 

to use in data analysis. Clear descriptions of Camboume's eight conditions of learning 

appeared in Chapter 2; s>'nthesizing each of the conditions clarified the definitions in my 

mind. These definitions of the categories allowed me to sift through die data to determine 

whether the data yielded any recurrent themes within the data coded as necessary 

conditions for learning. Then, using the research questions to guide further data coding. I 

made a list of (a) the ways literacy events and activities were negotiated and constructed 
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among children and teachers during LAP lessons, (b) how those events and activities are 

reflective of the eight conditions of learning (Camboume, 1988), and (c) how the teaching 

practices observed in LAP events and activities are consistent with the constructivist 

nature of Camboume's conditions. 

Several instances of analysis arose, however, that required careful consideration. 

When teachers and students are engaged in literate events and activities and the 

instructional conversation patterns are culturally congruent with those of their natal 

culture (Au & Jordan, 1981; Jordan, 1981), there is no breakdown in communication. 

Effective instructional conversation generally flows &om one teaching moment to the 

next. Discourse is matched with activities so that there are no empty moments; 

transitions from one activity to the next are a fluid continuum of talk and activity. 

Conversation flows back and forth between teachers and students to assist learning. 

However, there are culturally discontinuous moments when misinterpretation of messages 

occur from teacher to student and student to teacher and the pacing or rhythm of teaching 

slows, stumbles, or even halts entirely. Students are unable to complete a task because 

they are not sure what the teacher is asking them to do. Teachers and/or students may 

appear annoyed, confused, surprised, or even agitated during these breakdowns in 

communication. It is these moments of communicative breakdown in conversational 

patterns that are of interest to this study because they are anomalous to the culturally 

compatible participation structures. The breakdowns in communication provide an 
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opportunity for analysis and discussion because they are windows of opportunity into the 

thought patterns of the teachers and students. 

The purpose of this section has been to provide a methodological framework for 

this research study. The design outlined in this chapter guided my progress as I collected, 

coded, analyzed and interpreted data. It is hoped that the contents of this chapter lend 

sufficient credence to the conduct of the study and to how the questions from Chapter 2 

were addressed. 
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CHAPTERS 

EDNA ROMERO'S LITERACY ASSISTANCE PROJECT GROUP: 

DESCRIPTION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

This chapter concerns the description, analysis and interpretation of Edna 

Romero's second grade LAP group. All of the data for description, analysis and 

interpretation of this group were collected over a four month period. Edna, Hector, Nidia, 

Carlota and Enrique were observed during their LAP lessons and close attention was paid 

to how teacher and students contributed to the creation of the speech events; their 

language, purposes, relationships and intentions while listening, speaking, reading and 

writing. Speech events also include the culture of the participants, the context, the social 

register of the speakers, the social constraints and how the participants felt about the 

interactions (Goodman, 1986). 

Literacy events, the written language forms, are also an important part of speech 

events. The biggest difference between speech and literacy events is that during literacy 

events written communication does not allow for the close contextual contact that 

speakers have using oral communication (Goodman, 1986). I observed speech and 

literacy events during Edna's LAP group and observed how, with her support. Hector, 

Nidia, Carlota and Enrique developed their literacy competence. 
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Literacy learning is supported by conditions present in the environment 

(Camboume, 1988). Teachers have a major role in creating the conditions that make 

literacy learning harder or easier. The program itself is a framework for the types of 

speech and literacy events that are generated by the teacher in conjunction with teaching. 

In Chapter 3 the idea was put forth that the LAP program is holistic in nature and that 

LAP satisfies Camboume's (1988) eight essential conditions necessary for a holistic 

literacy environment. But, as was revealed in Chapter 3, it is the teacher's beliefs and 

assumptions about language learning which determine the pedagogical and 

methodological impact of the program: It is the teacher who determines whether LAP is 

more or less child-centered, more or less holistic, more or less authentic, more or less 

functional, more or less meaningful. 

Question 1 is the fi^e question for the study and Question 2 was answered in 

Chapter 4. Questions 1 and 2 are the following: 

1. What is the programmatic, administrative, theoretical, and pedagogical 

framework of LAP and how are these concerns reflected in the context of LAP lessons? 

2. To what extent does LAP meet Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of 

learning? 

Here, in Chapters 5 and 6, Question 3 is answered, which is the following: 

3. Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning are descriptors of literacy 

events and activities that are consistent with a constructivist perspective of teaching and 
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learning. In what ways are LAP teachers' beliefs and practices consistent with these 

conditions? 

To answer the first part of Question 3, Section lof Chapter 5 details the set of 

categories that I used to analyze and interpret Edna's beliefs about teaching, learning and 

literacy. The categories for analysis and interpretation come from Edna's belief 

interviews and field notes fi-om the observations of her LAP group. Examination of the 

belief interviews and observations yielded consistent patterns in the data that influenced 

category formation. Each category is made up of subcategories with particular properties 

associated with that subcategory. To develop explanatory hypotheses, I looked for 

relationships contained between and among the properties of each subcategory. For 

example, the category construction of literacy events contained two subcategories: 

co-construction of literacy events and directed literacy events. I studied the two 

subcategories co-construction of literacy events and directed literacy events to determine 

possible explanatory hypotheses that indicated relationships between the two 

subcategories and also between the subcategories and the overarching category, 

construction of literacy events. 

Section 2 of Chapter 5 answers the second part of Question 3. It examines Edna's 

teaching practice to discover how her practice is consistent with the teaching beliefs she 

identified in Section 1. Section 2 acknowledges Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of 

learning as descriptors of literacy events and activities consonant with LAP's 

constructivist principles and examines Edna's LAP teaching practice in relation to those 



principles. The ways in which Edna's teaching beliefs are consistent with Camboume's 

principles are revealed in her practice. Supporting evidence of her teaching practice is 

provided by vignettes from observations of LAP group literacy events and activities. 

The examples cited in Chapter 5 are but a few of the many analogous speech and 

literacy events contained in the field notes. Whenever possible, I attempted to supply 

evidence that was either disconfirming (Erickson, 1986) or negative case (Kidder, 1987) 

to reject hypotheses that did not explain all known cases (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). 

Section 1: Categories for Analysis and Interpretation 

This section describes the categories that emerged from constant comparative 

analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) of field notes from observations of interviews with 

Edna and her LAP group. Section 1 is a discussion of the first part of inquiry Question 3: 

the analysis and interpretation of Edna's beliefs about reading, writing, teaching and 

learning. Using the categories established in Section 1,1 hypothesize in Section 2 about 

Edna's teaching beliefs and how, in her practice, they are consistent with Camboume's 

(1988) eight conditions of learning. 

Cmgsorigs 

To reiterate, my focus m this section is to describe the categories that emerged 

from the analysis of Edna's belief interviews and the field notes collected while observing 
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her and her LAP students. The inquiry Question which guided my thought processes 

throughout the coding and categorizing of data was Question 3: 

3. Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning are descriptors of literacy 

events and activities that are consistent with a constructivist perspective of teaching and 

learning. In what ways are LAP teachers' beliefs and practices consistent with these 

conditions? 

Within the learning environment Edna and the children experienced literacy 

transactions as reading instruction, writing instruction and evaluation. Excerpts taken 

from the belief interviews and woven into Section 1 confirm and exemplify the categories 

that emerged from Edna's teaching belief statements. The categories emerged from 

themes Edna's belief interviews suggested as meaningful. Subcategories are discussed in 

turn as the main category's properties are clarified. 

Within the first main category Learning Environment there is one subcategory: 

The LAP Teacher's Role: "Getting Kids Over the Hump. The second main category. 

Reading Instruction, contains five subcategories: Reading: "Deciphering the Code," 

Teaching Reading Strategies, Vocabulary, Reading for Information: "Fact-Finding" and 

Fluencj'. The third main category. Writing Instruction contains two subcategories: 

Editing and Approximation and Convention. The fourth main category. Whole 

Assessment and Evaluation contains no subcategories. 
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Edna Romero's Beliefs about Learning and Their Relationship 

to Teaching Practice 

Edna was involved in a highly literate family when growing up and was read to 

and told oral stories by her grandmother at home as a small child. From her own reading 

and writing background Edna reports that learning to read "is a joy" and "children who 

have been read to a lot just move into reading by themselves." For Edna, becoming a 

LAP teacher was not a radical departure from her own beliefs that learning to read and 

write is natural and claims that "if you leam how to talk, that you can learn to read and 

write." She also reports that, when learning to read follows children's natural literate 

tendencies and desires and is supported "by loving books" read by family members, 

teachers simply need to "give them strategies to help themselves to iron out certain 

difficult points." But she asserts her belief that children "are making most of the 

discoveries themselves" and teaching assistance to children does not override those 

natural learning tendencies and desires. 

The Learning Environment 

Of prime importance to Edna is creating an appropriate learning environment 

where children feel empowered and supported by the teacher. Edna maintains that she 

strives to create learning situations where "you don't have all die answers, you leam with 

the children" because her beliefs indicate that presenting herself to students as a 

co-leamer is important. According to the teaching philosophy Edna communicated in her 
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interviews, this means that "you present a variety of choices and let them be touched by 

different things" and then, "whatever the child is going to learn you have to find a way for 

him to be personally attached and involved." Along with cognition, personal feelings and 

emotions, or will, is an important consideration m literacy (Winograd &. Paris, 1988). 

Learning is human nature and she states that "it's something that has to do with 

being human—to want to leam." Edna expressed her fhistration with people who say that 

a child is incapable of, or doesn't want, to leam. When she speaks of the naturalness of 

learning she also speaks of the naturalness of learning to read and write. Much like 

learning to speak, Edna claims that "children leam to read and write just like they leam to 

talk and to walk." She goes on to add that hearing language spoken in their homes and 

conununities, children can apply what they know about spoken language to print; "all 

these things that you are talking about you can put it in writing." For this reason Edna 

ranked "being read to and seeing other people reading on their own" so highly in the 

interviews and proclaimed it as a fundamental belief of her teaching philosophy. 

Teachers are often concerned with the issue of classroom control and many 

believe that social control is guaranteed by "maintaining the floor" (Philips. 1983) 

conversationally and nonverbally. Some teachers cannot conceive of learning 

environments as a "chaotic" place "which de-emphasises traditional, orderly, didactic, 

teacher-controlled methods" (Camboume & Turbill, 1991). Edna shared her views with 

me on behavior management and disciplinary methods. "The power is with them to 

behave and leam." When discussing the grade school class she taught prior to becoming 



a LAP teacher, Edna spoke of a "circle" where she and her students frequently convened 

to discuss important classroom instructional and behavioral matters. Describing a 

particular meeting she expressed to students her ideas of child control in the classroom. 

"I don't have the power to make you behave unless we sit here and we're willing to create 

an environment where we're comfortable and happy and I enjoy being here and 1 don't 

have to tell you what to do." 

In the climate of Edna's classroom she maintams the belief that "children must 

have some control over their learning environment." She intends instruction to "follow 

... the lead of the child." Edna's contention for child-centered instruction extends to 

fmding ways of instructing "that's more appealing to the child." This includes finding 

books the child will enjoy, allowing the child to discover his own pathways to learning 

where "you're just allowing for the child to experiment for things that will work for 

them." Inhibiting an effective learning environment is defined by Edna as "teaching by 

telling" and she is convinced that teaching by telling is "the easy way for the teacher" 

because she tells the child what he "should do" or learn so consequently, Edna has 

"erased from [her] vocabulary the word "should' because [she] knows it's the most 

worthless thing you can tell a person." But teaching by telling should not be confused 

with direct instruction because Edna believes that "sometimes direct instruction is 

necessary." The purpose and context in which she would "teach ... by telling" was not 

clarified in the interviews. In spite of the fact Edna believes that direct instruction is 

necessary, she contends that "I don't live by direct instruction." 
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The LAP Teacher's Role: "Getting Kids Over the Hump" 

When I questioned Edna about her role as a LAP instructor, she expressed her 

conviction that the LAP students "have to make quite a move before the classroom 

teacher can concentrate on these kids." She defines her role as "giving a boost to the 

child" and maintains that with her instructional assistance the LAP student "can 

incorporate himself to the regular level of his classroom. I'm giving the child the 

opportunity to feel that he's more independent " 

Edna reported that this "boost" the child needs to independence takes the form of 

"facilitation." She explains,.. You have to find ways of facilitating what the child 

wants to learn. But I also believe that you cannot just let the child learn what he wants." 

Notions of behavioral and instructional control embody Edna's definition of facilitation. 

The term facilitation implies a teacher-student relationship very reminiscent of a whole 

language classroom. The teacher's role in a whole language classroom is to provide 

students with multiple opportunities to engage m personally meaningful and authentic 

reading, writing and learning opportunities. Students cannot opt out of learning, but they 

do have a reasonable amount of control about the conditions they require to maximize 

learning. 

In the March 3 interview I began by asking Edna to clarify the term facilitation 

she had used in the previous February 15 interview. According to Edna's beliefs, the 

term facilitation applies to responding to children during an mstructional dialogue. Later 

in the same March 3 interview when I asked for examples of what she would say to the 
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children if she were facilitating them she responded, "I depart from what LAP tells me 

and I lose sight of what LAP tells me to say... I don't know if I haven't internalized it 

or " Shortly she clarified what she does to facilitate children in her practice by 

reporting that "You have to give the child a strategy m a way that it doesn't appear like 

direct teaching." Edna asserts that she asks children "Did that help you?... Did that 

make it easier on you to understand?... What did you think made it easier for you to 

understand? It came from the direct experience of the child." In short, her March 3 

explanation reconfirms her earlier February 15 belief statement about child-centered 

instruction guiding the learning experiences of the child. 

The highest goal and evidence for facilitation, Edna asserts, is when "the child 

I starts vocalizing" what he learned from experiences "so that he thinks 'I'm learning that 

ji 
f for myself" So the child believes more and more in himself So this is when the child 
t 

t says "I am a learner" and not that "I've been taught." Edna's phrase "I am a learner" 
1 
I corroborates her reported belief that children actively participate in the construction of 

: knowledge with collaborative interaction from teacher and peers; the emphasis is not on 

the lone thinker who passively waits for the teacher to feed him information. Learning 

resembles the natural give and take of conversation with two or more speakers 

participating jointly in a sociocultural context of learning (Forman, Minick, & Stone. 

1993; Moll, 1990; Newman, Griffin, & Cole, 1989; RogofF, 1990; Rogoff & Lave. 1984; 

Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1985) where children participate in and learn from speech 
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interactions of more mature members of their culture. The location of the learning 

transactions resides between individuals rather than inside them. 

Edna classifies "expanding," "encouraging," and "validating" children's thoughts 

and feelings as synonymous. She claims that she validates their experiences by 

responding to them in this maimer: "Is that so? How did that happen? You extend the 

Question without putting a value judgment on it. What happened next? What do you 

think of that?" She does not reinforce the children by saying "it's good" because it's a 

"value judgment" and she claims that would create children who are dependent on her. In 

Edna's mind reinforcement by way of praise inhibits children from being independent 

readers and writers. 

' In fact, Edna mentioned in her interviews that she attempts to create learning 

i conditions "where the kids gain their own strength" in her LAP group. As previously 
i A 
! mentioned, one way she reports fostering indepence is by refraining from verbal praise or 
I 
I putting a "value judgment" on children's contributions. She also classifies nonverbals 
r 

like "smiling constantly at the children" as hindrances to independence and believes that 

"... there is no learning in that." A second way she reports fostering independence is 

moving her chair behind the children who are reading because "they were always looking 

at my face" for assistance during reading. She described moving her chair out of Enrique 

and Jose's range of view so that they would stop looking at her face. In her interview she 

recalled telling them "I have no answers on my face." It was elucidating that in Edna's 
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interviews she did not report the teacher's immediate correction of children's reading 

miscues and writing approximations as a way to inhibit independence. 

The manner in which Edna reports encouraging or validating children is to 

become "interested in the book [they] are reading", having the children "write something 

that they would like [her] to know about" in their journals or "write stories on the board." 

In reference to writing stories on the board she added that "this is when they are writing 

absolutely on their own." Validating also takes a verbal form in terms of "respecting and 

believing what they have to say" which she believes gives them "the feeling of'1 

matter.'" 

Reading Instruction 

Because of Edna's reported belief in the naturalness of spoken language and its 

connections to language learning, she associates LAP read-to's with "creating a learning 

environment" in which children hear language from interesting books and then write 

down their thoughts in journals based on themes from read-to stories. Edna reported that 

read-to's were perfect settings for her to accomplish her goal of "creat[ing] a rich 

literature environment with them." She did this in several ways. First she cited in her 

interviews "enrich[ing] them with interesting stories," secondly, getting them to "make a 

number of predictions," and diirdly, connecting different books to a certain author's 

unique style of writing. In order to encourage children to associate styles of writing with 
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a particular author Edna maintains that she questioned them: "Does this remind you of 

any other book?". 

Edna confirmed in her interviews that "most of the time I do a read-to and then I 

might let the children join in." She asserts that her preference for read-to's is due to the 

fact that "the chair reading takes too much time." To understand the children's 

involvement in the read-to, I queried "how do they join in?" and she responded that she 

intends for them to join in on "certain parts, repetitious parts." Wanting more 

information about the children's involvement in the read-to, I probed further with the 

Question "how do the children get involved when you're doing the read-to?" She 

reported that "I let them talk a little bit so they start having ownership of the book." 

It was clear fi-om Edna's belief statements in the third interview that she did not 

choose books to read based on pre-planned possibilities for instruction. Instead. Edna 

reports "picking up the book I like", because of its appropriateness for the age of her 

students or bringing a book that may peak a child's interest because of "something that 

the child has said and I feel that the child will be further connected to that book." Edna 

claims that her instructional goal for consistently choosing read-to's is that 'the read-to 

will lead into writing. That we lead into rating with reference to ... the facts book so 

they write not always about the feeling." 

Generally prior to the read-to Edna claims that she "interacts with all the children" 

and "activates prior knowledge" by predicting what will happen in the story and by 

discussing literary conventions like dedications, where to locate the author and the 
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illustrator's name on the cover, and experiential associations the children can make with 

the characters in the book. 

When Edna chooses an expository text for the read-to she teaches it m a different 

way than the narrative text. She maintains that narrative texts "don't need so much 

questioning" because "what you're going for in the narrative is more to learn about the 

thread of the story in general." However, for expository texts she reports an entirely 

different questioning style since "using constant questioning I feel that more information 

is internalized. So this is sort of a guided reading lesson. This is for comprehension." 

Reading: " Deciphering the Code" 

Edna feels that it is of prime importance that children hear an adult reading aloud 

to them. Reading aloud to children precedes their own reading and writing and provides 

a model that she believes inspires children to "discover a world of wonder by being able 

to decipher the code." The code is, of course, decoding and Edna refers to the skill of 

decoding frequently throughout the interview transcripts. The decoding philosophy of 

reading is evident when she asserts that "Vowels are learned first. So 1 have to work 

more on that so they master the vowel concept in Spanish. This is basic to be able to do 

better. That's how they get the pattern and the rhythm which is what you try for with a 

beginning reader." 

When providing her beginning Bilingual students with books, she contends that 

her goal is to find stories in Spanish that contain "the two syllables." Jorge, a relatively 
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new LAP student who joined the designated observation group from time to time, was 

just becoming familiar with LAP rules and using reading skills and strategies with Edna 

during the mdependent reading conference component. Edna supplied him with books 

that presented "the two syllables and mainly consonant and vowel syllables so that he gets 

that pattern, a staccato kind of pattern in Spanish. And once they go through that I try to 

present the syllable that is c-v-c, not the two consonants and a vowel like mar or par or 

por. The c-c-v blend is more difficult." After the vowels follow mtroduction of "the 

blends" and finally, "what you have to work on later is fluency because then the decoding 

doesn't present any trouble at all." 

In effect, Edna follows a stage theory philosophy of learning to read with an 

emphasis on decoding that supports her assumption that learning to read requires word 

identification (within Edna's paradigm syllable identification) before meaning 

identification. Edna's stage theory philosophy of reading and her assumption that word 

identification preceeds meaning suggests a skills orientation to reading. Mindful of her 

philosophy, she selects books according to word length since she believes that "if they 

have words with five syllables it's too difficult for the beginning reader." In this way, she 

believes that predictability and therefore, reading fluency and comprehension for her 

students, is ensured. 
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Tgaghing Rgading Strategics 

In the February 15 interview I asked Edna the general question, "What do you do 

when they read?" Among other things, I expected she would tell me about how she used 

Clay's (1979,1993) prompting questions that LAP recommends to teachers who assist 

children with reading and writing strategies. She reported that.. the LAP program 

gives you all kinds of tips for helping the child. The program already has very well 

developed all these strategies. I would say that Tve been using many of these strategies 

because I've learned it." Even though she didn't go into detail about her knowledge of 

the strategies, her response led me to believe that we were exploring the same topic and 

that she indeed, used Clay's prompts. 

In the February 15 interview Edna spontaneously returned to the topic of LAP 

strategies for helping children. Because she didn't go into depth I decided to explore it 

further in our March 9 interview. 1 asked her, "What are all the LAP strategies for 

helping the child?" She said, "I can give you the card. Let me get the card and see which 

ones I use consciously." With the blue laminated strategy card in hand she informed me 

that she believed using "'Read it with your finger' and 'Does that make sense?" I use that 

all the time, 'Do we say it that way?' and 'Does that sound right?' I'm not conscious of 

using them. You can point them out to me. And 'Does that look right?'" Interestingly 

enough she added, "I like the ones where they're not waiting for your approval." On the 

weight of this last statement, it seems plausible to assume that Edna believes that certain 

LAP prompts instill in students a sense of dependence on the teacher, although it is not 
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certain which prompts she classifies as dependence inducing. Which prompts and why 

she believes they instill dependence is not certain either. If in her practice Edna is 

reluctant to use some or all of the prompts, it may be related to her apparent belief that 

LAP prompting techniques produce dependent learners and that other teaching techniques 

may be more effective in producing independent learners. 

On March 121 taped Edna reading with Carlota. Carlota was the only LAP 

student attending that day because others in the group were mvolved in Essential Skills 

testing. Thinking this would be an ideal occasion to document Edna teaching reading 

strategies in conference with Carlota, I taped the entire lesson and then made a verbatim 

transcription of it. Realizing that no reading strategy instruction occurred, I decided to 

tape a second lesson on April 14. On April 14 Edna, Carlota, Jose and Enrique were 

present. One of my intentions was to observe her prompting the children for cue and 

strategy use during a typical lesson, gather information about their lesson interactions, 

and then ask for her interpretation of what transpired in our May 4 interview. 

In the May 4 interview I presented her with the two transcripts from March 12 and 

April 14 and asked her to share her insights v^dth me about the two lessons. I suggested 

she discuss anjthing she found surprising or interesting; whatever came to her mind about 

the lessons. There was a lull in the conversation while she pondered my request. We 

then conversed about the process of examining the transcripts to reveal things she was 

doing that she wasn't aware of or thought not effective in her practice. After examining 

the two transcripts for several minutes, Edna went back to the March 12 transcript and 
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reported that "this is good for me because I see that I'm talking too much." After only a 

brief conversation, this revealing statement led me to believe that Edna is reflective about 

her teaching practice and that, when asked to deliberate about her practice, was willing to 

do so. 

At that time I remember wondering if Edna was able to reflect on her practice 

without a staff development plan in effect, what would be the result of a collaborative, 

research-based inquiry process that seeks to understand and interact with teachers about 

changing practice? The research that Richardson and Anders (1994) conducted on 

teacher change and staff development recommends that staff developers collaborate with 

teachers by using an inquiry approach to teaching. "The inquiry orientation allows for an 

examination of personally held values, goals, and empirical beliefs, as well as student 

learning and development" (p. 206). The issue of teacher change and staff development 

is covered more extensively in Chapter 7. 

When the direction of the interview did not take the turn 1 expected. 1 attempted to 

steer it back to my originally intended question "Where are you teaching the LAP 

strategies in this lesson?" She responded, "1 don't know. 1 don't think this lesson is a 

lesson for teaching strategies. This is reading a book. To me the strategies are more 

when the child is reading more for decoding you give them certain strategies ... you give 

them certain strategies that make sense." At this point in our conversation. Edna went to 

retrieve the LAP manual and explained her belief that the lessons 1 observed with her and 

Carlota on March 12 and with her, Carlota. Jose and Enrique on April 14 were not 
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lessons where she taught "the type of strategies when they are reading with you m a 

one-to-one reading and you're facilitating their reading which is partly decoding, too. h's 

decoding, it's comprehension, it's taking risk-this is another kind of strategy when the 

child is reading with you." 

Finally, I concluded the interview by asking, "What is your definition of a 

strategy?" Edna contended that her definition of a strategy is, "Let's say in these [the 

March 12 and April 14 lessons] building participation, prior knowledge-it's a 

conversation with the kid, the child feels like he has something to say, that he can 

interract, so those are strategies, but not... there is... [thumbing through the LAP 

manual]. Ok. Shared reading." I realized at this juncture that Edna did not define the 

term strategy as it was defined and implemented per LAP program requirements, was 

confusing to Edna and furthermore, that I needed to continue to look for strategy teaching 

as Edna reported and also as LAP defines it in a one-on-one format in the remaining 

observations and interviews. 

Vocabulary 

Part of Edna's LAP curriculum centers around vocabulary teaching and she 

chooses books for her students that will increase their store of vocabulary words. "1 don't 

like the plain sentence that doesn't enrich the vocabulary. I feel that literature is beautiful 

language—learning new vocabulary in context, learning words that are enchanting." 
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Hearing her mention vocabulary teaching on multiple occasions, I wanted to 

understand the importance of vocabulary teaching relative to her overall curricular 

emphasis. I asked, "Do you concentrate on teaching vocabulary?" Edna reported, "No. 

If it comes up. Every once in a while I might bring a word... you have to choose, just a 

few pomts worth that might cause misconception." 

"Reading for Information": Fact-Finding 

Reading expository text, it is the factual content of books that Edna focuses on 

when she reads to the children (read-to) or when they read to her (independent reading 

conference). As she reads to her students she pauses to Question them about the facts she 

believes the author intends to communicate. "When they are reading for information I 

like for them to read with a purpose and that they are able to say they learned something." 

Reading with a purpose includes being able to answer questions she addresses to them 

about the information in the book. Edna contends that '^vhen they have a purpose in 

reading they read the paragraph... they will be answering from the information in the 

paragraph." Questioning the children about the book's factual information has a twofold 

purpose for Edna. First, she is able to check the accuracy of their factual recall. Second, 

she models how an active reader engages with the text. She asserts that when students 

read expository texts they should ask " those types of questions" of themselves. 



Fluency 

There were certain phrases that Edna used whenever the children read haltingly. 

"Di'la mas rapido porque la entiendes mejor" (Say it faster so you'll understand it better), 

"Leelo bien suave" (Read it really smoothly), or "Leelo como si estuvieras en un avion" 

(Read it like you were in an airplane). Her belief is that "Whatever they read they must 

read with fluency so they get the meaning. Otherwise meaning is lost because they speak 

with fluency." She tells them, "Read it like you are talking" because "when they talk they 

register with fluency. They have to do this with reading so it goes into the brain." 

Writing Instruction 

Although I did not observe how participation structures were established from the 

inception of the LAP group, the students understood and abided by Edna's stated belief 

that "they are doing their own work, they are doing their own corrections." ^^Tien I 

questioned Edna about this practice of requiring that students think and compose alone 

she reported her belief that "the creative impulse... I feel it doesn't work that well. 

While the creating process is going on I prefer they are writing independendy." 

She explained to me that it is students' thinking that takes precedence over the 

correcmess of the form. "We'll work after you finish. After you're done you can read it 

to me and we can make it better. But now when you're thinking you have to go through 

with your thinking. The most important thing is what you're thinking now. 
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It's not how you write it but what you have to say that's important. Always later we can 

give it a better form because it's not the main thing of writing", she asserted in the 

interview. 

She believes that when children write independently in her LAP group that the 

writing ideas must come from the child so that "I'm not inventing the thing [the piece of 

writing]. If he writes it independently then I give him the piece back and see if he can 

read it." In this way, the piece of writing is produced independently by the child and not 

by her. She also reported yet another reason for her focus on independent writing which 

was "in the independent writing you learn how the child is mtemalizing the conventions." 

Edna mentioned that occasionally she likes the children to rewrite what they 

wrote, perhaps to take pride in their accomplishment. She reported that they revise 

writing pieces "... when they have written something a little more special, more 

touching, something they like, or if they've worked a lot on it, that we get to the 

conclusion that it was a lot of good things going on in the paper. I might ask them. 

'Would you like to read this in your class?' 'Would you like to share this?' Then they 

get clean paper and write it and they go through u^slating the conventions. I think it 

might be ... it's not too creative, but it's taking pride in publishing." 

Mmig 

After the children write a few sentences in their journals Edna states that she and 

the child read and edit the child's piece of writing together. She reported that "1 
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immediately start teaching them the symbols of editing. I have found that really in the 

long run if I start teaching the symbols of editing, that things work out very smoothly 

I try to convey that they write to communicate-you want somebody to read what you 

write. And it is important that we agree on certain things." 

Approximation and Convention 

Because of Edna's stated belief that "the main thing is the thinking process," she 

conveys her secondary emphasis on language convention when she says that "later we can 

go over it and help you or give you ways so other people can read it." In her first 

interview she volunteered her ideas about approximation and convention. As with her 

beliefs about the natural process of learning to read and write she contended that 

. . .  w i t h  t h e  B i l i n g u a l  c h i l d  y o u  s a v e  m o r e  t i m e  b y  t h e  c h i l d r e n  b e c o m i n g  v i s u a l  
with the word than by following the rules... the children don't need a spelling 
list. They need the experience of getting examples and then validating their 
correct spellings. I have to teach in a way that I don't appear to be teaching. The 
same way you validate the way the child talks. He says Mo Mo Mo and you say 
Mama. You don't say Momo. You are giving them the right word and the child 
listens to that and the next time instead of saying Mo Mo Mo he says Ma. You 
give them enough time to acquire that and eventually he will learn the adult way 
of spelling. But you have to allow the time the child needs to learn that." 

Assessment and Evaluation 

Every lesson the LAP teacher is directed to make two teaching points to each 

student while reading in conference: One to point out what the child chose to do that 

didn't work for him and one for reinforcement of a cue or strategy that did work for him. 

After the child has read a book to the teacher and has attempted application of the 
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strategies, the teacher assesses the child's reading performance by offering one suggestion 

for what to try next time in a similar situation and one praise or compliment about what 

the child chose to use that worked well during the reading. 

Edna concurs that "every day you should do a teaching point." But she reports 

that "I find that difficult. I do the teaching point with one child. With one child with me 

revising their writing with me mdividually." I piggybacked the first Question with "But if 

the child misses more than one thing how do you choose the teaching point?" Edna 

added, "I feel that the first letter of the sentence should always be chosen as the teaching 

point. What was missing here? But that they say what is missing." In terms of how 

many errors to correct she stated that"... if they only have a few errors you can correct 

them but if in every word they have two capitals you can't correct them." 

In the final evaluation interview on July 8 I asked two questions: (a) "How do 

you chart the literacy progress of the students?" and (b) "What do you like/dislike about 

the evaluation instruments?" 

When posed the first question, Edna reported her belief of how English-speaking 

children progress. "They instinctively start reading books that are more difficult 

The}' start writing larger sentences, putting into writing all that vocabular>' that they are 

learning. So their writing is a great confirmation of the advancement that they are doing 

in reading." She continued, "And also the time that they take, they immediately know 

when they have a new word and the way they approach it is by applying some of what 

they already know even if they don't decode the word perfectly in the sense that they tell 



themselves 'no' and go back again and try to make the word up. They make an 

approximation of what the word is because they're trying to make sense of applying 

sounds." 

Next, she reported her belief that "they have to put the word together to 

understand the concept of meaning." "For the Spanish-speaking children... if they spell 

it by syllables and can't give me the meaning of the word I feel that they lack the fluency. 

So since the decoding in Spanish they master pretty soon, what I tend to do is work on 

fluency, 'What does the word mean?'." She reported telling the the children, "Read it 

like you are talking' because when they talk they register with fluency. They have to do 

this with reading, too, so it goes into the brain." Her belief in decoding with fluency is 

one measure of her LAP students' reading progress. 

Edna did not voluntarily refer to LAP informal and formal diagnostic tools as 

measures of progress so I asked, "What do you do if a student is not making progress?" 

She maintains that "there is no way they're not making progress. They might not be 

making progress at the pace that you would like ideally... it's that it's delayed. If the 

progress is too delayed what I do is find books that are more appealing to the child." I 

then asked, "Does that work?" Edna replied, "Yes. If I'm reading Spanish going to the 

two syllable stories-the two syllables and mainly consonant and vowel syllables so that 

they get that pattern Eventually they all get it." 
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Question 2 of the evaluation interview, "What do you like/dislike about the 

evaluation instruments?," is dealt with in Chapter 7 when LAP program 

recommendations are given. 

Edna Romero's Belief Interviews: Summarv of the Notable Characteristics 

As synthesized from Edna's own belief interview statements, several notable 

characteristics become apparent. First, learning to read and write parallels the natural 

conditions of learning speech; the child's linguistic approximations are desirable and 

celebrated by more mature members of the child's linguistic and cultural community. 

Linguistic errors are not viewed as errors but rather hypothesis testing that is to be 

encouraged. Therefore, the learning environment is a linguistic and cultural community 

where students and teachers reciprocally and positively influence each other in terms of 

management and instruction. It is the child whose experiences direct instruction and the 

teacher's essential role is to facilitate independence based on those experiences using 

instructional dialogue to meet those ends. 

Second, because listening to spoken language is so important to a child's 

linguistic competence, reading aloud reinforces vocabulary available within the 

community's linguistic pool. The child is expected to listen to and recall the literal 

meaning of that vocabulary so he can become a functional member of the linguistic 

community. FCnowledge is gained by extracting facts from books-pieces of information 

that represent a body of knowledge that lies outside the learner available to him if he can 
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decode the language. Children gradually learn to decode language by hearing texts read 

to them and inferring letters and spellings from the sounds. Meaning is secondary to the 

process of decoding. 

Third, evaluating the instructional product is best achieved apart from social 

interaction. It is desirable for students to attend to their own tasks since, in order to 

measure individual progress, the product must be created by only one reader or writer. 

The most valuable thinking is the thinking done alone since it is the truest measure of an 

individual's linguistic and cognitive development. 

Fourth, fluency is an accurate yardstick of children's reading and writing progress: 

when children can read their own and others' texts fluently it is a sign diat they are also 

comprehending the message. 

And finally, linguistic and cognitive development is formally measured by the 

correctness of an individual's writing by conventional standards. 

Section 2: Beliefs to Practice 

In Section 11 answered the first part of Question 3: What are Edna Romero's 

teaching and learning beliefs? To do this, I enumerated and discussed four categories that 

were preemminent when examining transcriptions from belief interviews and field notes 

taken from observations of Edna Romero's LAP group: The Learning Environment, 

Reading Instruction, Writing Instruction and Evaluation. The categories in Section 1 that 
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that characterize Edna's beliefs originate &om Edna's belief statements. In each category 

Edna's beliefs were reported verbatim for accurate portrayal. 

Section 2 examines the second part of Question 3: What are Edna's actual 

teaching practices and how are her reported teaching and learning beliefs consistent with 

Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning? Vignettes from Edna's teaching 

practice in the LAP group will illuminate and exemplify her belief statements as reported 

in the interviews and, in the instances where her practices are contrary to her beliefs, 

theoretical and practical explanations are offered. As for Section 1, my inquiry efforts in 

Section 2 were guided by inquiry Question 3; 

3. Camboume's eight conditions of learning are descriptors of literacy events and 

activities that are consistent with a constructivist perspective of teaching and learning. In 

what ways are LAP teachers' beliefs and practices consistent with these conditions? 

Since the focus of Section 2 is to present the ways in which Edna's practices are 

consistent with Camboume's conditions, it is the conditions that divide and organize the 

subsections for discussion: 

1. Inunersion 

2. Demonstration 

3. Expectation 

4. Responsibility 

5. Use 

6. Approximation 
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7. Response 

8. Engagement 

In Chapter 21 carefully outlined and detailed the characteristics of Camboume's 

naturalistic classrooms replete with the eight conditions necessary to the establishment of 

an environment in which these characteristics flourish. Camboume calls teachers 

"prisoners of a model of leammg" because "what teachers actually do when engaged in 

the act of teaching is motivated by what they believe about learners and what they believe 

about the processes which underlie learning" (p. 17). The teachers who believe and 

practice the transmission practices I have articulated throughout this dissertation are the 

teachers who believe and practice an instructional model in many ways antithetical to 

Camboume's instructional model and its supporting theories of learning and language 

acquisition. 

Immgrsion 

To immerse students in language Camboume (1988) suggests that teachers 

provide students with a variety of visual and oral representations of literate forms. Edna 

reported in her belief interviews that one of her highest goals was to expose children to a 

"rich literature environment" and that she read "interesting stories" to LAP students to 

fulfill her goal. In 8 of the 17 lessons analyzed, students were immersed in oral language 

from a variety of authors and story themes during the read-to's, including narrative and 

expository texts. 
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While reading aloud, Edna familiarized her LAP students with the features that 

are specific to written language. Young children hear those written language features 

embedded in storybooks and can then transport those features to their own reading and 

writing. In Sulzby's (1986) study, children show that "in writing and reading tasks 

children use features of oral and written language as if they are related" (p. 86). So 

children hearing read-to's will undoubtedly be able to apply some of what they leam 

about written language forms told as a story to written language forms in their own 

compositions. 

To fulfill the inunersion condition, Camboume (1988) also requires that a 

"variability" of literate forms be present in the learning environment. Variability in 

written language forms would extend to samples of child and teacher-made charts, 

graphs, personal and school business correspondence, art work, songs, poems, class 

writing samples and other projects. It is important, Camboume (1988) says, that 

children's work displays be "at least as numerous as those made by teachers" (p. 46). 

Variability in spoken language forms would include opportunities to hear the teacher and 

classmates telling personal narratives at sharing time, oral storytelling, opportunities to 

hear school administrators, parents and other school personnel speak, exposing students 

to various dialects and languages. Varieties of spoken language forms are at least as 

numerous as the people who speak them and the contexts in which they are used. 

Because LAP is a supplementary reading and writing program, Camboume's suggestion 

to display writing samples is not always a distinct possibility. LAP teachers may not have 
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classroom wall space allocated to their LAP groups and, therefore, cannot display group 

work samples. In addition, because of time constraints it is not feasible for LAP teachers 

to follow Camboume's consideration of multiple spoken language forms. Both of his 

suggestions are more appropriate to regular classrooms. 

Camboume's (1988) variability factor (See Chapter 2) needs also to be accounted 

for when teachers select samples of authentic, flmctional genres of written text. Narrative 

and expository texts are only two of multitudes of textual types available to increase 

children's awareness and knowledge of the written form as the preceding paragraph 

points out. Edna cited in her belief interviews that "I like to create a rich literature 

environment with them" by "enriching them with interesting stories." According to 

Camboume's immersion condition, the data did not show that Edna enriched her LAP 

students to the extent that they read a wide variability of textual forms and, could have 

been further enriched seeing and hearing more forms. The data did show that Edna read 

to her students in 9 of 17 analyzed observations; 6 of 8 instances indicate that she read 

narrative text and the other 3 instances, expository text. According to Camboume's 

immersion condition, Edna was not enriching her LAP students to the extent that they 

read a wide variability of textual forms and, could have been further enriched seeing and 

hearing forms other than the literary. 

Camboume (1988) differentiates between immersion that is teacher-controlled 

and immersion that is leamer-controlled. In the LAP program, teachers are able to choose 

the amount of control exercised over the reading and writing events by themselves and 
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students. In read-to's and modeled writing teachers exercise the most control and in 

independent reading (including reading conferences) and independent writing, students 

exercise the most control. LAP offers components that increase and decrease along the 

teacher-student control continuum and teachers choose their instructional plan from 

balanced measures of all components. In her interviews Edna stated that.. most of the 

time I do a read-to." Read-to's are examples of what Camboume labels "teacher-

controUed aural immersion" smce it is the teacher who determines which books will be 

read, how, and when. Examining the data, Edna's lessons contained (see Table 5.1): 

Table 5.1 

Instances of Reading and Writing Components in 17 Observations of Edna's LAP group 

Reading Components: Writing Components: 

Read-to 9 Modeled writing 0 

Shared reading 0 Shared writing 

Guided reading 0 Guided writing 0 

Independent reading 16 
bidividual=4 
Conference=12 

Independent writing 7 

While the observations total 17, Edna balanced reading and writing components to 

meet curricular goals differently firom those suggested by the LAP program and fi-om 

those suggested by Camboume (1988). The data indicate that after 50% of the read-to's 
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independent writing followed since Edna stated her belief that "the read-to will lead into 

writing. That we lead into writing with reference to... the facts book so they write not 

always about the feeling." According to Camboume, whole class time, teacher's oral 

reading, student silent reading, discussion and sharing time should all receive attention 

during the day. Just as Camboume indicates, it is vital that all of the components be 

represented in the LAP group, even though LAP lessons are not as long as the typical 

school day. 

Camboume's (1988) stipulation for student-controlled immersion would extend to 

any of the remaining LAP components if the student were allowed to choose the text. 

Field note tabulations for LAP lessons show that for individual independent reading 

students choose their own reading selections from the pre-selected LAP books 100% of 

the time. However, concerning independent conference reading, field notes also reveal 

that students choose what they wanted to read to Edna in some instances and in others 

Edna chose what they would read. 

Camboume (1988) states that self-selected text meets the "learner-controlled 

visual and aural immersion" condition. Data suggest that Edna's LAP learners 

controlled text selection only during indi'vidual independent reading and that during 

conference reading both Edna and the children alternated selecting texts. Opportunities 

for student-controlled text selection could have been increased to greater proportions 

during independent reading, as Camboume indicates, in order to meet the requirements of 

the immersion condition. 
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Demonstration 

Camboume (1988) asserts that demonstrations are reading and writing "artifacts 

and actions" from which we can learn. He goes on to specify that those artifacts and 

actions must be language 'Vholes" &om which a student can extract data about the 

language system and sub-systems, apply the pieces he needs, and then put it all back 

together in his mind to make sense out of it. Demonstrations can come in many shapes 

and sizes but the common denominator is the "wholeness" of the demonstration whether 

it be reading or writing. The second factor of Camboume's demonstration condition is 

that students must receive "continually repeated demonstrations through a multiplicity of 

different forms" (p. 47). 

Demonstrating the "Wholes" of Writing 

As previously discussed, Edna provided students with aural demonstrations of 

what books do, how reading is performed and how text is structured. But, as well as aural 

demonstrations, there need to be whole written demonstrations available (Camboume. 

1988). If we add the variability factor from Camboume's immersion condition to 

demonstrations, we can be assured that along with the 'Nvholeness" of language 

demonstrations, students must be exposed to more than one form of written language. 

What the data show in Table 1 is that there was no modeled and guided writing 

and only two instances of shared writing demonstrations. Modeled writing is the 

equivalent of the read-to because of the amount of influence exerted by the teacher: They 
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are both highly teacher-influenced demonstrations of reading and writing. Modeled 

writing allows students the opportunity to see an expert member of the literacy 

community demonstrate the fiill composing process: pre-writing, drafting, revising, 

publishing and sharing (LAP Manual). Edna reported her belief that "as I see the children 

mtemalizing the things that have been done with modeling writing I move away from 

modeling writing." Her claim that "modeled writing is important in the beginning" may 

indicate that Edna is not aware of Camboume's (1988) requirement for continual whole 

language demonstrations despite the growing language competencies of the learner. 

Camboume, however, says that in addition to being whole, "demonstrations need to be 

continually repeated" (p. 49). And, as Table 1 reveals, Edna did not demonstrate the 

composing process repeatedly in modeled, shared, and guided writing components. 

She also reported that "shared writing is like when two people are writing the 

same story. I don't think I do that much of that... not because it's not valuable, but I 

just haven't gotten to it." Edna is correct when she states that shared writing is valuable. 

It is another important piece in which children assume more control of the writing process 

and one which demonstrates to students how they can take responsibility for the authoring 

process. Students and teachers collaborati'vely discuss word choice, meaning, and topics 

(Routman, 1991). Smith (1990) also claims the most powerful way to demonstrate to a 

child the power of writing is to write with the child. And Routman (1991) professes that 

in order for children to fully experience the writing process we must show them what it is 
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to be writers: "We must become genuine users and risk takers before we can expect the 

same of our students" (p. 161). 

To illustrate the type of demonstrations representative of LAP lessons noted in the 

field notes, the following is exemplary. Not all lessons contained a read-to but all 

contained either independent writing or correction of the independent writing. The order 

of the format varied from lesson to lesson but the essential elements remained the same. 

This particular data was collected on April 28 when the format included: 

1. Read-to 

2. Student journal writing 

3. Teacher correction of journal entry 

After the read-to and student journal writing Edna and the children engaged in what she 

reported in her belief interview to be "modeling" (demonstration). "We read together the 

piece of writing they do." Then Edna read each student's journal entry aloud, corrected 

and instructed the child about errors made in capitals and lower case letters, punctuation, 

spacing between words and lines, spellmg, letter reversals and penmanship. Part of what 

she does to model is "... immediately start teaching them the symbols of editing. 1 have 

found that really in the long run if I start leaching the symbols of editing, that things work 

out very smoothly." 

In the next example from February 25, Enrique has written about El Tigre (The 

Tiger) from that day's read-to (see Figure 5.1). 
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2-75-97 

OCucrdo cJarjJo 

vlo a una fnarjo^^SQ y U qo'.Tc 

CI Iq nnari'poScx / Scjo^n^^ c/r 

cJra^ranefo cJ^ CcxoloYcxr 

Figure 5.1. Enrique's journal entry from 2-25-97. 

Next, Edna models correct writing by instructing Enrique in his "editing" techniques: 

Edna: Te voy a hacer un circulo porque tuviste un poco de problemas con 
agarrar. 
(I'm going to circle your word agarrar because you had some 
trouble with it). 

Enrique begins to walk away and Edna asks him to come back. She puts three lines 

under the letter y to indicate that it needed to be a capital. Again Enrique tries to 

walk away and Edna tells him, "Ven aquf' (Come here). She asks Carlota and Nidia: 

Edna: iQue es lo que quiero decir cuando pongo las tres rayiias 
bajo una letra? 
(What do I mean when I put three little lines under 
a letter?) 

Carlota/ 
Nidia: Una mayiiscula. 

(A capital.) 
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The preceding example is merely one illustration of many highly similar events recorded 

throughout the field notes relating to the independent writing segments of Edna's LAP 

lesson. 

Edna might disagree that she does not consistently present language 

demonstrations to the LAP students. This is because Edna considers her interactions with 

children and their journal entries language modelmg. Unless time ran short in a lesson, 

field notes showed that during 100% of individual reading and individual writing sessions 

Edna worked with children on their journal entries as per the earlier example. As the rest 

of the children read or wrote individually, Edna consecutively "edited" each child's 

journal entry from that or the previous day. But while Edna might call these editing 

sessions modeling or language demonstrations, Camboume (1988) would disagree with 

her because what he believes students really need to see demonstrated is the "whole" of 

the writing process-pre-writing, drafting, revising, publishing and sharing~in die same 

way that genuine authors think, talk about and compose their own messages. 

One statement in Edna's belief interviews mentioned the revising portion of the 

authoring process. Murray (1990) calls revision "central to the act of discovery" 

(p. 171). Edna reported that she believes students should revise writing pieces .. when 

they have written something a little more special" and that she might ask them, 'Would 

you like to read this in your class?' or 'Would you like to share this?' Then they get clean 

paper and write it and they go through translating the conventions." This, according to 

Edna's beliefs about the writing process "is taking pride in publishing." Revising, 
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nevertheless, was not evident in her practice and there was no record in the data of 

children being asked if they wanted to revise, doing revising or sharing their "special" 

written work with their LAP group or their regular class. 

The belief interview data showed that she believes revising to be when "I do the 

teaching point with one child. With one child with me, revising their writing with me 

individually." Graves (1983) relates that revismg is taking a single selection and 

rewriting several drafts until the information is the way you want it; its focus is increasing 

meaning. He describes editing as the final corrections of spelling, punctuation and 

capitalization; syntax remains unchanged. Revising and editing are means to the end of 

publication, but they are not identical. When Edna talks about revising and editing she 

uses each term interchangeably, contrary to Graves' indications. The earlier example of 

correcting Enrique's work illustrates Edna's idea of editing. What Graves suggests is that 

students come to the final writing conference with a draft in which the students have 

circled spelling words, boxed places where there might be need for punctuation and 

drawn lines under places where he "speculates what words might be incorrect" (p. 57). In 

Graves' writing conference, it is the student who "speculates" and not the teacher since it 

is the student who needs to practice taking responsibility for his writing decisions. 

What is interesting to note is that children's writing experts Atwell (1987), 

Calkins (1986), Graves (1983), and Wells (1983) all describe writing as a gradual, 

multi-layered process from pre-writing to revising to publishing with transitions from one 

draft to another until the author is satisfied with the final draft. And most importantly. 
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these writing experts and authors see the imperfections of children's drafts as the window 

of progress and not as an error-free product. Weaver (1982) views errors as signs of 

growth and observes that this is to be expected since as children risk new writing forms 

their number of errors increase as a sign of their growth and gradual control of the fonn. 

Gradual control of the writing form is increased by writing in a collaborative 

setting; it reminds children that what they write must make sense not only to themselves, 

but to their audience. Often when children read and reflect on text in the company of 

group members, it encourages the "intersubjectivity" that precludes the co-construction of 

meaning. Whole language classrooms are based on collaborative principles. Establishing 

a collaborative classroom or group requires that teachers trust learners to assume 

Camboume's responsibility condition to work together towards furthering reading and 

writing growth. Collaborative talk and activitites are not controlled exclusively by the 

teacher because collaboration implies the give and take of creating a shared responsibilit>' 

for the learning climate. Camboume and Turbill (1991) describe the goal-oriented 

"chaos" of most whole language, or as they call them, process writing classrooms and 

children's "spontaneous interaction with other children." Camboume and Turbill expect 

that children will teach and leam from each other and insist that "children with a common 

task, seated in such a way that they are close enough to interact and talk and given the 

freedom to do just that, will make the best of the situation and draw on the knowledge 

and information of their peers" (p. 22). 
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In Edna's belief interviews there were no statements made in support of 

collaborative learning. On the other hand, she reported two belief statements about 

children working alone. For example, she stated that "The creative impulse... I feel it 

doesn't work that well. While the creating process is going on I prefer they are writing 

independently" and " I don't like them to copy sentences even if they come from them." 

As displayed in Figure 5.1, independent writing activity is the fundamental core of Edna's 

writing lessons. It is possible that Edna's practice consisted of more instances of students 

writing alone than collaboratively because working alone Edna could measure how many 

errors each child produced evidencing "how the child is internalizing the conventions." It 

is also conceivable that Edna subscribes to the notion that writing produced 
i 

i collaboratively is not an accurate measure of individual progress. 

I Cazden (1986-87) discusses the importance of collaborative discourse as an 

1 I effective predictor of children's language development where teachers expand on 

I 
I children's own utterances much like caretaker's speech to younger children in order to 
I 
^ influence their language development. Peers also stimulate the cognitive processes. 

Vygotsky (1978) does not distinguish between adult and peer social interactive influence 

and Piaget (1959) cites cognitive conflict as the stimulus for peer-peer cognitive 

processing. Speech and thought, of course, are highly interrelated and the patterns of 

teacher and peer talk in learning situations affect how children come to know and use 

literacy. In fact, it is through collaboration-discussion of alternative ideas with adults 
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and peers~that children internalize language belonging to the social interaction for future 

"intramental" applications (Vygotsky, 1981). 

As another piece of the writing process, children present their work to each other 

for discussion and celebration. Sharing is an integral part of every whole language 

classroom Routman (1991) contends, and sharing insights about each others' work 

demonstrates to students that reading and writing growth is a social venture with 

collaborating a major feature. Sharing is another way for teachers to demonstrate through 

talk the thinking processes that Holdaway (1986) believes so essential to children's 

language development. 

Although researchers Cambourae (1988), Holdaway (1986) and Routman (1991) 

agree that collaborative efforts during writing are important, Edna's belief interviews 

reported mixed feelings about the LAP students sharing their finished writing. 

"Sometimes I think it's valuable when they read what they wrote, but they have to be 

done. And I don't have time for that." The data reflect Edna's uncertain belief about the 

value of sharing writing and field note observations indicate no occasions in her practice 

where the LAP group shared writing, completed or otherwise, with each other. 

Camboume (1988) organizes his whole language program to include 25 minutes 

of daily sharing as one of the four recommended activities. Whole class focus, SSR, 

elective and compulsory activities represent the rest of the school day. He comments that 

"it's a time when teachers can draw to the conscious awareness of the learners an almost 

infinite range of connections between the content and characters of books, the structures 
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and shapes of texts, the processes involved in reading and writing and other 

accoutrements of literacy" (p. 97). Above all, it's an ideal time when learning, teaching 

and assessing can occur. Three stipulations govem sharing: (a) Sharing is volimtary, (b) 

comments and questions cannot be nasty or hurtful, and (c) only one person at a time can 

share (Camboume, 1988). 

Edna did mention during the interviews her conviction that students revise writing 

pieces .. when they have written something a little more special" and that she might 

ask them, '"Would you like to read this in your class?' or 'Would you like to share this?'" 

However, contrary to Camboume's exortation that sharing promotes understanding of the 

"accoutrements of literacy," sharing was not featured at all in the field notes. Students 

read their journal entries aloud to Edna, but there was no single instance of students 

sharing work aloud to the group in order to offer and receive student suggestions about 

writing improvements. Further, there were no instances of Edna reading her own writing 

aloud to students to demonstrate the composition process. 

The Focus of Writing Demonstrations 

Demonstrating the whole of the writing process includes the teacher's 

"loud-thinking" or talking out loud to the students about the meta-textual knowledge she 

uses to guide and control her writing behavior (Camboume, 1988). Because the teacher 

is demonstrating the writing-thinking process students will hear her as she composes 

aloud; accepting, rejecting and modifying the content of her composition. Holdaway 
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(1986) comments that children learn to become reflective thinkers first by collaboratively 

participating with adults to understand their actions through conversation. The 

conversations children have with adults give them the cognitive tools to actively construct 

their own knowledge by "enabling them to discover how to learn through talk" (p. 65). 

Holdaway's statement is evidence for the necessity of children hearing adults talk about 

the thinking-writing process as it pertains to the meaning of oral and written messages. 

Field notes yielded multiple examples of teacher discussion about the surface 

structure of language but nowhere was there evidence of discussion of the deep structure 

essential to comprehending the meaning of the message (Smith, 1994). According to 

observations, teacher and students did not talk about the meta-textual knowledge Edna 

uses to guide and control her writing behavior (Camboume, 1988). Pre-writing or 

brainstorming activities are two avenues for "think-alouds" or meta-textual processing. 

In fact, the data did not show one example of brainstorming although Edna cited 

believing "it's not so much important the writing of the stories on the board but in the 

brainstorming, it's accepting After you do some bramstorming you can give the 

children choices about how they want to write their own story." Data collected 

throughout the observation period revealed that, contrary to her belief statement, she did 

not brainstorm with children about developing journal entries; instead she relied on 

assessing their comprehension of textual facts as preparation for journal writing. (More 

concemmg this issue will be discussed in the Demonstrating the "Wholes" of Reading 

subsection.) Nor did the data indicate that she allowed children choices about how they 
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wanted to structure their own entries. Rather, data showed that she chose journal themes 

for them based on a theme closely related to the read-to. At the least, she suggested that 

children write what they learned firom the reading, also suggesting close ties to the read-to 

theme. 

As an example, on February 27 when the group read Esta es la Silla de Pedro 

{This is Peter's Chair) she instructed them "Quiero que escriban lo que aprendieron... si 

tuvieras una nifia chiquita y tuvieras que dar tus cosas a tu hermana" (I want you to write 

what you learned... if you had a little sister and you had to give your things to your 

sister). And a second example from March 10: She read El Agua Siempre Gambia 

(Water Always Changes), gave the children their journals and told them, "Dime algo 

sobre el agua. Dime algun cambio que sabes del agua" (Tell me something about water. 

Tell me a change that you know about water). These two examples are 2 of 8 recorded 

instances in which Edna chose themes for the children. 

In the interviews there were two instances that Edna claimed her belief that "It's 

not how you write it, but what you have to say that's important. Always later we can give 

it a better form because it's not the main thing of writing. The main thing is the thinking 

process." This belief emphasizes the value of thinking about how to write meaningftilly. 

It is also a belief that emphasizes the deep structure of meaning over the surface structure 

of vocabulary and grammar. Contrary to her stated belief that thinking is vital to 

children's writing, no instances in the field notes of LAP lessons evidenced talk about 

children's intended messages. On the other hand, there were considerably more instances 
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of Edna talking about editing (4), spelling (9), and convention (3) beliefs in the 

interviews. 

Demonstrating the "Wholes" of Reading 

Whole demonstrations of reading must accompany whole demonstrations of 

writing. And, just as with writing, the focus must always be comprehension of the 

message (Camboume, 1988). But comprehension of the message is not just about reading 

words on a page. Gavelek (1986) reminds us that meaning is not thought to reside only in 

the text but in the dynamic interplay between the text, the reader and the social context. 

According to this view, a text may have a canonical interpretation (Erickson, 1982), but 

it is the highly personal, individualized interpretations that readers' own background 

knowledge brings to the reading task that is the heart of the reading process (Rosenblatt. 

1978). Smith (1994) also places a high priority on individuals' access to meaningful 

reading and the delicate balance between visual information the text provides and the 

"nonvisual information" or prior knowledge that we attend to when reading. Because 

texts and situations are subject to a variety of interpretations depending on the personal 

perspective and prior knowledge of the reader, teachers must be aware that their own and 

students' interpretations are as valid and valuable as the authors intended message. 

During the belief interviews Edna reported that children "learn to read and write 

just like they learn to talk and to walk." Her statement carries with it connotations of 

natural learning and a learning environment in which Camboume's (1988) conditions 
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define learning interactions and activities. Camboume cites that the main objective of 

learning to read is comprehension and that the act of comprehension does not depend on 

phonics, recognizing words, phrases or vocabulary. 

Comprehension lies in understanding the author's intended message which 

involves other than phonics, recognizing words, phrases or vocabulary. Goodman (1996), 

in fact, contends that "the reader constructs his or her own text, parallel to the published 

text, while transacting with it. During the transaction, the author's text is transformed 

into the text the reader makes sense of (pp. 90-91). Whole language theorists 

Camboume (1988), Goodman (1996), and Smith (1994) do not mention the term 

decoding in their books or articles. Yet contrary to whole language theorists, and 

contrary as well to her statements about the naturalness of learning to read and write, 

Edna stated her belief that "they have to be able to decode it by syllable and put it 

together" to read. Indeed, there are 15 recorded instances of Edna discussing decoding, 

the necessity of decoding, or ways to evaluate decoding in the interviews and 

contrastively, 2 of the naturahiess of learning to read and write. 

Whole, as in whole language learning, is the process of learning to read by making 

sense of print. It is not about recognizing words, or decoding from sound to meaning 

back to the written word, hi fact, Goodman (1971) explains that "if the difference 

between reading and listening is a matter of going from a written signal rather than an 

oral signal what, in fact, he has to learn is not how to match letters to sounds but how to 

get from that written signal to the underlying structure" (p. 462). What teachers often tr>-
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to do, Goodman continues, is teach students "recoding," or going from the graphic code 

to an oral code. And even then students can't proceed accurately without the meaning of 

the oral code. In effect, the central process of reading concerns uncovering meaning, not 

decoding. Watson and King (1983) conclude in their research findings that instruction in 

which "the natural abilities of the learner are used in meaning giving situations" should 

receive emphasis in literacy learning. 

The Focus of Reading Demonstrations 

It became clear that Edna sees her role as LAP instructor, in part, as helping 

children "decipher the code." Deciphering the reading code, Edna reported, is 

accomplished by giving "[children] strategies to help themselves iron out certain difficult 

points." Edna does this in several ways. First, she questions the children about the 

factual content of books they read in independent reading conferences and read-to's with 

the goal that children will begin to vocalize the same questioning technique themselves. 

She reports her belief that "when you're reading this type of book you have to be asking 

yourself those types of questions." Second, she helps children to decipher the code by 

becoming familiar with the book's vocabulary. Edna reported that she doesn't 

concentrate on vocabulary words; "just a few points worth that might cause 

misconception." And thirdly, she helps children to decipher the code by being able to 

recall the factual information from the book. The purpose of "reading for information" is 

recalling factual information from the book because Edna believes "they will be 
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answering from the information in the paragraph." Edna helps Carlota decipher the code 

by teaching self-questioning techniques, vocabulary and recalling facts from the book Los 

Conejos Salvajes (WildRabbits) in the next example. 

On March 12 Edna is reading alone with Carlota because the rest of the group is 

involved in Essential Skills testing. Whereas normally the dynamic of the lesson is 

slightly more participative on the part of the children, because the lesson involves only 

Carlota and Edna, and because Carlota is rather shy, there is an excessive amount of 

dialogue on Edna's part. However, this example is representative of the focus of 

individual reading conference interactions: factual content and vocabulary. Edna is 

demonstrating to Carlota how to ask herself "those types of questions" while she is 

reading. 

To begin with, Carlota reads a sentence and then Edna interjects explanatory 

information to clarify ideas she thinks Carlota isn't understanding, questions her about 

wild rabbits' colonies and habits, and her understanding of vocabulary words. She also 

pauses now and then to ask, "^Que cosa aprendiste?" (What did you learn?) or "i,Que te 

parecio interesante?" (What was interesting to you?). The majority of exchanges are 

characterized by Carlota reading a sentence, Edna explaining and questioning and Carlota 

suppljdng brief responses: 

Carlota: Alrededor de las tres semanas ya estan listos para 
comenzar a explorar stis alrededores y hacerse de 
muchos amigos. A las cuatro o cinco semanas ya no 
necesitan biberones y pueden comer ia misma comida 
que ids conejos domesticos. 
(Around three weeks they are already ready to explore 
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their surroundings and make friends. At four or five 
weeks they don't need a bottle anymore and can eat 
the same food as domestic rabbits.) 

Edna: Hmm. Entonces hay otra palabra aqui. Vamosaver. 
Una nos dicen que hay algunos conejos que son salvajes. 
Y otros dicen que Jon unos conejos que son domesticos 
(3 segundos). Domesticos. Vamos a decir que querra decir 
ia palabra domestico. Salvajes. Es como lo opuesto. 
Domestico es lo opuesto que salavaje. ^Pero que otros 
animalitos pueden vivir con las personas que tu cono... 
que pueden vivir en la casa? Todos los animalitos que 
pueden vivir en la casa les llamamos asi. ^Como le 
llamamos? 

(Hmm. Then there's another word here. Let's see. 
One tells us that there are some rabbits that are wild. 
And others say that there are some rabbits that are 
domestic (3 seconds). Domestic. Let's say what 
the word domestic means. Wild. It's like the opposite. 
Domestic is the opposite of wild. But what other 
animals that you know of can live with people?... 
. . .  T h a t  c a n  l i v e  i n s i d e  y o u r  h o u s e ?  A l l  t h e  a n i m a l s  
that can live inside the house we call them this. 
What do we call them?) 

Carlota: Domesticos. 
(Domestic) 

Edna's explanation for this conversational format is that "children have less e.xperience 

and are given less opportunity to read for information." For this reason "I believe that 

using a constant questioning I feel that more information is internalized." 

Greater questioning for the recall of factual information from expositorv- texts (3) was 

recorded in field notes and to a lesser degree in narrative texts (6). The instructional 
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focus on vocabulary and factual information was the same for read-to's as for individual 

reading conferences. 

Expectations 

Teachers must expect children to be readers and writers and tell them that they 

have the ability to master the skills and processes of reading and writing. Not only do 

teachers need to communicate high expectations of learners' abilities, they also must 

somehow prove that reading and writing is worthwhile, useful, enjoyable and relevant and 

will further their lives in a meaningfiil way. 

Camboume (1988) cautions that teachers can unknowingly give off negative 

expectations, too. When teachers are tired, grumpy, uncaring, angry or exhibiting any 

number of negative attitudes, children negatively interpret the teacher's expectations of 

their abilities. Teachers who believe themselves to be caring, concerned teachers may not 

be projecting that attitude to their students through their attitude and behavior. 

In the interviews, Edna cited that "I don't think that until the LAP teacher is able 

to get the kids over the hump that the classroom teacher can pick them up. I don't think 

the classroom teacher can concentrate on these kids. These kids have to make quite a 

move before the classroom teacher can concentrate on these kids." The belief that 

children who are LAP students need a "boost" sends the message that Edna believes that 

her LAP students are somehow deficient; that they are not as capable as their grade level 
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counterparts at reading and writing. While this may be a true assessment, it may have 

unexpected effects in her LAP teaching practice. 

Contrary to her reported belief that LAP students need "a boost," field notes 

recorded that on February 18 Edna passed out good progress reports to Hector, Enrique, 

and Nidia. As she passed them to each student, she asked each one, crees que has 

progresado?" (Do you believe you've progressed?). When she posed this question to 

Hector, he shook his head no. Edna asked him if he knew what '"progresado" means and 

he responded. "Aprendido" (Learned). Enrique didn't reply to the same question but 

shook his shoulders and grinned. Observer notes recorded his response to the question as 

a negative one. The field notes did not record Nidia's reaction to the question. The 

observer notes at the bottom of the page recorded these questions: "Why do Hector and 

Enrique say they haven't progressed? Have they? What do the evaluations say? If they 

have progressed, why do they not believe it?" 

Edna's reported belief about the children's reading and writing abilities suggest 

that they are deficient; that somehow their abilities are less than other students' abilities 

who are not in the LAP program. Yet. contrary to this rather negative belief, observations 

cite that she gave children progress notes and on more than one occasion told the children 

she thought they were progressing and that she enjoyed teaching them. Field notes also 

reveal that Edna did compliment the children's behavior. For example. "1 like how 

Enrique started reading just right away," "[Mira que elegante!" ("Look! How elegant!" 
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in reference to Carolina's handwriting), and "Trabajaste muy fuerte" (You worked very 

hard) to Nidia after correcting her journal entry with her. 

According to the data citing children's responses about their own progress they 

are believing Edna's belief statement that they need a "boost" more than they believe her 

compliments and good progress notes. What are the characteristics of Edna's teaching 

practice that cause the children to disbelieve the positive compliments and notes? 

Camboume (1988) believes that it is through our teaching demonstrations (our practice) 

that students come to understand what our genuine feelings and uitentions are toward 

them. 

Camboume (1988) mentions that children who are grouped in such a way that 

they and their classmates understand that they are not successful learners communicates 

negative expectations. What may have exacerbated Edna's students' negative feelings 

about the LAP group in general and themselves as readers and writers in particular, is 

being set apart from their classmates in the glassed-in utility room. The LAP program 

highly recommends that LAP teachers not isolate from the regular class; that LAP 

students' peers and their teacher see and hear what transpires in LAP lessons. In that 

fashion, LAP students are not viewed as so different from their classmates because LAP 

motives and intentions are public. Furthermore, on the days when a LAP student is 

absent, another non-LAP classmate can temporarily attend further reducing negative 

stigmatization of LAP students and the program. 
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Field notes indicate that Edna reported to me Sra. Pefia's request that Edna use 

the utility room rather than conducting LAP lessons in the classroom. Whether Edna 

informed Sra. Pefia that LAP lessons are held in the classroom was not recorded. The 

collegiality of Sra. PeSa and Edna's relationship was not recorded. 

Camboume (1988) believes that teachers who "continually point out learner's 

failures and then mak[e] them rework their errors, ad nauseum" communicate negative 

expectations. The data relate that the children wrote in their journals all 17 observational 

days; on all of those days Edna asked the children to rework their errors. On May 3 when 

Ann Gilmore, a LAP co-director observed and evaluated her teaching performance, she 

reported this practice to Ann in reference to the children's journal writing. "They edit the 

page because we are going through all the conventions. And also I sometimes pick words 

from here and make them say it and write it three times." The practice of having children 

repeat the corrected form of their errors is not a whole language or a LAP practice. 

Whole language proponents Camboume and Goodman (1993) would say that this 

practice is a remnant of habit formation learning, and, contrary to the research done by 

early language development experts (Ferreko, 1982; Goodman, Y. M., 1980; Harste, 

Woodward, & Burke, 1984; Heath, 1983; Teale, 1987), is an inacctirate \iew of how-

children learn language. Whole language proponents view errors as natural language 

hypothesis testing children undergo when learning language unlike habit formation 

theorists, who see errors as signs of wrong patterns which if left untreated, will continue 

unchecked. Already mentioned in the demonstration section. Weaver (1982) and Murray 
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(1989) support the whole language view that errors are positive signs of growth to be 

used as growth mileposts and not negative mdications of children's learning gone awry. 

Rgsponsibility 

Camboume's (1988) idea of responsibility is (a) children making decisions about 

their own learning independently of the teacher and (b) teachers allowing children to 

make their own learning choices and trusting that the learning options they choose to 

engage in are in their own best interests and are exactly what they need to be 

experimenting with at that time. 

First, what this means for teachers Camboume (1988) expresses, is that they 

cannot pre-plan sequential lessons that are followed to the letter. All children have 

various learning needs, but to think that they will all need to learn about periods or 

exclamation marks on the same day is ludicrous. Young children have been engaging 

with and selecting from language demonstrations made available to them since birth. 

Learning to speak they made all their own decisions about which "bits" of the oral 

language with which they would engage. In effect, teachers must trust students to want to 

leam and to know which "bits" of language they need to engage with, when and in what 

order. 

Second, what this means for teachers is that students' own choices must become a 

priority. Au (1993) contends that "the idea is that students themselves should ultimately 

be in charge of their own literacy learning, not the teacher." Therefore, in constructivist 
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students toward setting then- own goals instead of teaching them what they believe the 

student should leam. Edna asserted several beliefs that echo constructivist principles of 

instruction. For example, she stated the belief that instruction "follows the lead of the 

child." She also stated that as a teacher "you don't have all the answers, you leam with 

the children." And finally, the belief that "you present a variety of choices and let them 

be touched by different things." All of these belief statements are aligned with 

constructivist principles of instruction and all of them have one central premise at heart: 

student choice. Camboume says responsibility for students "means being given practice 

in making decisions that are comensurate with one's state of knowledge and skill" (p. 65). 

Thus, according to the age and level of maturity of the learner, each student will have the 

right to exercise learning choices. 

Several of Edna's belief statements from the preceding paragraph lead one to 

assume that she gives students curricular choices in the LAP group. In order to discover 

instances of student choice in the observations I carefully went through each page looking 

for possible questions and statements that offered students choices. The types of 

questions I looked for were: "Would you rather read this book or this one?", "What 

would you like to write about today in your journal?", "Would you prefer to read 

independently now or hear the story I brought for you?", or "We have five minutes left. 

Would you rather read or write?" Throughout the data there was a pattern of teacher 

controlled lessons. Although I looked for the previous questions. Edna did not ask them 
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of her students. One instance of student choice, however, was noted in the observations 

when Edna asked Carolina, "i,Que color te gustaria escribir?" (What color would you like 

to write?). 

According to Camboume (1988), Edna did two important things to instill 

responsibility in her LAP students. First, she required that they "had a go" at spelling 

before she corrected their work. Second, she told them explicitly that they had to try it 

themselves before asking for help. When Jose asked, "Nifio. ^Como se escribe?" (How 

do you spell boy?), Edna responded, "Write it the best you can and later we'll discuss 

how to write it." Two more suggestions that Camboume makes to increase student 

responsibility are: (a) using peer help before teacher help and (b) organizing classrooms 

so that students must make choices that will ultimately lead them to their learning goal. 

These two final suggestions are ways for teachers to promote student decision making 

and responsibility. 

Use 

Camboume succinctly states, "In order to implement the principles of 'use' 

most effectively in classrooms, teachers need to create settings in which learners 

experience an urgent need to read and write in order to achieve ends other than 

learning about reading and writing" (p. 74). There are two principal implications 

within this message. First, this message implies that teachers' main objective is to 

provide interesting, exciting opportunities that are motivational to the students. Teachers" 
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choices are not necessarily motivational to students and this is where student choice 

enters in. When a LAP teacher organizes her lessons around this principle and learning 

activities have purpose beyond learning a skill, or reading and writing disconnected from 

real purposes, students will be prompted to engage and take responsibility for learning. 

Second, this message implies that learning to read and write cannot be detached 

from a real need to communicate. As with very young language learners playing games 

like Peek-a-Boo, Ring-Around-the-Rosie, or London Bridge is Falling Down, whatever 

language skills they do learn are acquired vicariously from the game. Similar to young 

language learners, the main intent of classroom activities is not to read and write but to 

accomplish "a broader, more macroscopic reason or set of reasons which motivates the 

decision to participate" (Camboume, 1988, p. 72). The fact that the game or activity 

happens to involve reading and writing is a beneficial by-product of the game or activity. 

The first implication, that students "must experience an urgent need to read and 

write," happens when students participate in an activity that "coerces" them into using 

their language skills. For example, writing a letter to a fnend, teacher, or family member 

requires authentic communication. Although the activity is chosen by the teacher, the 

intent of the letter is not contrived and students experience the same urgent need to 

communicate with the friend, teacher or family member that they would experience if 

writing a letter at home. What happens is that when students are putting their words on 

paper they are mcidentally using language skills to conceptualize, compose, and send a 

letter. As Camboume (1988) suggests, reading and writing about books using book 
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language does not carry the same "urgency" as other real-life literacy activities. 

Examining the field notes, all 17 lessons dealt with reading and writing purposes dictated 

by the book themes and vocabulary from the books read in the read-to's. The themes 

recorded concern stories about families, relationships, feelings, animals, and the weather. 

Edna's practice of confining all of her instructional demonstrations to books and book 

language is contrary to Camboume's message about establishing urgency in reading and 

writing activities. He continues by saying that even teachers with high expectations and 

laudable uistructional goals for their students may not realize that children themselves 

must see classroom activities as purposefiil. Activities that "begin nowhere and go 

nowhere" are not motivational to children; children see them as time fillers, or as skill 

and drill exercises (p. 74). 

ApprQximatlQn 

In the interviews Edna reported her belief about language acquisition that 

coincided closely with the constructivist viewpoint Camboume (1988) writes that most 

teachers don't relate the principles of oral language learning to written language learning. 

Edna, on the other hand, cited her belief about the parallels between oral and written 

language learning. In the first interview she described it thusly; "I have to teach in a way 

that 1 don't appear to be teaching. The same way you validate the way the child talks. He 

says Mo Mo Mo and you say Mama. You don't say Momo. You are giving them the 

right word and the child listens to that and the next time isntead of saying Mo Mo he says 
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Ma. You give them enough time to acquire the sounds [of language] and eventually he's 

going to learn it." Here Edna attempts to describe Holdaway's (1979) successive 

approximation through which all children pass in the process of learning to read and 

write. Successive approximation allows children to participate in meaningful acts of 

literacy and along the way errors are seen as admirable proof that children are cultivating 

more mature language hypotheses. 

Edna's belief about literacy learning sounds like Holdaway's (1979) natural path 

of successive approximation, but upon examining the field notes it appears that her 

practice is different. Like Cambounie (1988) discusses, Edna allowed the children to 

"have a go" at their language syntax and structure in the journals. But, contrary to what 

Camboume (1988) or Holdaway (1979) would advocate for writing activities, it was not 

the students who checked their own language hypotheses, but rather Edna. As mentioned 

earlier, field notes recorded accounts of Edna reminding children to leave spaces, lines, 

capitals, etc., while journal writing. And after finishing their journal entry, the usual 

practice was for Edna to correct the children's work while they watched. Instead, 

children should correct their own errors before coming to the writing conference (Graves. 

1983). Routman (1991) offers the suggestion of using "minilessons" as does LAP for 

quick 5 tolO-minute strategy lessons about spelling rules. The important thing to keep in 

mind is that after the minilesson, the student must first be given the opportum'ty to "give 

it a go" without the teacher's input or assistance. Goodman et al. (1987) reminds 

teachers of several spelling principles: 
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1. Spelling should facilitate communication of written language, not limit it. 

2. Spelling is developmental. 

3. The need for standard spelling should be kept in proper perspective. 

4. There should be no special spelling curriculum or regular lesson 
sequences. 

(Goodman, K., Brooks, Meredith, & Goodman Y., 1987, pp. 300-301) 

Just as Goodman et al. (1987) and Routman (1991) suggest, Edna refrained from 

standardized spelling lists and memorizing spelling rules. In fact, Edna stated the belief 

that "you can't teach rules because you waste time." Not only are memorizing spelling 

rules a waste of time for children, but directly contradict what Camboume (1988), Graves 

(1983) and Goodman (1987) say about spelling as hypothesis testing. Children leam to 

spell words they need and are ready for when the opportunity arises within a social 

context and not before. 

What Edna did that contradicted Camboume's (1988) condition of approximation 

is she practiced what he labels the "get-it-right-first-time" teaching. In essence, while 

Edna's reported belief touted natural learning and approximations of language, her 

practice proved contrary because she insisted on correctness the first time. Observations 

of children's writing samples indicated that Edna did not allow for approximated spelling. 

For instance, examine Hector's work from May 6 on Figure 5.2. 

Hector's writing sample contains many well-approximated words for young 

Spanish-speaking writers such as qu (que), ubiera (hubiera) and asido (hecho). Based on 

Camboume (1988) and Goodman et al.'s (1987) spelling principles, these words should 
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Figure 5.2. Hector's journal entry from 5-6-97. 

rWhat I Would Have Done I would give my mother I would have given her a flower for 

Mother's Day. She felt happy and I did, too and she told me that I behaved myself well.) 



have been left alone to be attended to as Hector grows in language competence. 

And also consider Eduardo's work in Figure 5.3 from February 27. 

In Eduardo's writing sample notice thatpito is circled as are code and caviha. 

The reason those three words are circled are because they are not the correct forms: 

pinto, esconder and cabia. All three are excellent approximations and in keeping with 

Goodman et al.'s (1987) reminders that spelling is developmental. These spellings are 

developmentally appropriate. Goodman et al. also reminds teachers that spellmg should 

"be kept in proper perspective." In Eduardo's writing sample there are no words whose 

conventional spellings have not been indicated by editing marks, a practice contrary to 

that indicated by Goodman et al. 

Esscfioss 

How teachers respond to children's language attempts have four characteristics: 

acceptance, celebration, evaluation (this phase is covert and subconscious) and 

demonstration (Camboume, 1988). All of these four characteristics are typical of 

parent-child conversation in natural settings. We can turn to caregiver speech patterns 

with young children to learn how natural language development is supported in the 

context of parent-child conversation. Teachers can learn from what caregivers do 

naturally at home-inferring meaning from children's immature speech and expanding on 

their utterances to fill in the cognitive gaps. 
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Figure 5.3. Eduardo's journal entry from 2-27-97. 

fPeter's Chair Pedro was angry because he painted his bed his chair and he went to hide 

his chair and then his chair wasn't there and it he didn't fit in his chair and he painted it 

pink.) 
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Thaip and Gallimore (1988) commenting on the KEEP project, explain that 

instructional conversation that assists performance requires responsive teaching on the 

part of the teacher. The student-teacher exchanges resemble conversation and children 

are helped to relate their personal experiences to text information. "The primary 

concentration is on establishing language competence by teaching verbal discourse" (p. 

136) they add, so necessary for at-risk children's verbal development. Indeed, all children 

benefit from language development when the caretaker or teacher "uptakes," or 

incorporates a student's answer into a subsequent teacher Question (Collins, 1982). 

The teacher's style of dialogic interaction with students is a reflection of the type 

of instructional model she supports. If teachers establish responsive dialogue in their 

classrooms similar to constructivist models of instruction, then conversational exchanges 

in which the teacher is expanding student utterances is readily observable. Additionally, 

if teachers desire increased student linguistic development and critical thinking skills, 

classroom interaction patterns must reflect those goals. 

Edna reports "facilitating" discussion during the read-to in this way. "I take what 

they say and I extend it, I guide it, I bounce back to them what they say and wait for their 

reaction to that." However, observations of Edna's LAP group did not indicate 

teacher-student speech interactions during lessons that contained collaborative speech 

interactions of the type Collins (1982) refers to as uptakes. Common speech interaction 

patterns consisted of short digressions from textual information when children inteijected 

personal information, but these did not include uptakes on the children's comments 
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eliciting &rther information or challenging children with a cognitively more advanced 

discussion about the text. The next four examples are from one continuous discussion of 

the book Has Visto Estos Axes? {Have You Seen Those Birds?) where Edna reads a 

portion of the text then questions the children about night birds: 

Edna: ^Has visto las aves noctumas? Vuelen tacitumas. 
(Have you seen the night birds? They fly silently.) 

Enrique: Comen gusancs. 
(They eat worms.) 

Edna: A la luz de la luna. Espantan conejos miedosos. 
Cazan murcielagos y topos. ^Cu^es son las aves 
noctumas? ^Las que salen a cuando? ^Cuandose 
pueden ver las aves noctumas? i,Hm? ^Queclase 
de aves son estas? 
(By the light of the moon. They frighten fearful 
rabbits. They hunt bats and moles. Which are 
the night birds? Those that come out when? 
When can we see night birds? Hm? What type 
of birds are these?) 

In the the first type of interactional pattern noted in the LAP lesson data there is no 

teacher uptake. Enrique's contribution is not thematically concurrent, therefore Edna 

does not entertain it 

In the second type of interactional pattern the example of dialogue shows that 

Edna has posed several questions but finishes her turn with, "What type of birds are 

these?" The children, perhaps not remembering the information read in the earlier 

passage, not certain which Question to answer, or perhaps not knowing the expected 

information, do not respond: 

Children: No response. 
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Edna: ^Cuindo es que salen ellas a comer? 
(When do they come out to eat?). 

Jose: En la noche. 
(At night). 

Edna: En la noche. Entonces ^las aves que salen a noche a comer 
le Uamamos aves... ? Lo lo dije. 
(At night Then the birds that come out to eat at night 
we call what kind of birds? I said it). 

In this second type of questioning, the sequence indicates that Edna has recognized the 

children's confusion—that the answer called for by her Question is not obvious-and has 

isolated one Question on which she wants them to focus. This helped Jose because he 

was able to come up with the conect answer, "En la noche" (At night). Edna 

acknowledges his response in her own utterance and follows it with another Question still 

searching for the correct term to answer to her earlier question: ^Que clase de aves son 

estas? (What types ofbirds are these?) Noctumas (nocturnal). 

The traditional and most common pattem of classroom discourse is called the IRE 

sequence (Cazden, 1988; Mehan, 1978; Smclair & Coulthard, 197S). In the IRE 

sequence the teacher initiates a question, children respond and the teacher evaluates 

the response. All teaching includes some of this talk-it is easily recognized as classroom 

talk and it is most commonly associated with transmission-type classrooms. 

Cazden (1988) comments that there "is a critical difference between helping a 

child somehow get a particular answer and helping a child gain some conceptual 

understanding from which answers to similar questions can be constructed at a future 

time" (p. 108). She refers to French and MacLure's (French & MacLure, 1981) 
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prefonnulating-prefacing the Question they want the children to answer with utterance(s) 

that orient children to the "relevant area of experience.,. essential to answer [the] 

Question such as, "Can you see from the picture at what time the birds are flying? What 

time is it? And reformulating questions when children come up with the wrong answer: 

Original Question RgfolUlwlation 

What are the birds domg? 1. When are the birds flying? 

What kind of birds are they? 2. Are they diurnal birds? (The 
reformulation includes a wrong 
answer, but suggests the right one.) 

What else do you see? 3. Do you see a night bird? (Here the 
reformulation mcludes the right 
answer.) 

When are they flying, Jose? 4. Are they flying by day or by night? 

Which kind of bird do you see? 5. It's a nocturnal bird, isn't it? 
(French & MacLure, 1981, pp. 1-45) 

French and MacLure suggest that teachers may want to begin with the more general 

questions and sequentially move to the more specific. These questions show how 

teachers can begin engaging children at a higher cognitive level and if difficulty ensues, 

give them incrementally more scaffolding (Cazden, 1988) until there is a match between 

the teacher's Question and the child's level of knowledge. The act of utilizing higher 

ordered thinking questions and scaffolding the interactional sequences to meet the child's 

instructional needs illustrates teaching that is child-centered and originating from a 

constmctivist model of instruction. It also illustrates utilizing the child's own meaning 
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constructions as a guide for teacher questioning. Tharp and Gallimore (1989) say that 

many classrooms provide assistance through demonstration, cooperative learning, lectures 

and textbook reading. Even recitation, when "judiciously" applied can assist learning. 

"But for the development of thinking skills, in particular the abilities to form, express, 

and exchange ideas in speech and writing, the critical form of assisting learners is through 

dialogue, through the questioning and sharing of ideas and knowledge that happens m 

conversation" (p. 23). 

In the next sequence, Jose has named a bird in the nocturnal class (he's offering 

an example with the set of nocturnal birds), but he's still not on the money. The question 

still has not been answered with the literal information from the text so there is a resort to 

hinting. Carlota is the one who finally comes up with the correct answer: 

Jose: Tecolote. 

Edna: Eh? Noc... 

Carlota: Noctumas. 

In the final sequence, Enrique interjects a question that is not part of the current 

questioning sequence: 

Edna: Y las aves del dia se le llaman diumas. 
(And the day birds we call diurnal). 

Enrique: ^Las aguilas se le comen a eso? 
(Eagles eat that?) 

Edna: ^Eh? 
(What?) 
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Enrique: ^Las aguilas? 
(Eagles?) 

Edna: Salen a comer a esa bora. Duermen de ^dia y de noche 
salen a ? A cazar a los animalitos que estan dormidos. 
(They go out to eat at that hour. They sleep by day and 
by night they go out to ... ? To hunt little sleeping animals.) 

Edna ties Enrique's question back into the current sequence and winds up the segment 

with two cloze-like questions that she herself answers. 

On April 14 she read the expository text ^Has Visio Estos Aves? {Have You Seen 

These Birds?). Carlota, Jose and Enrique were seated at the round table. Edna stood next 

to the table holding the book up in front of her ready to begin reading aloud to them. 

What happened next is Edna's depiction of "getting the children involved." As she "tries 

to find out how they feel about about the book or what moved them, then they start 

talking." Immediately after she read the title Jose chimed in, "Yo vi un pajaro en la casa, 

en el apartamento" (I saw a bird at home in the apartment). Edna inquired, "^Si?" The 

pre-reading discussion between Edna, Jose and Enrique proceeded in this fashion. The 

empty parenthesis indicate indecipherable dialogue: 

Enrique: Yo tengo los perricos. 
(I have two parakeets.) 

Edna: jTii tienes! 
(You do!) 

Enrique: En casa viven en jaula. 
(At home they live in a cage.) 

Edna: Ah. En una jaula. 
(Ah. In a cage.) 
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Jose: ( ) que deci'a que tenia hambre le decia a mi hermano que 
tema iiambre. 
( . . .  who sa id  tha t  he  was  hungry  he  to ld  my bro ther  tha t  
he was hungry.) 

Edna: Bueno. Vamos a ver aquf varias aves. 
(Good. We're going to see some birds here.) 

In an anunated reading style she simulated the different varieties of bvds in the story 

using hand gestures, facial expressions, body movement and vocal expressions. After 

reading a line or two she paused to evaluate the children's comprehension of new 

vocabulary words: 

Edna: Aves sancudas, muy patudas. ^Por que dicen muy patudas? 
(Stilt-legged birds, very long-legged. Why does it say very long 
-legged?). 

Edna: ^Que tienen estas aves? ^Sancudas? ^Patudas? ^Que es especial 
de estas aves? 
(What do these birds have? Stilt legs? Long-legs? What is 
special about these birds?) 

Enrique: Tienen las patas muy largas. 
(They have very long feet). 

Edna: jExactamente! 
(Exactly!). 

A second type of questioning concerned checking the children's factual knowledge of the 

book's content. In this segment the group is discussing the owl's nocturnal habits. The 

subsequent discussion concerned the birds seen in a forest: 

Edna: ^Cuando vamos a ver esos pajaros? ^A que hora del dia? 
O i,que parte del dia? 0 ̂ que ...? 
(When are we going to see those birds. At what time 
of the day? Or what part of the day?) 
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Jose: En Monte Limon. 
(On Mount Lemmon) 

Carlota: ^En el bosque? 
(In the forest?) 

Edna: ^En el bosque? Y qu^ hora? Como ^a que hora? 
(In the forest? At what time? About what time?) 

Jose: Como a las cuatro de la mafiana. 
(About four o'clock in the morning) 

Edna: Si. 

Edna described the above two types of questioning as promoting "participation" or 

"ownership" of the text by rehearsing key vocabulary words and facts from the book. The 

two types of questions she utilizes during and after the read-to are referred to as 

known-answer. Known-answer questions, like the ̂ es generated in the previous 

discussion, are prevalent in conventional classroom recitation scripts (Tharp & Gallimore, 

1988) in which teachers generate responses based on one or two-word answers students 

provide from words or ideas lifted directly from the text. Cazden (1988) cites that 

learning that is involved in recall of isolated items of information is vastly differently 

from the learning that is involved in activation of higher order conceptual and cognitive 

strategies. It is the latter that we are more concerned with promoting in learning 

situations since these are the cognitive structures which will drive a student's future 

cognitive development. 

In order to shift from teacher-directed transmission speech style teachers must 

first be aware of their speech patterns and second, be willing to change the flmction of 
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their own patterns to encourage genuine discussion. A genuine discussion uses students' 

prior knowledge and experience in active construction of meaning (Au, 1993). Applebee 

(1991) reiterates that the emphasis in constructive instruction is on the process of creating 

meaning and not on product predetermined by the author or the teacher. Meaningful 

literacy instruction during lesson dialogue is a spontaneous interplay of student, teacher 

and author interpretation of the text situated in a meaningful social context When the 

teacher scaffolds the resulting dialogue, the student contributes all he can while engaged 

in a meaningful discussion and the adult assists when necessary. The work of Vygotsky 

(1978,1981) stresses that the linguistic interactions children engage in with adults and 

other children are the same processes that children internalize as skills and knowledge. 

The support that adults and other children provide lend the assistance needed within the 

zone of proximal development to advance beyond the student's cunent level of 

fimctioning. 

Teaching Reading Strate^es 

Learning skills and strategies in context are a fundamental part of learning to read. 

Holdaway (1979) describes the major difference between skills and strategy teaching: 

The major difference, then, between "skills teaching" and "strategy teaching" 
concerns the presence or absence of self-direction on the part of the learner. In 
skills teaching the teacher tells the learner what to do and then "corrects" or 
"marks" the response. In strategy teaching the teacher mduces the learner to 
behave in an appropriate way and encourages the learner to confirm or correct his 
own responses-the teacher does not usurp the control which is crucial to mastering 
a strategy, (p. 136) 
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LAP'S main goal is to assist students in becoming more independent readers and writers. 

That is, students are expected to learn and to apply the necessary skills in an authentic 

context to process print Teachers respond to students' language needs by taking 

advantage of the "teachable moment" However, even more important is that skills 

students need to read and write become strategies so that the student can independently 

activate and apply them in unfamiliar contexts. As Holdaway (1979) described, students 

do not become independent readers and writers when teachers teach only skills because 

students are deprived of the control so essential to learning mastery. Teaching strategies 

does increase reading and writing independence because students must take responsibility 

to "confirm or correct his own responses" (p. 136). 

Practicing strategies is a necessary part of the LAP program and LAP teachers are 

expected to prompt students to use reading cues (syntactic, semantic, graphophonic) and 

strategies (initiating, sampling, predicting, confirming and integrating) with the 

specialized prompts Clay developed (1979,1993) to increase students' independent use 

of strategies. I refer to these actual questions as prompts because while the siuface 

structure indicates they are questions syntactically, pragmatically they act as promps. 

First they signal the kind of cue or strate^ the student should be attending to and second, 

to encourage the student to engage in self-monitoring, self-correcting, cross-checking and 

searching for cues. LAP teachers can and do prompt students' use of reading strategies 

while in a group, but it is most visible during the independent reading conference when 

the teacher can attend to the individual reader's needs. When readers pause while 
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processing print, the teacher needs to help them by allowing several seconds of wait time 

and providing prompts that guide children to use neglected cues and strategies. 

The teacher talk diat elicits the strategy reminds children to consider the neglected 

cues and strategies without telling the child which cue or strategy to use. Prompts direct 

responsibility for problem-solving text back onto the student For example, when a 

student stops because he has recognized a miscue and is repairing it in his head or simply 

cannot process the print for other reasons, the teacher can prompt for a higher level 

strategy like self-monitoring. An appropriate prompt in this instance might be, "Why did 

you stop?" The prompt serves two purposes: (a) it asks the child to reflect on the thought 

processes required to self-monitor reading processes and (b) it encourages independence 

by asking the child to focus on his own miscue repair without the teacher telling him what 

the monitoring strategy is or worse, supplying him with the difficult word or phrase. 

In the belief interviews Edna claimed to use certain LAP prompting strategies. 

She stated that "I always use this 'Read it with your finger' and 'Does that make sense?' I 

use 'Do we say it that way?' all the time. And 'Does that sound right?' I'm not 

conscious of using them. You can point them out to me. And 'Does that look right?' 

Table 5.2 lists how many times the prompt was used, which prompt was used and its 

English translation: 

She also taught other reading strategies that are not mentioned in the LAP training 

manual: (11) "Es una buena estrategia volver y leerla otra vez" Gt's a good strategy to go 
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Table 5.2 

Use of LAP Strategy Prompts in Edna's Lessons 

Spanish prompt Translation 

(1) ^Eso es como lo decimos? Is that how we say it? 

(6) ^Suena bien? Does that sound right? 

(1) ^Eso tiene sentido? Does that make sense? 

(3) ^Que es lo que podemos What can we do when a word gives 
hacer cuando una palabra us difficulty? 
nos cuesta un poco dificultad? 

(1) i,C6mo supiste que era y How did you know it was and 
no ? not ? 

(4) ^De que te diste cuenta? What did you notice? 

(13) "Leelo mas suave" Read it smoother. 

E back and read it again), (7) "Note que tuviste dificultad con esta palabra" (I noticed that 
3 
I I you had difficulty with this word), and (II) "Lee esta palabra otra vez que te costo un 
4 
1 

J poco trabajo" (Read this word again because it was a little difficult for you). Also noted 

in the field notes were the 6 instances she asked the children to clap out the syllables to 

words with which they had difficulty. 

From this analysis it is possible to conclude that Edna taught the strategies that 

were in her teaching repertoire prior to becoming a LAP teacher. These included teaching 

strategies such as rereading and noticing for the child that he had difficulty with a word. 

Of the LAP prompts she most frequently used the prompt that focuses on fluency and 
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phrasing (13) "Read it smoother." The second most frequently used prompt was for 

structure (6) "Does that sound right?", the third most frequent prompt focused on 

self-monitoring (4) "What did you notice?" and finally, the fourth most frequendy used 

prompt was for searching for a strategy (3) "What can we do when a word causes us 

difficulty?" In belief interviews Edna cited that she "like[s] the ones where they're not 

waiting for your approval." It was not clear from the interviews which prompts Edna 

classified as relying on the teacher's approval. 

Edna believed that she used several strategies that were not used at all. For 

example, she cited using "Read it with your finger," "Does that make sense?", and "Does 

that look right?", none of which were recorded in the observational data. These are 

prompts that focus attention on one-to-one matching, semantics, and graphophonics. 

Analyses such as that in Figure 5.2 are interesting because they bring to conscious 

attention which strategies were used and which were not despite Edna's beliefs. 

hi independent reading then, children have a chance to apply the skills and 

strategies they have learned in a contextualized lesson. The LAP program stipulates that 

teachers meet every lesson with one student for a reading conference. Of the 17 

observation days, Edna conference read with no children 29% of the time, one child 59%. 

and two children 12%. Of all possible reading and writing components, total reading 

conference time was 35%. Of that 35%, Edna read 18% with Nidia, 12% with Carlota, 

12% with Hector, .06% with Enrique, .06% with Jose, 12% with Eduardo (neither Jose 

nor Eduardo belonged to the original LAP observation group). Conference reading did 
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not occur the remaining 65% of lesson time because of Edna's reported belief that "the 

chair reading takes too much time" and because "I choose to spend my time having the 

children do individual writing." It is understandable that Edna emphasized individual 

writing to the extent that she did because of her belief that "in the independent writing 

you learn how the child is internalizing the conventions." 

While reading, the child is allowed ample wait time to think through strategies. 

Typically teachers wait for a student's response to a Question one second or less before 

they ask another question or react. Rowe's (1986) research shows that when teachers 

wait for three seconds or more that there are "pronounced changes in student use of 

language and logic as well as in student and teacher attitudes and expectations." (p. 43). 

With practice, students learn how and when to apply strategies and continue using 

them relying less and less on teacher prompting. Once strategies are internalized into a 

smdent's repertoire, the student can select, access and utilize the strategies independently. 

The goal, as Clay (1979,1993) expresses it, is to develop "a self-extending system" 

whereby the student grows in confidence and ability to apply the strategies. 

There are three factors that are critical when teachers respond to children's 

miscues: 
1. Selectivity 

-Meaningful 
-Non-meaningfiil 

2. Tuning 
-Immediate 
-Delayed 

3. Form 
-Terminal 
-Sustained (LAP manual) 



The types of teaching points or responses a teacher makes to students have terminal or 

sustained effects on students' future thinking and reading/writing performance. A 

terminal response is characterized by general praise such as "Good work" or "Nice job"; 

it does not draw attention to the skills and strategies used to solve the reading/writing 

challenge, and therefore may not reinforce future effective choices. In effect, there is no 

connection between the desired strategy, the students' choice to activate that strategy and 

the continued use of such activation in similar reading/writing circumstances. Praising 

children's performance rather than praising their essence encourages competition at the 

expense of collaborative effort and does not validate children's development of self as 

competent, effective readers/writers. 

The sustained response praises students as the originator of effective reading/ 

writing strategies. An example of a sustained response is, "X strategy (name the strategy 

the student used) is one an effective reader uses." When a teacher uses a sustained 

response the student is more likely to use the strategy effectively in a similar situation and 

more importantly, give them the message that because they are using X strategy, and a 

good reader uses that same strategy in that situation, that the student is also a good reader. 

Edna reported in the belief interviews that it was not a good idea to "smil[e] 

constantly at the children." She also reported refraining from telling children "it's good" 

because "it's a value judgment when I'm always approving the child." The data show 

that, similar to her belief statements, Edna did not praise the children in LAP lessons. 

When she talked about "encouraging" children she did not mention using praise as a way 
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to reinforce their learning. As a matter of fact, she rarely commented on the quality of 

their work and even moved her chair behind children so that they "were not always 

looking at [her] face." The reason for this, Edna explained, is that "there is no learning in 

that." On the contrary, Camboume (1988) discusses "celebration" as a factor in teacher 

response just as parents respond joyfully to their children's maturing language endeavors. 

Engaggrngm 

For children to engage in learning, all other seven of Camboume's (1988) 

conditions must be operational. The two minimal requirements that are necessary for 

engagement are immersion and demonstration, but m and of themselves they are not 

sufficient That is, children can be inundated with numerous examples of high quality 

text that is contextually relevant and despite the presence of these two conditions, can be 

disengaged from the learning process. Smith (1981) corned the term engagement to 

explain the situation in which teachers find themselves when students seem to have all 

the proper conditions for immersion and high quality demonstrations, but do not learn. 

Camboume believes learners who do not engage in learning demonsrations, choose not to 

because of the way they've been treated as learners and not because of "any inherent or 

deep-seated weakness in their make-up" (p. 51). He goes on to say that learners do not 

engage if the demonstrations they are provided are not "doable" for them because they are 

not personally valuable, are too difiBcult, or cause humiliation. As an example, I can 

watch triatheletes compete and 1 can even appreciate the great endurance and skill that it 
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takes to prepare for and competitively run, swim and bike those great distances. But there 

is a vast difference between observing, appreciating and becoming a triathlete myself, 

especially when the risks and sacrifices at this point in my life are greater than the 

rewards and recognition of competing in athletic competition that demanding. 

Edna did not discuss engagement factors in the belief interviews. Nevertheless, 

the data indicate that children were not always engaged in the lessons. Observer 

notes of the children's behavior that were recorded in field notes include: "Edna asks 

Carlota and she shakes head no. Her hands are covering her mouth. She's glancmg 

about, not wanting to participate," "The boys are fiddling with the books and Edna asks, 

'^Que libro vas a leer? She selects one for Hector and says, 'jYa no toques los demas 

libros!' (Don't touch the rest of the books!). He puts his chin on the table and begins 

reading el Cocinero Feroz {The Ferocious Cook). His attention is not on the book and he 

starts a conversation with Jos6." "Jose is putting his pencil m his arm and playing with it. 

He's reading what he wrote but not writing much more than what he was asked to repeat. 

He's putting his head in his hands, his face is solemn and although I smile at him twice, 

he doesn't smile back," "The boys are swinging legs and making noise, too loud for Edna 

to hear her," "During the read-to the children were only slightly attentive.. .and 

finally, "No children are raising hands. They take their turns talking, however, and there 

is no problem until Jose wants to add something. He tries and then Edna warns him that 

he has to raise his hand because 'tu intemmipas demasiado' (you interrupt too much). He 

is chastised and puts his head down on the table (toward the book). I don't know if he's 
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paying attention or not or what he's thinking about." These are only a few examples of 

many similar behavioral instances in which the children's level of engagement seems 

low. 

Some "messages" &om Camboume (1988) for teachers about engagement that 

convince learners that learning is possible and even desirable. First, he states that 

teachers must communicate to learners that they like them. Second, it is through the 

medium of the demonstrations they plan and execute for children that the first message is 

communicated. And thirdly, teachers must be aware of the factors that determine 

engagement. 

Assessment and Evaluation 

A fourth constructivist principle concerns assessment and evaluation. In 

1 constructivist models of instruction children are assessed holistically with the collection 

i and evaluation of data that guide instruction (Camboume & Turbill, 1994). Good 
T 

; everyday observations of what children are accomplishing in class is the most solid 

i 

benchmark that teachers can use to guide their practice. Yetta Goodman (1978) calls this 

being "kid-watchers" since we are centering our instruction on children. Talking about 

observing children, Routman (1991) declares that "Before we can become expert 

observers, we have to be expert learners. We have to be able to observe and value 

strengths more than deficits" (p. 303). Working on a daily, ongoing basis with a child, 

teachers know which direction to take our instruction to further the child's development. 
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Teachers also know how to set up the learning environment to maximize the child's 

learning potential, taking into account the child's strengths and weaknesses. 

It states in the LAP manual that teachers must conduct monthly reading analyses 

for each of the children to gather information to be used for instructional purposes. The 

teacher selects an instructional level book, does a book introduction and then allows the 

child to read the text unaided taking anecdotal records of how the child is using 

predominant cueing systems, reading strategies, fluency and phrasing and comprehension. 

After the reading, the teacher should select two teaching points at which time she 

discusses desirable reading behaviors that can be reinforced, miscues which represent the 

greatest discrepancy &om the author's intended message, no attempt at unknown text 

resulting in teacher "tolds," and questions that encourage meaning-making. Then the 

LAP teacher calculates the child's accuracy and self-correction rates. This continues until 

the child is reading at 90-94% accuracy level. 

For each monthly reading analysis anecdotal records keep track of the student's 

progress. Camboume (1988,1994) cites anecdotal records as an important tool for 

charting behaviors, attitudes and how well the child retells the story; information that 

goes beyond the reading analysis alone. Data from student folders showed that Edna kept 

detailed, complete LAP diagnostic evaluations for each child-Research Summary forms. 

Assessment Summaries, Reading and Writing Analysis forms. However, no data was 

available in the form of anecdotal records for Carlota, Nidia, Enrique and Hector's files 

detailing a progress profile of what the child was doing and what the child needed to be 
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doing from February to June, 1997. I looked for anecdotal records because, as 

Camboume explains, I would have had an expanded picture of what the child was capable 

of doing over an extended period of time. 

Meaningful evaluation includes more than just standardized measures of progress. 

Evaluation that is meaningful shows a complete picture of what a child is capable of 

doing utilizing multiple evaluation procedures. In her chapter on evaluation, Routman 

(1991) covers her "data gathering profile" which includes observation and measurement 

procedures as multiple means of evaluation. Among an extensive list, some of the 

observation procedures are: anecdotal records, interviews, conversations, retellings, 

shared reading experiences running records, note-taking samples, one-to-one writing and 

reading samples, reading environmental print, drafts, revisions and sketches. Without 

extensive, long-term observational evaluations of children's reading and writing progress, 

standardized testing measures minimize the full picture of children's progress. 

Retelling is an informal observational tool used by LAP to assess children's 

comprehension. First, retellings allow children to tell what they understood in their own 

words, relieving teachers of the need to use teacher-controlled questioning to probe 

students' understanding of the text Second, they have been proven to benefit less 

proficient students' oral language skills and reading comprehension (Koskinen et. al., 

1988). Field notes indicated that Edna used retellings only for formal evaluation; they 

were not mentioned as an evaluation tool in the belief interviews. 
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CHAPTER 6 

LAURA TYSON'S LITERACY ASSISTANT PROJECT GROUP: 

DESCRIPTION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

In Chapter 61 describe, analyze and interpret the categories emerging from Laura 

Tyson's second grade LAP group. During a four-month period I observed and recorded 

field notes about how Laura, Cherise, Victor, Melissa and Julia interacted in their LAP 

group. It is here in Chapter 6 that the findings from my analysis and interpretation of data 

belonging to their group are reported. Sections 1 and 2 provide hypotheses about the 

significance of Laura's reported beliefs about teaching, learning and literacy and how she 

translated those beliefs into practice during LAP group interactions. 

Chapter 5 informed the reader about prior theories concerning literacy learning. 

These biases will need to be accounted for also in Chapter 6. The discussion in section 1 

examined Edna's beliefs about teaching, learning and literacy. Then in Section 2 Edna's 

practices were compared and contrasted with Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of 

learning to discover consistencies between her reported beliefe and her LAP practice. 

Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning are descriptors of literacy events 

and activities that are consistent with a constructivist perspective of teaching and learning 

are the principles upon which the LAP program are founded. Chapter 6 is organized into 

two sections. Section 1 is the description of Laura's reported beliefs about teaching. 
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learning and literacy. Her belief statements informed the construction of categories and 

directed data analysis and interpretation in this chapter. Laura's belief interviews and her 

belief statements from them are the main supporting evidence for the formation of 

categories in Section 1; they are presented as excerpts of her statements from the 

interviews. Section 2 uses representative excerpts from Laura's belief interviews to 

illustrate the ways in which her reported beliefs inform her practice. Vignettes of 

conversation surrounding events and activities from Laura's LAP group exemplify how 

Laura's LAP practices correspond with her belief statements. In the cases where they do 

not match, the reader's attention will be drawn and possible explanations for these 

discrepancies will be investigated. 

During the analysis and interpretation of data from Laura Tyson and her LAP 

group, the third inquiry question from the study guided my efforts: 

3. Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning are descriptors of literacy 

events and activities that are consistent with a constnictivist perspective of teaching and 

learning. In what ways are LAP teachers' beliefs and practices consistent with these 

conditions? 

The categories that evolved from the analysis of belief interviews, group 

conversations and interactions in Laura Tyson's LAP group are identical to those for 

Edna Romero. Categories were established for data analysis based on the recurring 

themes that emerged from the belief interviews. These themes about teaching, learning 

and literacy that were meaningful for Laura became constructs that were labeled and into 
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which all data were categorized. The categories used for data analysis in Chapter 6 are as 

follows: 

1. The Learning Environment 

2. Reading Instruction 

3. Writing Instruction 

4. Evaluation 

Section 1: Laura Tyson's Beliefs about Learning 

and Their Relationship to Teaching Practice 

The Learning Envirprwngnt 

Laura Tyson expresses the value she puts on children learning to read and write in 

this manner. "I feel like it's a huge priority, which is why I do what I do." The ease with 

which children read and write and how they cope academically affects whether they 

"enjoy life" or whether they are merely "surviving" the rigors of their learning 

environment. 

For Laura, reading and writing have always been an an integral part of her life; so 

much so that she doesn't remember a time when she wasn't an active reader and writer, 

'i just recall always being a reader." Her memories of learning to read at home extend to 

times that her mother and older siblings read to the younger children in her family, but 

she states that "I don't know if I learned from that." Just as there was extensive reading 

at home, Laura read extensively and voraciously at school. "1 remember in school always 



being the best reader. I remember reading through all the books in our class first." 

Although Laura remembers excelling at reading and writing, she reports that, "I don't 

recall any direct instruction." 

Her earliest memories of reading in school were as a young child in a K-12 school 

in Hawaii where she "blasted through everything. I didn't have anyone limiting me." 

Most of her formal school memories were not of specific teachers or programs, 

but of enriching, exciting, authentic literacy activities. Discussing her early literacy 

activities evokes memories of bemg read to, plays, being on the English team and "a 

fabulous writing teacher in high school." All of these positive influences guided Laura's 

earliest thoughts about literacy and molded her thinking about the purposes and functions 

of literacy. 

As a matter of fact, Laura asserted the belief that children "who are exposed to 

reading and writing" and "who have a literacy background-some kids pick it up. More 

than are specifically taught." I interpreted Laura's stated belief about the natural 

conditions of literacy learning and about "pick[ing] it up" as arising from her 

own seamless biography of learning to read and write; she has no distinct recollection of 

being taught to read and write because she herself was "exposed to it" and "came from a 

literate home." Therefore, she maintains the belief that fewer children are "specifically 

taught" to read and write than acquire literacy. Further, those children who acquire 

literacy do so because they are immersed in environments that are similar to the 

conditions from her own personal literacy learning biography. 
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Many of the children who are referred to Laura for the LAP program are children 

"whose parents don't read, or kids who don't understand the reading process." Even 

children "whose lives are in turmoil" and "didn't understand the instruction or who 

weren't emotionally 'there' when they could have been getting that direct instruction" are 

sometimes referred to her for LAP services. She explains that the children who qualiiy 

for referral to LAP are the children who "might need more to be taught than to just learn. 

That's the case with some of the LAP kids. 1 sometimes think that we get kids whose 

strengths lie elsewhere. Some of the kids are highly intelligent, highly articulate, except 

that it maybe isn't where their strengths are. I've recommended some of my kids for 

gifted testing." Laura's belief statements indicate that the LAP children she serves are 

capable students who have many academic strengths but that their strengths may not 

currently lie in reading and writing. 

Laura's belief statements refer to situations in which many LAP students find 

themselves. First, it may be the case that students "whose parents don't read" are referred 

to LAP because they are not familiar with the purpose and structure of reading and 

writing lessons and therefore, require a period of adjustment to master the social and 

environmental cues to maximize reading and writing opportunities. Second, it may be the 

case that students who "don't understand the reading process" or "who didn't understand 

the reading process" or "who don't understand the instruction" are referred to LAP 

because they are not able to filter out the important language skills and strategies from 

school reading and writing demonstrations that they need to develop as readers and 
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writers. Thirdly, students who "are not emotionally there" owing to "turmoil" in their 

lives cannot devote the mental time and energy to learning when their thoughts are not on 

reading and writing lessons. 

Laura claims that she became a LAP teacher because as a University of Arizona 

elementary education student she observed a "really good" LAP teacher. That was her 

first exposure to LAP philosophy and practice. She also related that as a student teacher 

"my favorite thmg was doing Language Arts." Ultimately, Laura knew that LAP was 

part-time employment and would allow her to continue employment in another local 

business. These factors contributed to Laura's decision to become a LAP teacher. 

Laura revealed that she was not particularly satisfied with the teacher education 

program at the University of Arizona. She cited "I didn't know the first thing about 

teaching and I got my degree from U of A." She added, "and then, too, you learn a lot 

just by doing." Her reading and writing philosophy and pedagogy was influenced quite 

heavily by what she learned in LAP initial and ongoing training and she believes that "I 

learned those techniques in the LAP training." A good portion of the beliefs that Laura 

claims to have about children's learning to read and write and the conditions that are most 

responsive to children's learning originate from LAP training sessions. In the paragraphs 

that follow it is those same beliefs that are explored. 
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Reading Instruction 

In the interviews Laura cited doing many things to encourage children to read and 

write during a LAP lesson. A central theme of Laura's belief interviews was the idea that 

children have "the power to suggest and it's not all my agenda." She says she does this 

by "Iet[ting] them think of things [to do]" and that if their suggestions seem "reasonable I 

try to let them do it" For example, "if they want to read a book to the group I let them." 

Or, as in the next example, it was the students that noticed that their LAP group was 

reading a lot of Joy Cowley books. Laura explained that "for that group they want to read 

the Joy Cowley books and that encourages the group so I do it." And finally, Laura 

relates that "I'll consider pretty much anything, but that our time has to be spent reading 

and writing." This belief communicates that her instructional goal is to use their LAP 

time judiciously for reading and writing activities, but that choices of reading and writing 

activities extend to the children, too. 

In the first interview I asked Laura "How do you encourage children to read and 

write during a LAP lesson?" Her first response was "I try to think of... writing activities 

that would be interesting to [the children]." In her next sentence she stated that she 

believes she .. give[s] them a lot of feedback and also a lot of praise." Throughout all 

of the interviews Laura reiterated the belief that how she responds to children is critical to 

their reading and writing achievement She continually monitors the type and amount of 

feedback she gives children in terms of instruction and reinforcement That Laura 

monitors the type and amount of feedback she gives children was evident in the third 
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interview. Prior to beginning the interview I presented Laura with verbatim transcripts 

from March 12 and April 9. When I asked her "did anything stand out for you when you 

read the transcripts?" her first response was,. .  everything kept falling into.. .  

categories: Questioning, prompting, reinforcement, and thinking which had a lot to do 

with Victor~when I asked him to think about it-and it seemed like 'Wow! I sound like 

that prompting card!' It's good that I'm saying those things that much." Her insightful 

remarks show that she is aware of and monitors the feedback she gives children. She also 

believes that she's "trying to ... let them do the processing If they can come up with 

it they can be more engaged. They're also buying in." Laura connects her "questioning, 

prompting, reinforcement and thinking" dialogue with children to their level of 

engagement in the lesson. 

Not only does she credit the importance of her feedback to students' achievement, 

she also recognizes peer influence as an important part of learning. For instance, while 

children are reading and writing she related that "I try to remind the other children to be 

thinking of a compliment to give [the student who is sharing]." In that manner, "they get 

something positive from their peers." 

In terms of her compliments Laura believes that what students focus on m 

learning interactions "reflects what I've been complimenting them on. If I notice a group 

focusing on something that I think isn't so important, it's good feedback for me to model 

... a compliment that is more meam'ngful, more higher level than editing compliments." 

Laura's statement about the significance of complimenting children's reading and writing 
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efforts reflects several things about her teaching belief system. First, she acknowledges 

the importance of reinforcing (praising) her students. Secondly, she realizes that students 

who are reinforced for exhibiting effective reading and writing behaviors may be more 

likely to continue those behaviors. Thirdly, she realizes that her mstructional goal is to 

increase "higher level" thinking that accompanies effective reading and writing on the 

part of her students. Therefore, she attempts to praise higher level thinking strategies for 

reading and writing skills that go beyond "editing." 

Laura mentioned other ways that she encourages children to read and write. She 

named doing book introductions as one way to encourage their reading and writing. She 

said, "I try to help them link [to] something in the book... I'd ask if they have done it 

themselves." In this way, students are actively making mental predictions about the story, 

learning how to link their own experiences to the author's text. She also stated that "I 

don't show them the endmg," contributing to a sense of anticipation and also leading to 

prediction strategies. 

Another "motivator" Laura labeled is children recommending books to each other. 

This, she believes is "a bigger motivator than having me recommend it" because it is the 

children who have read most of the independent reading books and can more accurately 

relate the contents of the book for another LAP member. She also believes that peer 

influence is strong enough that students in the group who are more confident about 

reading and writing can encoiarage more reluctant readers and writers to take books home 
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to read or pick out a wider variety of books during independent reading by talking about 

LAP books enthusiastically. 

Still another motivator is "short term rewards," such as "pencils, folders, it's 

nothing big but it motivates some of the children." When students check out books to 

take home and read they record their books on a reading check out sheet. "Every time 

they read 11 books they get a prize." The type of reinforcement Laura uses with her 

students is more similar to cognitive behavior modification techniques (Meichenbaum, 

1977) than traditional forms of reinforcement. Instead of using rewards to increase 

successive approximations, Laura's reward system encourages students to set reading and 

writing goals that may have the effect of increasing reading and writing achievement. 

Combined with teacher modeling of the language necessary to complete a task 

successfully, cognitive rewards may influence the child's internal motivation unlike 

tradition reinforcement which motivates external behavior (Brophy, 1983). In the case of 

Laura's "reluctant" readers and writers, it is not that they don't read or write at all, it is 

that they don't equate reading and writing with positive reinforcers, internal or external, 

so don't increase their reading and writing practice. These students may have had 

negative experiences surrounding reading and writing tasks and their "reluctance" to read 

and write may be decreased by offering short term reward to increase positive feelmgs 

about reading and writing while simultaneously helping students to recognize and value 

their developing reading and writing knowledge and skills. Brophy (1983) states that by 

tying school activities (tasks) to life goals and attempting to convince students that those 
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skills arc necessary for future success, that students' achievement motivation levels may 

increase but that *^5 can woric only when students see the future goals as attainable and 

believe that they are making progress toward them" (p. 295). 

And one final motivator that Laura discussed is modeling literacy "by writing 

them a thank you note or a get well card. I make a point of doing that right away." To 

illustrate this Qrpe of motivator Laura recounted that when "one class did a great job 

during assembly,... I wrote a note to the whole class. I put stickers on it and said, 

'You were so organized.' They love that They hang it up in their class. I hope that 

encourages some of them anyway." This motivating tool served a twofold purpose: (a) 

the children saw their LAP teacher modeling literacy and (b) it had a flmctional 

purpose-to communicate Laura's message. Functional literacy outside of school also 

uses reading and writing as the vehicle to communicate a real message, much like Laura 

demonstrated to her LAP students. 

"Rapport-Building" 

"A lot of why I have success with my kids is because I have really good rapport 

with them and we wo± together the whole time," Laura afiBrms. Behavioral 

problems sometimes prevent teachers from taking fidl advantage of instructional time. 

But Laura is certain that she avoids behavioral problems with her LAP students because 

of her "rapport-building" techniques. "I call... that management or relationship or 
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rapport-building. I think it's critical how I manage the group. Her belief in 

rapport-building is evident as she lists the ways she attempts to accomplish it. 

One technique Laura cites as rapport-building is "checking in" with the LAP 

students when group convenes. Laura described her dialogue with a group of second and 

third grade students as their group convened. The prior LAP lesson Jonathan had missed 

the writing activity because of state testing. "I checked in with everybody. I say good 

morning. I ask how are you doing? We missed you. How was the testing? Checking in, 

saying hello and they have a chance to say something and you have to let them do it. It's 

rapport-building. You want to let them tell you something and they just want to talk to 

you all the time." Most of the "talk" that Laura describes is connecting to her personally. 

Students want to share details from their lives with her because she's an important and 

valued figure in their lives and Laura, because she believes it's "critical," encourages 

them to do it. In the belief interviews Laura did not mention having to control, discipline 

or reprimand her students. Neither did she mention having to sacrifice reading or writing 

instructional time to build rapport with students. 

Another technique that Laura cites as rapport-building is at the beginning of the 

lesson "I ask them who remembers what we worked on and what we're going to do 

today." At the conclusion of "the precious lesson" she informs children "what we're 

going to do [in the next lesson]. It's easier for them to have a sense of what's going on 

and I think it's easier than to give them a surprise when I show up. It's a courtesy for 

them. It's easier for them to organize their little worlds. It's easier for me to organize my 
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world that way." These before- and after-lesson courtesies give children a sense of 

proprietorship about their group because they're involved in planning and 

decisionmaking toward group goals. In addition, it demonstrates respect for children 

since Laura is sharing decisions with them; their feelings, interests and needs are taken 

into account. When children have questions or concerns about personal or instructional 

issues they are discussed and in the case of Laura's decisionmaking, taken into account 

when she proposes activities. 

"Teacher Talk" for Reading and Writing Instruction 

Throughout the interviews Laura commented on the importance of "teacher talk." 

She cited her firm belief that "to me the teacher talk is it in LAP." Indeed, for 

Laura, how she responds to her students makes the difference in whether her lessons are 

teacher-directed or student-directed. She stated, "If I don't allow them to express 

themselves then my lesson is entirely different [firom what she practices now]." As an 

example, Laura mentioned that if her instructional goal is to work on predicting, but her 

teacher talk does not encourage the children to speak out and predict during the lesson, 

then she is not allowing them to articulate. 

Teacher talk that encourages independent thinking and acting during student 

reading and writing is important for two reasons. First, Laura believes that teacher talk 

that encourages articulation is "a metacognitive thing, a sophisticated thing. They're 

articulating a strategy." She knows that when she's reading and gets stuck 
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on a word "articulating helps me record it" Laura also realizes that although some 

children don't articulate, it doesn't necessarily mean diat they aren't thinking about 

reading or writing strategies. "Some children are using the strategies but unable to 

articulate, but the hope with getting them to articulate is that if they understand [the 

strategies] enough to articulate them that they will be using them. If they can identify 

using the strategy when they're successful then they are more likely to use it  again.. .  

Then it becomes a part of their reading behavior." Articulation is audible proof that the 

student is consciously thinking about and applying reading and writing strategies. 

Teacher talk that allows enough wait time gives the child valuable time to process 

thoughts and then judiciously apply reading and writing strategies. Laura related that a 

serendipitous moment for her was when LAP co-director, Ann Gilmore, came to observe 

her and she allotted more wait time than usual to a student while reading and "the kid 

figured it out I was so surprised and it was so powerful to me. 1 remember being 

uncomfortable giving the child that much time to think." At that point in the conference 

reading Laura questioned herself, "Should I mtervene?" Giving her student more wait 

time proved beneficial because it allowed him the necessary thinking time to process the 

choice and application of a reading strategy. Laura asserts her belief that, "Wow! Pve 

been interrupting their tiiinking!" and informed Ann that that was an "Aha!" moment for 

her. 
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Laura reminded me in the belief interviews that as adult thinkers, readers and 

writers we are wont to forget the amount of processing time it takes to master new 

thinking and skills. She points out that "it takes time and it is really easy for us [as 

experienced readers] to forget that We forget because it seems easy to us [but] it's 

especially difficult for new readers and writers that are having trouble." 

Secondly, teacher talk shifts the responsibility off the teacher and onto the smdent 

for thinking about and then resolving the reading or writing difficulty. Clay's (1979) 

reading and writing prompts flmction as questions structurally. However, unlike 

questions they do not always require a response because they function as prompts tliat 

coerce the student into processing possible reading or writing strategies. 

And finally, teacher talk exhibits modeling about the thinking processes that 

support effective reading and writing. Laura believes that her role as a LAP teacher is to 

model effective thinking, reading, writing and behavior. She also believes that the 

children's "personal connection" with her enhances then- experiences in the LAP 

program. "They have a connection and it happens to be over reading and I happen to be 

the reading teacher and it's a positive experience." Overall, she maintains the belief that 

"a lot of it is the model I provide and the feedback." 

The illustration that Laura gave about modeling thinking during a read-to is 

transmitted through the way she talks to children. Laura reports that the teacher talk that 

she might use during a read-to "differs greatly depending on the purpose." She recalled 

reading the story Jbm/e O'Rourke and the Baked Potato. With this particular story her 
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"language revolves around predicting. Is that a good guess? How do we know a good 

guess?... What do you think is going to happen? What do you think so-and-so is going 

to do?" Of course, she uses different teacher talk when her instructional goal is genre. 

"If it were genre, "What kind of characters are in the story? How would they solve the 

problem?" These questions are the same kind of "self-talk" that Laura hopes that the 

children acquire and use in their own reading and writing. 

Modeling writing strategies Laura's teacher talk also centers on the thought 

processes that effective writers use while composing. She reports that modeled writing is 

the time "where I write and talk to them about what I write. I might be talking about how 

I leave spaces so when I'm writing I make sure I model it when I talk through my writing. 

I'm thinking as I'm writing. Not just what this sounds like or a space, but also, i'm not 

sure what I'm gomg to say next'... I model my thinking as a writer." 

For Laura, teacher talk is the cornerstone of LAP teaching. She believes that the 

difference between effective and ineffective teacher talk is "if I'm giving all the time then 

they become a dependent reader and writer.... Whereas if I try all the questioning I do 

that's the whole LAP thing~to be able to push them to figure out things on their own. It's 

more effective if it puts the work on them." 

Meaning: "The Big Picture" 

Teacher talk focuses children's thinking on "higher level meaning talk about their 

stories." "The big picture is getting the story... [it] is making sense of what they're 
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doing" Laura believes. Whether thinking, reading or writing "that they're saying what 

they want to say." 

Laura claims that it is important that she "encourages them to think" about their 

stories. One of the ways that she focuses on "higher level meanmg talk" is by asking 

them "to reread to figure out where to go." This gives her students a sense of direction in 

terms of what they have ahready written and planning where they are going to go in their 

composition. She also focuses on higher level meaning talk by giving them wait time to 

think of writing ideas. She reports telling them "I'll talk with you if you don't come up 

with any ideas." Yet a third way she focuses on higher level meaning talk is "to 

brainstorm with them again And then they'll read to me and sometimes they notice 

what they did wrong. I'll try to reinforce them if they spot something that's missing." 

TAP Reading Techniques 

When I asked Laura what she does when they read she spoke immediately about 

conference reading. "I choose one of them to read with. And I keep turns so that they all 

have the same amount of turns." To record turn-taking, Laura gives each "reader of the 

day" a sticker with his/her name on it That way Laura knows whose turn it is to read, 

each student knows that he has Laura's undivided attention and receives a small 

reinforcing token. She stated her belief that, "I try not to interrupt until I need to address 

it I try to wait until they finish. After they finish reading the book, or if they "got 

stuck," Laura might say, "Why did you stop? They'll tell me. I might say, 'Have you 
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tried something to help you figure that out?' 'What could you try?' If they come up with 

a strategy then I'll praise them and we'll try it And if it works, I'll praise them If 

their strategy doesn't work I might give them a strategy like, 'What do you think that's 

going to start with?' or 'Thmk of a word you know that looks like that?"' 

At that point if Laura has questioned and cued the student and he has attempted to 

employ strategies and is frustrated, then Laura says she believes in "giving them two 

choices Then they're still doing part of the work of readmg." She cites her main goal 

when instructing is "trying to let them be as mdependent as possible and I'm moving 

through giving [them] suggestions down to where I'm giving them two choices. I'm still 

leaving them some of the work of reading-making sense and looking right." As Laura 

has stated here, it is critical for her to instill a sense of independence in her LAP students 

by insisting that they activate their strategies the best they can so that they can practice 

what it is an effective reader does. 

Even at the last resort of giving the student two choices as Laura mentioned 

above, the student has to use the two strategies of "making sense" (semantic) and 

"looking right" (graphophonic). Hypothetically speaking, the text might say corn. To 

give two choices and insist that the child do the minimal reading work Laura might ask, 

"Is it com or cow?" After the student selects a response, Laura might ask, "Why?" The 

student might say, "Because com ends with an n" Laura might then ask, "How do you 

know that?" This hypothetical example illustrates Clay's (1979) searching prompt which 

asks the student to search for and articulate the difiference between corn and cow. When I 
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inquired as to the importance of articulating Laura stated her belief that "I want them to 

articulate their strategies because they become more aware. Do you want me to give 

[you] metacognition research? I think there's power in them being able to articulate their 

thinking. Then they're more likely... to do it again without me having to prompt." 

Again, prompting students to recognize and activate reading strategies is what Clay's 

prompting is all about These prompts remind the student to actively process text and to 

selectively apply reading strategies as needed in order to make sense out of what they are 

reading. She went on to say that "the whole questioning [Clay's prompts] is trying to get 

them to articulate." 

Laura shared more of her belief about the unportance of student articulation in the 

third interview. I questioned her, "What happens during wait time?" She informed me 

that she believed "their little brains go. That's the time where they think through things. 

Whether they're consciously articulating the strategies to themselves, they are going 

through all their strategies. They figure out what they're trying to figure out. They do so 

much smart stuff if you give them time." 

A second techm'que that Laura uses while reading and writing with her students is 

"to pick two meaningfid teaching points. Two places where they've used a good reading 

strategy or I want to point out a strategy that they could learn. I try to pick one 

reinforcement of something well done and one questioning for correction of something 

that needs to be addressed. One where they didn't fix something, where there was a 

breakdown and they didn't address [it] while they were reading." This is a specific LAP 



technique: to provide one positive feedback of a reinforcing nature and one feedback of 

an instructional nature. LAP's goal behind the two teaching points is to give feedback to 

(a) reinforce a correctly applied strategy and (b) to instruct a child in possible strategy 

activation where a miscue occurred. No more than two teaching points are desirable, 

according to LAP, because the child will become overwhelmed with information and not 

able to understand and store it. 

While Laura is conference reading with one student, she is monitoring the other 

three children to be sure they are selecting appropriate books and are on task. Laura said 

that with "the reluctant readers they pick a book that's too hard or read the same book 

three to four times." She tries to pay attention to children reading independentiy even 

while reading in conference with another student so that later she can address issues like 

behavior and book selection with any child who finds those tasks to be challenging. One 

of Laura's tactics for the three independent readers is to siientiy "dish out books that 

someone might like to tiy. A lot of times I'll put a book down right by them so when 

they're finished with their book they'll pick it up." That way once they've read easier or 

more familiar texts Laura's "suggestion" awaits them. Concerning the independent 

readers, she asserts that "I ti>' to make sure they will do well, but most of my attention is 

on the one child I try to let them know that when I'm reading witii this child, my 

attention should be with [that child]. Most of them are very good at tiiat." 

A LA? technique that Laura mentioned was reinforcement of children's reading 

and writing efforts. Instead of telling tiie children "I like how you did that," Laura 



stated her belief that reinforcement that sustains children's effective reading and 

writing behaviors over time is "That's what good readers do" or "That's a smart choice, 

that's what good readers do." 

Writing Instruction: "Stepping out of the Picture" 

Laura believes that she should "step out of the picture" because her goal is for 

them "to try it on their own." There are certain phrases that Laura uses to mstill a sense 

of responsibility in her students and to allow them to try it on their own. As with "teacher 

talk" for thinking and reading, there is also teacher talk for writing. Often students, 

especially young writers, will ask Laura to scribe for them, bistead of scribing for them 

she recommends, "Say it out loud" or "What do you think it would look like?" Also, 

Laura believes that to get this message across to students that she can "physically sit 

back" in her chair "so they know that I'm not going to confirm for them." The phrases 

"Say it out loud" and "What do you think it would look like?" direct responsibility for 

writing off the teacher and onto the student as does "physically sitting back" in her chair. 

Like conference reading, she affirms that it is important to her to understand how 

each child is progressing so she"wants to address each kid's writing to help them 

improve. I try to address all the kids each day." As the children write, she asks them to 

read what they write out loud to her. Laura's top priority is whether or not their sentences 

are making sense. If they're not, and the student doesn't detect the error on his own, she 
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asks him "Does that make sense?" or "Do we need to add a word?" If the child detects 

where communication deteriorated in his message then he fixes it. If not, then Laura may 

or may not indicate where the breakdown occurred and ask the ciiiid to fix it dependmg 

on the message's intended audience. Just as with spelling, Laura's main intention is to 

encourage self-generating, self-perpetuating strategies that each student is responsible for 

himself. After each student has read his work to her, they generally share their work 

aloud in the group. 

Laura cited her belief that articulating words while spelling "they can hear it better 

which helps them with recording I think they think Tm kooky when I ask them to say 

the word out loud. They will discover a letter themselves when they say the words out 

loud." 

Laura believes that with spelling it's crucial to "try to differentiate for them from 

text to text why sometimes we have to be more concerned with conventional spellings 

than with others. With their journal it doesn't have to be perfect because we're all here 

reading them. If we send a letter it needs to be pretty close to perfect because we won't 

be there to read it for them." Laura's belief suggests that depending on the intended 

audience and goal of the written product that spelling conventionally may be more or less 

important "The message should be don't worry about it being perfect because it's your 

ideas that are unportant and we need to get them on paper. It's more important that you 

conununicate your thoughts. And then there's that delineation-does it have to be perfect 

or can we leave it like that?" 



Praising spelling is just as important as praising other reading and writing efforts 

and Laura believes that the most effective way to praise spelling is saying "I can really 

understand that. You've gotten your point across." She labeled an ineffective way of 

praising spelling as "that's a really good guess." The second example is ineffective 

because it praises a behavior that isn't an instructional goal for writing. It is more 

effective to praise the student for communicating his message successfully, getting the 

"big picture," than making hit or miss guesses. Laura's contention is that 'Sve should be 

praising their effort or the process... instead of praising the spelling. If they knew how 

to get their message across." 

When students aren't sure of how to spell a word or know what they've spelled is 

not correct and don't know what to do, Laura says as a last resort she'll "write a 

couple of words like the spell check and they can usually recognize. They have a 

visual memory for it, can recognize it, but can't reproduce it yet." 

LAP Writing Technioues 

The LAP program encourages LAP teachers to help their writers take high 

frequency words to fluenc>'. Laura recognizes that LAP encourages approximated 

spelling but that teachers help their students "to make the approximations good." Laura 

believes that "the whole problem with invented spelling is when it doesn't move toward 

conventional spelling." Therefore, LAP proposes that when a child is advancing 

developmentally enough to understand sound-symbol correspondence and he is ready to 



"mov[e] into chunking." Chunking—that's a LAP strategy'-refers to applying highly 

recurrent known patterns of letters in less well-known words. Laura calls this "teaching 

using what you know to use on another word." She reminds the children of, among 

others, -er.-ing, -ed and other predictable patterns that commonly occur in many English 

words. For instance, if in a writing lesson if child wants to spell the word kicker and has 

kickor written on his paper rather than the correct form kicker, Laura might remind the 

student of the more familiar word sticker with its -er ending. In that fashion the child can 

more easily associate the new word kicker with the already known word sticker to 

successfully complete the writing task. 

A second LAP writing technique is "taking a high frequency word to fluency." 

Words that an individual child incorporates frequently into his writing may be 

continuously misspelled. There are numerous high frequency words such as the, play, 

and like that children require for their writing but haven't quite transferred into long term 

memory. Therefore, the child struggles to write high frequency words every time he 

needs them for a piece of writing. To alleviate this extra work, LAP encourages 

teachers to do what Laura explains next so that children can begin to recall these words 

automatically. "When I work with a kid on developing a high frequency word I have 

them close their eyes to visualize it I ask them to be able to picture it in their brain 

before they open their eyes. I'll say when you can see it check it and see if you saw that 

word. After the child opens his eyes he is able to compare his brain's picture of the word 

with the word he wrote on the page. Also, if they come to a word and I think they know 
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it, it's in their vocabulary, I'll say close your eyes and see if you can see that word." 

Using this technique requires that LAP teachers be intimately connected with her 

students'own personal vocabulary repertoires. Over time when children's compositions 

contain the same or similar vocabulary a teacher recognizes which words would be likely 

candidates to take to fluency. 

Assgssmgnt and Evalviation 

In the final interview I spoke extensively with Laura about how she charts the 

progress of her students. LAP requires teachers to use monthly running records to 

document children's progress formally, but some teachers use ethnographic observation 

and informal data gathering processes as well to evaluate their students' ongoing 

progress. I was interested in understanding how Laura used both formal and informal 

assessment and evaluation measures. 

Laura believes that evaluation is an important gauge as to her students' progress 

but additionally, it alerts her to changes she should make in instructional goal-setting and 

direction. First, she believes "the running record gives me a gauge as to how I'm doing, 

my planning, it's forme-I think that's what LAP says it's supposed to be." She cited that 

her first year teaching LAP (1994) "they didn't push the monthly reading analysis like 

they do now It's hard to look at it as good information when you have so many other 

things to do, but I also see the value of it for my instruction. I think that everyone doesn't 

see the value of it for instruction." Laura does see the value of conducting running 
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records and believes that "the real purpose of the running record is so that I can meet 

them where they are and take them forward. For me to know exactly where they are. It's 

my job to know exactly where they are and what I need to do is take them iiirther in terms 

of level, positive reading behavior, integrating different cueing systems, more print aware, 

noticing different cueing systems. Whatever I need to know to take them to that next 

level." 

The informal measures she mentions are the daily, ongoing assessments that 

Yetta Goodman labels (1978) "kid-watching." Combined with the running record Laura 

claims that "it alerts me if I've been missing something." I followed her remark with, 

"What do you mean, missing somethmg?" She responded, "If I had identified a child's 

area of concem as graphophonics and that's where I was going with that kid and I notice 

with the running record that I have missed something. It's a good check for me about 

whether I'm missing something in the informal observations." With what Laura learns 

from the monthly ruiming records she readjusts the independent reading books to suit 

their progress. She says, "I might have a child who has started with blue and I don't 

realize that they're progressing. I'm handing them blue and yellow not orange, black and 

tan. And then I test them and they're really in orange, black and tan and I know that I 

could be handing them harder text and it wouldn't be any big deal." 

In terms of the "fragile" readers who "lack confidence" Laura says that "you don't 

want them to have any more negative associations with reading— I spend a lot of time 

with the older ones with a book that they feel comfortable with. When they come to me 
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they haven't been able to read a book for years. I got a fourth grader who liked a yellow 

[level] book. So he read a yellow book and liked it and is now an avid reader." Laura's 

intention is to create more positive feelings for these students around reading and writing. 

Instruction isn't likely to be effective when it forces them to read or write something they 

aren't interested in or aren't ready for. Likewise instruction for students who have 

difBculty with reading and writing doesn't always have to push them to the extent that it 

induces negative feelings. She also admits that "sometimes we don't feel like reading 

hard books. Like when I get home sometimes I don't want to read my textbook, I want to 

read People maga2dne." In the real world outside of school we read different types of text 

according to our moods, personal tastes and purposes. Laura attempts to create the same 

conditions in her LAP group. 

Section 1 explored Laura Tyson's beliefs about teaching, learning and literacy in 

the context of the LAP program. Section 2 considers Laura's beliefs, what her beliefs 

look like in practice and how closely her beliefs align with Camboume's (1988) eight 

conditions of learning. Numerous vignettes from the LAP group's literacy activities and 

the conversation that surrounds these activities illustrate the practical application of her 

teaching beliefs. V^'here Laura's beliefs are inconsistent with Camboume's conditions, 

explanations are offered with pertinent theory from the literature to support the 

explanations. 
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Section 2: Beliefs to Practice 

In Section II described the four categories used to analyze and interpret the data 

from Laura Tyson's LAP group. In Section 2, Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of 

learning organize the discussion. The order in which the conditions will be presented is: 

Immersion, Demonstration, Expectation, Response, Responsibility, Use, Approximation 

and Engagement For each of the conditions I will show the ways in which Laura's 

beliefs were translated into teaching practice. As in Chapter 5, belief statements and 

examples I collected from LAP group observations are the 2 types of evidence that 

corroborate how her practice is informed by her beliefs. 

Immersion 

Camboume (1988) is convinced that learners need to be immersed in texts of all 

kinds. Teachers and children alike must control the creation and display of texts that are 

produced in the classroom. When learners are immersed visually and aurally in a wide 

variety of texts, they are able to selectively engage with print "wholes" when the notion 

strikes them in the manner that best suits their learning needs. 

Laura did not mention in the belief interviews that she intended to use a wide 

variety of textual forms in her LAP lessons. Nevertheless, analyzing the observational 

data, it was clear that she saturated the children with authentic reading and writing such 

as writing recipes, writing letters to LAP pen pals, poetry, writing I Wish and Important 

stories, and a wide variety of narrative texts. In subsequent sections, examples of these 
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activities will be forthcoming. According to the data, Laura did not use expository text in 

her lessons. 

Neither did she refer to displaying children's LAP group work. Nevertheless, in 

agreement with Camboume's (1988) conviction that text produced by teachers and 

students be displayed in classrooms, the LAP group's work was displayed in Laura's 

o£5ce and in the school hallways. For example, after the group read The Important Book 

the students collectively decided they wanted to write about Laura. They spent two 

lessons brainstorming and composing a piece entitled The Important Thing about Miss 

Tyson which was subsequently displayed in Los Arcos' hallway near the library. 

Displaying students' work is not a common occurrence in many LAP groups as LAP is a 

tutoring group and the teacher does not have permanent residence. If, in fact, LAP 

teachers asked classroom teachers whether they could display their students' pieces and 

the classroom teacher acquiesced, then LAP displays might become more common. 

Arranging for LAP displays, however, would rely on an arranged agreement between the 

LAP teacher and the classroom teacher. 

As Camboume (1988) suggests, immersion must be teacher and learner-

controlled. Laura may be alluding to Camboume's belief when she says that children 

have "the power to suggest and it's not all my agenda." Exclusively teacher-controlled 

immersion was visible in observations in the form of modeled reading and writing. 

Modeled reading and writing demands that the teacher control the book or the pen so that 

demonstrations are primarily hers. It is the opportum'ty for students to observe an 
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experienced reader/writer modeling appropriate reading and writing behaviors. In 

ever-increasing fashion across the whole literacy components, LAP teachers are supposed 

to control shared, guided and independent reading and writing less and less. Accordingly, 

students must display more control and responsibility for the reading and writing 

components. In shared and guided reading and writing the student gradually assumes 

more control of the process, including the book or the pen. Lastly, during independent 

reading and writing most of the responsibility is on the student's shoulders to process the 

text. 

An example of student-controlled immersion is giving students the freedom to 

decide which books to read in independent reading. True to Camboume's (1988) 

description, during independent reading students were invited to choose books according 

to their own devices. The selection of books in the independent reading bag changed 

every LAP lesson. Book introductions were conducted every LAP lesson, per 

observational data, and those books also became part of the independent reading 

collection. Thus, as Camboume (1988) insists, a changing variety of literary texts was 

constantly available for student consumption. 

Demonstration 

Camboume (1988) is clear that "demonstrations need to be demonstrations of 

language wholes" (p. 47). Whole demonstrations are demonstrations that provide enough 

information that readers and writers can pick and choose what they need from the 
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linguistic systems and subsystems. When it is a "whole" demonstration students have 

enough data to identify the linguistic "bits," as Camboume calls them, learn how the bits 

interact and then reassemble the whole message meaningfully. 

As Camboume (1988) suggests for whole language demonstrations, Laura 

introduced letter writing on more than one occasion. Laura fulfilled Camboume's 

multiple demonstration requirement each time she introduced various components of 

letter writing touching on different instmctional objectives as she did so. As she asserted 

in her belief interviews, "I had objectives about why I discussed it as 1 did." Their group 

objective in the next two examples is to complete a shared writing exercise. As she 

reported, "Shared is when they get to hold the pen and they contribute-usually it's shared 

to some degree. We're doing more thinking aloud together about what we do." Seeing 

more than one instance of letter writing and hearing Laura present more than one 

instmctional objective about letter composing, the children were able to engage with 

various parts of letter writing. For instance, data collected from February 26 indicate that 

Laura, Julia, Cherise, Victor and Melissa are present for the lesson when they write letters 

to Gerardo, a former Los Arcos student and LAP member, now at another school. Laura 

finishes conference reading with Julia, "checks in" with Victor, Melissa and Cherise, and 

they continue their letter to Gerardo: 

L: Did anyone get to read the new book today? 

C: Yeah. 

L: Yeah? What does that mean, yeah? 
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C: I got to read the new book. 

L: I want to show you something smart when Julia was reading today. 
When she got to Scaredy Cat she did a bunch of guesses that were 
good. Can you tell me some of the guesses you made (to Julia)? 

J: Over. 

L: When you make guesses you can figure it out. 

Laura places the letter to Gerardo in front of the children. The children collaborate on the 

content of the letter since it's a group project. They collaboratively discuss, reject, verify 

and write their joint message to Gerardo on the large piece of butcher paper, selecting and 

trading colored markers: 

L: You're doing a beautiful job leaving spaces between words. And 
putting capitals at the beginning. 

V: Can I write after this? Gerardo, I hope you're doing well at your 
new school. 

L: Ok. 

C: We miss you a lot. 

L: We already did that. 

M: Can I help him? (referring to Victor who's having trouble with 
his sentence) 

L: You can surely help him, but give him some time for his brain to work. 
Let him have some time. 

Julia reads aloud what the group letter says thus far. She reads. Dear Gerardo. How are 

you? We miss you: 

L: It was smart, Julia, to read what you already wrote. 
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Victor uses the purple marker, thinks about what he wants to write, then slowly writes it: 

L: (To group) If you were thinking of the next letter just keep 
it inside your brain to let Victor think. (To Victor) Say that 
word to yourself. 

V: -o. 

L: Can you hear it when you say it? 

V: Yes. 

On the next lesson day, February 28, the group continues their letter to Gerardo. 

Both the former and the subsequent examples from February 26 and February 28 illustrate 

the nature of providing children with whole input. It's Cherise's turn and she has decided 

to write ff^e are reading with Miss Tyson: 

L: Say it out loud to yourself so you can hear it. 

Cherise is attempting to write the word reading. So far she has written rea: 

C: It goes this way. 

M: I think that she'll know what comes next (she's referring 
to the predictable -ing ending). 

Cherise has finished fFe are reading and is stumped on the word with: 

L; I'm going to say it again and I'm going to see if you remember 
what makes that soxmd. With. 

C: -s. 

L: No. Try again. With. 

C: -th. 

L: Yes. 
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Observational data show that multiple demonstrations of letter writing were provided 

when Laura introduced the letter-writing exercise to Gerardo on February 26 and 

continued it on February 28. Seeing multiple demonstrations means that learners see 

letter writing presented more than once and that all of the intricacies of letter writing are 

explored. How letters are structured, the formality of language used for different types of 

letters, grammar, punctuation, syntax, tone, among others, are all parts of letter writing. 

However, not all of these many parts can be presented in one lesson. Therefore, it is the 

teacher's responsibility to introduce multiple demonstrations of the same artifact 

incrementally (Cambourae, 1988). 

A third requirement of demonstrations besides wholeness and multiplicity is that 

they must be "relevant", Camboume (1988) purports. The two earlier examples from 

February 26 and 28 are whole, demonstrated multiple times and exceptionally relevant to 

the children. Laura knew that Gerardo was a former classmate of Cherise, Victor, 

Melissa and Julia and what's more, that he had transferred to another school and that the 

children missed him. That she contacted the LAP teacher at Gerardo's school to arrange 

for pen pal letters is evidence that verifies Laura's claimed belief that she mvolved the 

children in "writing activities that would be interesting to them." Group dialogue from 

February 28 shows the relevancy of the letter writing exercise to the children in the 

personal and emotional content of their sentence selection. The talk about "missing him" 

and "being sad" that he's missing LAP group activities: 
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V: What does your sweatshirt say? 

L: When I get a little money, I buy books... Isn't that silly? You guys 
are very patient with each other. 

J: r U write about when we wrote beanstalk stories together. 

L: I think he's going to be sad he missed that. 

Melissa is attempting to spell beanstalk but pauses in thought: 

L: There's a letter in that word that Julia can hear. 

The observer notes indicate that Melissa is actively guessing and thinking aloud. So far 

she has benstack. She goes back and reads the entire sentence from the beginning, a 

strategy the group continually uses and one Laura continually reinforces. Melissa 

apparently decides that benstack is the spelling she wants for she disregards Laura's 

advice, sticks with her approximation, and moves on to planted: 

L: Ok. Help her out with this one. It's a hard one. 

All the children are working together, saying the word planted aloud to try to hear the 

word that Melissa wants to write. Laura offers a suggestion; 

L: Do you remember talking about the sound -ed that is on the 
end of words and is not just a d? It's kind of like the -er that 
isn't just an r. What do you hear on the end of stories? 

All: -z, -s, -es. 

L: (To Melissa) Say it out loud to yourself, sweetie. 

Melissa does, discovers that she needs an -s and adds it on the end of sorys {stories). 

Then Laura points out the word seed and tells her to add "the sound at the end" to which 
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Melissa adds an -s. Neaiing the end of their lesson, Laura asks Victor to pick a color and 

another sentence and indicates that she'll write the last sentence since they're out of time: 

V: We miss you so much. 

L: Get it inside your bram. Don't say it out loud. Can you whisper 
it to your neighbor? 

Victor and Julia whisper and Melissa and Cherise to each other. Then: whispering is 

audible and I hear them say -ch all around: 

L: Not on the count of one, not on the count of two. Only on the 
count of three. 

All: (Aloud) -ch. 

The letter now contains the final sentence We miss you so much. The group decides to 

close the letter Love, Your Friends. At this point Laura remembers that Victor talked 

about writing commas earlier in the lesson. She tells Victor, "This is a place where you 

can put a comma, Victor. The entire group signs their names and Laura asks, "How do 

you think Gerardo will feel when he gets this letter?" "Happy," the children say. 

Relevancy was a characteristic exhibited in the former example. Laura choose a 

demonstration that was relevant to the children and as vignettes from the observations 

showed, the children demonstrated the relevancy of this lesson by engaging in 

meaningfid, purposeful activity. Laura's intention to give children "the power to suggest" 

was evident in regards to casual conversation, the interactive group dialogue, topic 

choice, the content and direction of the letter and vetoing an unacceptable instructional 
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suggestion; the children's suggestions only enhance the relevancy of a task that was 

already highly relevant. 

And fourth, as Camboume argues (1988), language demonstrations must be 

functional. On one level, Camboume is indicating that classroom demonstrations must 

be useful for children; they must serve a need to communicate a message. On 

another level, WeUs (1992) comments that to be fully literate, students must be able to 

engage in the five functions of literacy: Epistemic, Junctional, informational, 

re-creational, and performative. He says that generally speaking, in school students 

encounter the performative mode of engagement through basal series. Secondarily, he 

says that students encounter the informational. Rarely do they encounter epistemic, 

re-creational, or functional literacy because teachers do not assume this type of 

engagement to be within their instructional scope. Wells relates that epistemic 

engagement occurs in "all serious and sustained acts of written composition" (p. 140), but 

that some tests such as "works of philosophy, poetry, scientific research reports, legal 

argument, and so on" (p. 140) are more likely to elicit this mode of engagement. 

Re-creational might mclude "letters to friends or entries in a personal journal... 

undertaken for the pleasure of constructing and exploring a world through words, whether 

one's own or those of another author" (p. 140). Functional might include government 

forms, instructional manuals for appliances, bus schedules, recipes, etc. They are the 

means to achieve something instrumental. The field notes indicated that Laura did 
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involve the children in writing letters, recipes and poems-ail highly functional, 

re-creational and epistemic modes of literacy according to Wells' definitions. 

According to Camboume (1988) and Wells (1992), Laura also demonstrated 

fiinctional literacy in her own literate behavior toward the children. She reported the 

belief that she motivated the children "by writing them thank you notes or get well cards. 

I make a point of doing that right away." She recounted sending a congratulatory note to 

students who were organized during an assembly. She "wrote a note to the whole class. I 

put stickers on it and said, 'You were so organized!' They loved that!" 

Expectation 

Expectations are messages that display teachers' confidence in their students' 

abilities to succeed (Camboume, 1988). Positive expectations have the effect of 

convincing learners that they can do anything unless they're convinced otherwise. 

Negative expectations, on the other hand, work against children if they receive the 

message from their teacher that they are incapable of learning or they are unimportant. 

Camboume (1988) explains what teachers ought not to do if they want to create 

conditions for learners that give off high expectations for achievement. Laura addressed 

many of these cautionary factors in her belief interviews and managed to successfully 

avoid them. The next paragraphs describes how Laura managed to create conditions that 

supported a high level of expectation for her LAP students. 
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First, Camboume (1988) says that some learners experience the "Wombat 

Syndrome" if they feel like unsuccessfixl learners. Although Laura grouped her students 

for LAP lessons, and the children met at the back of the regular classroom, they 

nevertheless enjoyed lessons and came to group willingly, even excitedly. Throughout 

my observational notes I have evidence that children eagerly anticipated LAP lessons, had 

fun while working and regretted leaving Laura at the end of the year. All of the excerpts 

&om before, during and at the end of lessons are from field notes. 

For instance, on March 3 as the children were Hearing the LAP table for the 

lesson, I wrote, "When children see Laura they run over quickly, diving for their seats. 

Melissa skips." Pleasure over the lessons was a common occurrence. On March 3, 

"Laura begins to read and all are smiling and watching the page. Melissa is giggling. 

The story is funny. Melissa shares something fimny and Laura says smiling and joking, 

'She's crazy. What does crazy start with?'" Next, on March 5 they are writing the recipe 

for peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. "Ok. How much bread? One loaf of bread? Two 

houses of bread?" Children laugh and they continue suggesting what's needed for 

sandvwches. Also on March 5, "Children are excited, thinking, all gathered toward poetry 

book and close to Laura." And on March 12 when Laura brought a book that Melissa 

liked she exclaimed, "Oh I love this book!" And on April 2 Laura speaks to Victor after 

he's been gone for a couple of weeks. "It's good to have you back." Victor replies, 

"Thanks." Finally, as LAP lessons are about to end for the year Melissa pleaded with 

Laura, "No, don't leave!" 
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Perhaps the most poignant proof of all that Laura has high learning expectations 

for her students and that they mirror her high expectations and warm affection for them is 

the following piece. Laura read The Important Book on April 12. On April 14, following 

the pattern from the book, the students jomtly created this masterpiece for her in group: 

The Important Thing About Miss Tyson 

The important thing about Miss Tyson is that she takes a group of 
students and they read better! h is true that she is always here. She 
is kind and she is nice, too. Also, she is funny. Miss Tyson has short 
hair and her eyes are pretty. She is tall and she is smart and Miss 
Tyson is magnificent and she is lovely. But the important thing about 
Miss Tyson is that she takes a group and she reads with them and 
they read better! 

Students in Laura's group were encouraged to make decisions as Camboume 

(1988) recommends. As discussed in all of the earlier cited vignettes, Laura invited the 

children to take part in decision-making. Laura stated her belief that she had an 

instructional "agenda," but allowed input firom the children as to how those 

instructional objectives could be met The data recorded multiple incidences of Laura 

soliciting the children's opinions about what they wanted to write, how long the piece 

would be, who the intended audience would be, where they would write it on the paper, 

who would write it, the content of the message, how to utilize the available resources 

such as time, types of writing utensils and sometimes even the order of LAP components. 

The data also reported that when students did not want to participate she did not force 

them. For instance, while writing "The Important Thing about Miss Tyson," Cherise was 

not ready for her turn. Whereas Laura could have insisted that she take her turn, she did 
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not. She allowed Cherise the extra thinking time she needed and when Cherise was ready 

to initiate her turn, she volunteered herself. 

Camboume (1988) cautions that when teachers make students re-work their errors 

"ad-nauseimi" that learners receive negative expectations &om the teacher. Teachers who 

believe that learning is habit-formation may ask children to re-copy errors while 

comparing it to a correct model. But teachers such as Laura who expect learners to make 

mistakes and welcome them because they believe that language leamers grow by testing 

language hypotheses, practice approximated spelling. Goodman et al. (1987), Routman 

(1991) and Wells (1986) advocate approximated spellings as a way to advance 

communication and not limit it Where errors are seen as a continual source of frustration 

to students, communication is circumvented. Laura observed these researchers' 

admonitions and as data reflect supported children's approxunated spellings. She did not 

require the children to correct their "best guesses" and only when the intended audience 

was outside their LAP group did she insist on spellings that spellings were "just about 

perfect" To illustrate this, Laura assists Cherise with the letter to her pen pal: 

L: Ok. You are... 

C: You are F. 

L: Good. Frrrrrriendly. Say it real slowly. 

C: Friee. F! Friendly. 

L: What do you hear right after the f? Say it again. Frmiiiiendly. 
What is ttot? 

C: -er. 
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L: Not -er. It's not -er. Just... 

C: -r? 

L: You bet What do you hear next? 

Cherise writes down frl and Laura directs her attention to the missing letters: 

L: Ok. Let's... before we get to the 1, let's put a couple more letters 
in, hon. Erase that for a second. You're right. There's an I in 
there. But let 's put another couple.. .  

C: -d? 

L: Ok. That's good. Before that do you know that word end like 
"The End"? Do you know how to spell it? 

C: -e. 

L: Uh huh (yes). End. What's on the end? Put the-en down 
while you're thinking. Very nice. Friendly. 

Cherise proceeds to write -ly: 

L: Yes. Very nice. Just like the end of lovely, -ly. Friendly,-ly. 
You are friendly. 

Cherise ended up with a very good approximation of the word friendly considering her 

experiential level. She wrote the approximated spelling^enrf/y and both Laura and 

Cherise knew that her pen pal would be able to read it. They were very satisfied with the 

attempt because it met their mutual goals of communication and advancement towards 

convention. 

In the examples from this section Laura demonstrated her high, positive 

expectations for students. These expectations were communicated in the meaningful, 

enjoyable activities Laura chose, the many choices that students made about activities. 
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and most of all her attitude about language learning. The expectation that her LAP 

students are successfully approximating experienced reading and writing behavior is 

similar to that expectation that all parents have that their children will successfully master 

language (Camboume, 1988). 

Rgsponsg 

Camboume (1988) mentions four elements that meet the response condition 

requirements: Acceptance, celebration, evaluation and demonstration. He says that these 

are the responses which are typically made by caregivers to learners in the real world. 

Results from Laura's belief interviews identified several classes of responses to students 

that are more suited to school instructional conversation than the natural responses 

Camboume lists. Therefore, this section concerns itself with the instructional responses 

that Laura mentioned in the belief interviews which are consistent with Tharp and 

Gallimore's (1988) means of assistance. Laura revealed her firm belief that "to me the 

teacher talk is it in LAP." She continued, "If I don't allow them to express themselves 

then the lesson is entirely different [from what she practices now]." When students 

express themselves they are articulating their thoughts about reading and writing. 

Teachers who promote articulation encourage "a metacognitive thing, a sophisticated 

thing. They're articulating a strategy," Laura contended in the belief interviews. 

Examination of the data yielded six types of instructional assistance that Laura 

used with her LAP students: modeling, reinforcement, evaluation, instructing. 
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questioning and cognitive structuring. Of tlie first three only modeling be used to initiate 

new learning behaviors; reinforcement and evaluation cannot The final three, 

instructing, questioning and cognitive structuring are all ways to initiate new reading, 

writing and learning behaviors, therefore, they are considered together. Throughout the 

response section the language, or teacher talk, that Laura uses with students is 

highlighted. Also, highlighted are students' articulations of reading and writing 

strategies. 

Modeling 

Laura reported in die interviews that a large part of what she does as a teacher is 

"the model [she] provide[s]." Through a teacher's actions she can demonstrate how to 

point to text in a book, how to reread, how to monitor for errors while reading, how to 

check a text for meaning and such. These behaviors, when modeled by the teacher, act as 

a guide for the student to imitate. Tharp and Gallimore (1988) assert that "through 

observation, a person can form an idea of the components of a complex behavior and can 

begin to visualize how the pieces could be assembled and sequenced in various other 

settings" (48). 

It is important for the teacher to understand the child's level of reading and 

writing ability and structure learning situations in which observations can best serve the 

child. The data provided rich examples ofLaura modeling to her students. In the next 

example, she is modeling self-checking, self-evaluation, rereading, checking to see if it 
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makes sense and using known words to help with unknown words. Julia has finished 

reading Scaredy Cat to Laura and Laura is reviewing Julia's interaction with the text: 

L: How was that story? 

J; It was a little bit hard. 

L: How did you do? 

J: Ok. 

L: Here, when you didn't know what the word was you gave 
yourself another chance. You read it again. And here you 
used the picture to figure it out. Here you said, "Scaredy Cat 
ran under the fence" What do you hear on the end? 

J: Run. 

L: Tell me if this makes sense. *'Scaredy Cat run under the 
fence? " 

Julia shakes her head responding negatively and Laura addresses her once again: 

L: That doesn't sound quite right, does it? 

Laura proceeds to write the word man followed by can on an envelope to model for Julia: 

L: I want you to use this word can to help you with this word 
ran (from the book). This is can and this is /nan (indicating 
the two words she has written on the envelope). 

J: Scaredy Cat ran under the fence. 

Laura's models have allowed Julia to work within her zone of proximal development 

(Vygotsky, 1978). With Laura's adult guidance and collaboration, Julia has managed to 

complete self-checking, self-evaluation, rereading, checking to see if it makes sense 
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and using known words to help with unknown words. On her own, Julia would perhaps 

not have made the same connections that Laura's models of those behaviors helped her 

make. Attending to Laura's models of expert reading and writing in the future will help 

Julia acquire the experiences she needs to develop effective problem-solving strategies in 

reading and writing. 

Reinforcement 

After reading the verbatim transcripts from March 12 and April 9, what Laura 

believed stood out for her were the "categories." Among the categories Laura noticed 

was what she labeled "reinforcement" Laura reported that the way she encourages 

children is to "give them a lot of feedback and also a lot of praise." She claimed in the 

interviews that what students focus on in learning interactions "reflects what I've been 

complimenting them on If I notice a group focusing on something that I think 

isn't so important, it's good feedback for me to model... a compliment that is more 

meaningful, more higher level than editing compliments." Camboiuue (1988) names 

celebration as one of the four ways that parents can respond to their children. 

Celebration involves shows of delight and enthusiasm at children's attempts to master 

language. Tharp and Gallimore (1988) state that "social reinforcements of praise and 

encouragement are like props or buttresses that strengthen each point of advance through 

the Zone of Proximal Development" (p. 53). Praise can be used to encourage, to move 

learning forward, but it carmot be used to initiate new learning behaviors. 
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As Laura reported, there are numerous instances of her praising Cherise, Julia, 

Melissa and Victor. In the lessons she displayed signs of delight and enthusiasm when 

she used complimentary phrases like "You guys are very patient with each other," "It's 

really smart readmg to keep making guesses until it makes sense, Cherise," "I love 

hearing your voices," "That's good noticing," "Good, Cherise. You got started by 

reading your writing. That's a good thought," "That is a much nicer guess. You can put 

that in your work," "(To Julia) It was nice you thought of a compliment for Cherise," and 

"Good. Good use of your clues." These are just a few instances among many of 

reinforcing comments made to the children. 

Alter every written composition data revealed that the children complimented one 

another's work during sharing time. Laura reported her claim that "I try to remind the 

other children to be thinking of a compliment to give [the student who is sharing]." The 

format is for each child to read their composition, then, if another child wishes to give 

them a compliment, they proceed. On March 26 Melissa, Cherise and Julia each read 

their I Wish compositions based on the story/am/e 0 'Rourke and the Baked Potato. The 

ensuing conversation was as follows: 

L; When somebody is reading your eyes need to be on them 
so they know you're listening. And be thinking of something 
you want to say to them about their reading. Ok. Eyes 
on Melissa. 

Melissa reads her I Wish composition and then Laura asks the group; 

L: Raise up your hand if you have a compliment for Melissa. 

J: I liked Melissa's fancy letter (She produced a scrolled 1 
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for the first letter of her composition). 

C: I liked all the different colors on her drawing. 

No one else volunteers compliments, therefore, Julia reads hers: 

L: Does anyone have a compliment for Julia? 

C: Her title. 

L: Her title. She chose to write a title and I didn't ask you 
to choose a title. 

C/M: She wrote x's and o's. 

M: Julia went back and fixed something in her writing while 
she was reading. 

L: Is that any big deal? 

Cherise, Julia and Melissa all shake their heads no: 

L: No. That's what good writers do. 

Cherise reads her story: 

L: Raise your hand for a compliment for Cherise on that work. 

J: I liked how she wrote about fairy shoes. 

L: Yes. We read about that in our story. I like how she wrote 
about that, too. 

M: I like how she fixed something when she was reading. 

Note how the first time Melissa said, "Julia went back and fixed something in her writing 

while she was reading" her intention was to explore or even draw attention to Julia's 

blunder; perhaps even requiring a reprimand on Laura's part But Laura dispelled the 

misunderstanding when she said, "That's what good writers do." In the next sequence. 



Melissa used the same phrase as a compliment. Laura could have ignored Melissa's 

remark, but she addressed it, clarified it and the entire group is now aware that fixing 

errors while reading is an acceptable practice. This reinforcement has the effect of 

propelling the learning process forward. 

Reinforcement was also present in the data when Laura responded to children's 

conference reading. The LAP program suggests that teachers provide two teaching points 

to each study every time LAP convenes; One teaching point deals with instruction and 

one with reinforcement. The Response section devoted to instructing, questioning and 

cognitive restructuring will exemplify and explain this more extensively. 

According to observational records and as reported in Laura's belief interviews, 

she used "short term rewards" such as "pencils, folders, it's nothing big but it motivates 

some of the children." In spite of Laura's reported claim, the observations do not show 

any instances of rewarding students with tokens of any kind. Another reinforcement that 

Laura reported that "encourages some of them" was writing a note to a class that 

performed during assembly. Apparently, some of her LAP students were in that class. 

Despite Laura's reported use of congratulatory notes to encourage students there was no 

record of such instances in the observations. 

Assessment and Evaluation 

Tharp and Gallimore (1988) refer to evaluation as feeding back. When a teacher 

gives a student feedback she compares the student's performance against a standard and 
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theo offers insights so in future performances the student is able to initiate self-correction. 

LAP uses special instructional conversation that compares what the student is doing to 

what good readers and writers do. The next example contains a sequence in which Laura 

compares Victor's recipe-writing performance against the standard of what she has 

modeled for the children on the dry erase board: 

L: What do I need to do before I can make a grilled cheese 
sandwich? 

V: Um. Two pieces of bread. 

L: Ok. I bet you know where you can find that 

Victor indicates the dry erase board on which Laura has modeled how to write a recipe 

for peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. On it the words 2 pieces of bread are listed. 

Laura used her earlier peanut butter and jelly sandwich model to direct Victor's 

efforts to make his own grilled cheese sandwich recipe. In effect, she is asking Victor to 

compare his idea of what 2 pieces of bread look like to what the ideal model looks like. 

This illustrates the idea of feedback or evaluation wherein the teacher's comments 

instruct Victor to find the model against which to set his writing standard. 

Whereas the earlier example is one of ongomg, mformal assessment, teachers are 

also responsible for formal measures of evaluation. Routman (1990) states that "the 

highest goal in evaluation is to have students and teachers able to reflectively appraise 

their own work and set new directions for teaching and learning" (p. 304). Rather than 

traditional measures of assessment and evaluation such as standardized tests which are 

separate firom the teaching-learning process, constructivist assessment and evaluation is 
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an ongomg, contextualized, relevant and theoretically-based procedure. In addition, 

evaluation measures must be valid, reliable and rigorous so that those who use the data 

find it dependable. And most of all, it is intimately connected with the teaching-learning 

process because it drives instruction. Often assessment takes place apart from teaching, 

although it should be integrated with it Wixon says that, "assessment should be 

constructed so good instruction is the best preparation" (1990). 

Assessment concerns the collection and recording of data to be used for 

evaluation and evaluation is the analyzation, interpretation, and application of the 

knowledge that data provides; they are separate but interconnected pieces. Laura reported 

her belief that "the main instrument is working with them every day." She is referring to 

informal and ongoing measures of evaluation. Routman (1990) and Yetta Goodman 

(1978) highly recommend that daily observation, which considers multiple sources of 

data from a variety of learning contexts, guide evaluation. Other than traditional tests, 

Routman suggests portfolios, note-taking samples, anecdotal records, interviews, oral 

presentations, retellings and nmning records as possibilities for observational sources. 

LAP directs teachers to give students running records monthly to assess and 

record their students' ongoing progress in LAP. Data indicated that Laura administered 

running records every other month. Laura reported in her belief interview tliat "the real 

purpose of the ruiming record is so that I can meet them where they are and take them 

forward. For me to know exactly where they are. It's my job to know exactly where they 

are and what I need to do is take them fiirther in terms of level, positive reading behavior, 
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integrating different cueing systems, more print aware, noticing different cueing systems. 

Whatever I need to know to take them to that next level." Her statement indicates that 

her belief about the intercotmectedness of teaching and testing is aligned with Routman's 

(1990) and Wixson's (1991). This is especially so when she says, for instance, "If Victor 

could read it nicely [the running record] then I'll know what other books to put into the 

independent readmg bag." While taking the running record Laura reported that "I take 

note during the analysis of their demeanor-sometimes I will write if they get extemely 

frustrated-if it's extremely notable I'll write it down." Data collected during the running 

record testing sessions revealed that, just as she reported in the belief mterviews, she used 

running records every other month, asked the children to retell the story and wrote 

anecdotal records relating to the children's reading behavior during the evaluations. 

Instructing. Questioning and Cognitive Restructuring 

The teacher talk that Laura mentioned throughout the belief interviews intimated 

that how she engages students in instructional conversation is an important part of what 

she does as a LAP instructor. The language that Laura uses is the "self-talk." Laura 

asserted that learners will eventually initiate themselves when engaging with text When 

teachers instruct, question, and assist learners with cognitive restructuring, they use 

language that will become students' internal cues in future learning situations. In the 

belief interviews, Laura suggested that one of her beliefs as a LAP teacher is that students 

must "do the [mental] processing If they can come up with it they can be more 
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engaged. They're also buying in." Laura connects the effectiveness of her "questioning, 

prompting, reinforcement, and thinking" dialogue with learners to their level of 

engagement in the lesson. Tharp and Gallimore (1988) refer to the "still, small" teacher 

voice children internalize. 

In the next example, Laura alternately instructs and questions Victor by telling 

him to "Find the hard parts" and asking him "What did you do to help you?" Once Victor 

indicates where the hard parts are, he must take action by recogni2dng what kinds of good 

reading behavior he initiated to fix the breakdowns. Laura instructs him by reminding 

him of the good strategies he used and the ones that could have been more effective. LAP 

calls this making the two teaching points (LAP manual). When making the two teaching 

points, Laura uses Clay's (1979) prompts to instruct, question and assist students in 

cognitive restructuring as LAP suggests. In this case, Laura remforced one previously 

used strategy of using the picture to obtain meaning from the story, and a new strategy not 

previously used, saying the first letter of a word to get it started instead of simply 

stopping without making any attempt at the word. She stated using this technique in the 

belief interviews, and indeed, data indicated that she consistently used the two teaching 

points after conference reading with each student All throughout the example Laura 

exhibits cognitive structuring as she helps Victor make comparisons, group new-

information and evaluate his actions according to his knowledge firework (Lyons, 

Pinnell & DeFord, 1993). Finally, she makes one last point of instruction with the verb 

ran that confused Victor. 
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The following sequence illustrates how Laura implements the teaching points 

while conference reading with Victor. Victor has paused for 40 seconds to think 

through a difBculty reading the book Scaredy Cat which he selected so Laura interrupts 

him to review his reading: 

L: You know what? I'm going to stop you right here Victor 
because we're done with our reading time. So we'll have 
to finish this book next time. Want to show me some of 
the hard parts that you found? 

V: You helped me with this one. 

L: Yes. What did you do there to help you? Do you remember? 

V: Yeah. Hooked at the picture here. 

L: That was smart. 

V: I looked at the -r where it said bear. 

L: Good. I saw you doing that. Checking the picture and then 
checking with the letters until you have a guess that makes 
sense. That was super work right there. Do you remember 
another place that was real hard that you figured out? 

Victor points with his finger to the spot: 

L: That's exactly the spot I'm thinking of Now do you remember 
what you did there to help you? Ok. I saw you doing the same 
thing-looking at the picture. And also this time you used 
another strategy. You knew it started like FfEff. Right? 
And so I heard you right at the begiiming and you read 
Scaredy Cat Scaredy Cat ran in fffif and you got ready 
to say it. Did that help you? Those were two great 
strategies. I want to show you one thing. Before you 
said Scaredy Cat runs. That could be runs but look at 
the end there. What does runs have on the end? 

V: -s. 
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L: What does this have on the end? 

V: -n. 

L: What do you think that could be? Scaredy Cat... 

V: Run. 

L: It could be run, but let's see if that makes sense. 

They read the sentence Scaredy Cat run under the fence together: 

L: Does it sound right? 

V: (Shakes head no). 

L: What else could that be? 

V; (3 seconds-Makes an incorrect guess that is unintelligible). 

L: No. It starts with an r-. 

V: Ran. 

L: See if that makes sense. Scaredy Cat ran under the fence. 
Yeah. Much nicer, huh? You can finish this book the next 
time we read. 

Tharp and Gallimore (1988) differentiate between questions that assess and questions that 

assist In questions that assess, teachers want to ioiow what a student can perform alone. 

To assist, the teacher questions to produce a mental operation that the student cannot or 

will not produce alone (Vygotsky, 1978): That could be runs but look at the end there. 

What does runs have on the end? Laura prompts Victor to use die appropriate mental 

operation with her assistance. 
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Notice how Laura asks Victor to articulate his thinking. For Laura, her belief is 

strong that "I want them to articulate their strategies because they become more aware... 

Then they're more likely to do it again without me having to prompt The whole 

questioning [Clay's prompts] is trying to get them to articulate." Assisting her LAP 

students through questioning using Clay's prompts occurred in every instance of 

conference reading recorded in the field notes. 

Responsive teaching allows children time to process their thoughts. In the belief 

interviews Laura cited her belief that giving a child enough wait time can mean the 

difference between furthering instruction or not. Research on wait time is in 

agreement with Laura's belief. Rowe's (1986) research shows that when teachers 

wait for three seconds or more that there are "pronounced changes m student use of 

language and logic as well as in smdent and teacher attitudes and expectations." (p. 43). 

Laura recalled "being uncomfortable giving the child that much time to think." If Rowe's 

research is accurate children do need three or more seconds to process their thoughts. In 

the previous example after Victor pauses for three seconds the answer he gives Laura is 

incorrect. Nevertheless, it is likely that in the three seconds Laura gave him he was able 

to boost his reasoning forward because his very next answer is correct. Like Rowe, Laura 

pointed out that "it takes time and it is really easy for us [as experienced readers] to forget 

that. We forget because it seems easy to us [but] it's especially difficult for new readers 

and writers that are having trouble." 
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Among the "response moments" that Camboume (1988) explores is the 

characteristic that "the response given by the expert is typically meaning-centred" (p. 76). 

One of the beliefs that Laura reported is students focusing on "the big picture." Laura 

defines the big picture as "making sense of what they're doing." Whether thinking, 

reading, or writing "that they're saying what they want to say." Camboume says that 

caretaker's dialogue ^ically insists on meaning rather than form. He believes the same 

meaning characteristic to be necessary in classrooms. Laura cited one of the ways that 

she focused on "higher level meaning talk" was by asking students "to reread where to 

go." Many instances are recorded in that data when Laura asked students to reread during 

reading and writing. In the next sequence of dialogue Laura and Victor are reading 

Scaredy Cat. It is just prior to the earlier discussion about teaching points: 

V: Scaredy Cat Runs Away. Scaredy Cat runs in the fence. The 
(15 seconds) bear bear bear? (4 seconds) jumped. The bear 
jumps over the fence. Scaredy Cat runs and (1 minute, 5 seconds) 
runs. 

L: How are you going to check? 

V: (5 seconds) 

L: Did it make sense? 

V: (Nods yes) 

L: Ok. Why don't you read the whole thing and make sure. 

The second example occurs while the children are writing the group letter to Gerardo on 

February 26. In the discussion on page 29 Laura tells Julia that "it was smart, Julia, to 
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read what you already wrote." Throughout the data many instances of reminding children 

to reread and praising their rereading are prominent 

To increase opportunities for "higher level" thinking Laura cited using responsive 

language (teacher talk) to "try to help them link [to] something in the book I'd ask if 

they have done it themselves." Data show that Laura helped children link their own 

thoughts and prior experiences to the text. The linking was done in one of two ways: 

brainstorming and predicting. Often the two were combined so that students were 

throwing out suggestions (brainstorming) of what might happen to a character or what the 

story line of a text might be (predicting). Brainstorming and predicting are illustrated in 

the following conversation between Laura and her students about the book Green 

Footprints. The brainstorming and predicting depicted in the next sequence just happens 

to be a book introduction, one of the ways to encourage that Laura cited using: 

M: Oh I love this book! I like it! 

L: You akeady know it? Ok. Let me show you the book that 
I brought for you guys today that's new for us. Well it's 
not new for Melissa. She's seen it before. It's called Green 
Footprints. 

M: And he has to he has to try to find out what it is. 

L: Yes. It's kind oflike a mystery. This little boy is following 
some green footprints and they're in all different places. 
They're going... 

C: ... under the bed. 

V: ...up the bed. 

L: Are they going up the bed? Or under the bed? 



C: Under. 

M: Under. 

L: They're going... 

C: All over. 

M: All over his face. 

L: Whose face is this? 

V: The boy. 

C: AdoU. 

M: Nuhuh(no). It's a doll. 

L: And it's going where? 

M/C: On the sink. 

C: On the sink. 

V: On the S-. 

L: And? 

V: Down... 

M/C: Over the bowl. 

They are brainstorming and predicting about the characters, the story line, and the 

intended meaning of the author's message. Laura clears up the little boy/doll 

misinterpretation and then continues her book introduction. The book introduction also 

plants patterns, words, or phrases that might be difBcult In the next segment, Laura 

continues to use the picture to clarify possible difficulties for the children: 
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L: I want to show you. There's something that's a little bit 
difficult We know that he went in the sink and then he 
came here and he did something... 

M: (Gasp of enlightenment) He drank. 

L: He drank. And what did he have to drink? Did he just keep 
walking? 

C: Nuh uh (no). You can see some footprints turning around. 

L: What did he do right here? 

C: He went... 

L: He walked up and he... ? 

C: Drank. 

M: He drank out of the bowl. 

L: What did he have to do to drink? Did hejust keep walking on by? 
Or did he have to... 

C: Stop. 

V: Stop and turn around. 

L: He probably had to stop. Let's see if we can find the word stop 
on this page. Thank you guys. I see that you want to point so 
bad. I'm going to count to three. One, two, three. There you go. 
He stopped. He stopped. The other hard part in this book... 
There's another hard part in this book. 

The word stopped was one that the children had not previously seen. Laura used the book 

introduction to introduce a word she thought would cause the children difficulty when 

reading individually. When the children select Green Footprints from the independent 

reading bag they might now recognize and become less frustrated with difficult or less 
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predictable language, thereby increasing their level of comprehension~the goal of all 

reading. 

Responsibility 

Responsibility for the learning process, Camboume (1988) cites, involves two 

kinds of behaviors: Learners showing a willingness to make decisions about learning and 

teachers trusting learners to make appropriate decisions about the demonstrations they 

will engage with which are most useful to them. Camboume goes on to say that m the 

kind of learning that takes place in the world outside school learners do take 

responsibility for engaging with demonstrations and are very competent at deciding what 

they need to become more proficient language learners; otherwise they would not leam 

how to speak so effortlessly and efficiently. 

Pre-planning is an impossibility then, and teachers caimot expect that curriculum 

can be rigidly set and followed. Basals, reading kits and programmed learning sequences 

are not suitable for whole language learners since each learner extracts what he needs 

&om the learning demonstration when it is most exigent Camboume, (1988). In Laura's 

belief interviews she did not discuss basals. reading kits or programmed leamed 

sequences and observations of her LAP group did not yield any instances where she used 

the above materials. Data showed that many texts from many authors (some widely 

known and respected like Joy Cowley) were used in LAP lessons. 



Most importantly, suggests Camboume (1988), demonstrations must be whole 

enough so that learners can draw on the information they need. Laura's reading and 

writing demonstrations were always whole, authentic and relevant; children wrote and 

read texts that were interesting to them, meaningful to their lives and that reflected their 

choices of topic. Vignettes from pages 28-33,36, and 38-39 clearly indicate Laura's 

requirement for functional language in real contexts. 

Another factor of the responsibility condition is refraining from telling learners 

how to spell. When Laura "steps out of the picture" as she cited in the interviews, her 

goal is for students "to try it on their own." To increase to probability that children will 

take responsibility for their learning there are several things a teacher can do (Camboume, 

1988). First, refrain from telling learners how to spell words and always insist that they 

"have a go" before they ask the teacher or another student. 

Laura reported "stepping out of the picture" so that students could "try it on dieir 

own." She claimed that she accomplished this by insisting that students writing a 

composition "say it out loud." Just as Laura reported, numerous data was available for 

incidences when she stepped out of the picture: "Say it out loud," "What do you think it 

would look like?". "Whatever you think that sounds like, sweetie," "What do you hear?". 

"Good. I'm glad to hear you say it," "You have the d, but I want you to listen again. Say 

it again," "I want you to say this word grilled. Before you get to cheese. Grilled Do you 

hear anything else?", and "Keep saying it to yourself See what you hear next." Many, 

many examples of asking the children to "say it to themselves" or articulate saturated the 
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data, because Laura believes that this is "effective teacher talk" to support independent 

learners. This is the responsibility of which Camboume (1988) speaks-creating 

conditions in which learners are able to and must make learning choices. When writing, 

Laura's learners were required to "have a go" before asking her or other students for help. 

Stepping out of the picture also meant insisting that the students check for 

meaning. Again, she did this through her questioning techniques: "Does that make 

sense?" or "Do we need to add a word?" Laura reported that her top priority was 

stepping out of the picture and indeed, this was a daily practice in data records for reading 

as well as writing experiences. 

For reading, Laura's primary method of creating independent learners was to use 

the questions that Clay (1979) promotes for a "self-extending" learning system. Pinnell. 

Lyons, and DeFord (1993) relate that "good readers that have self-extending systems that 

allow them to extend their knowledge and abilities constantly (p. 87). Laura's strong 

belief in the LAP program and Clay's prompts is evident when she maintained that "the 

teacher talk is it in LAP" and the result of efifective teacher talk is "they're articulating a 

strategy... then it becomes part of their reading behavior." As a general reminder, these 

are prompts such as "Why did you stop?" and "What could you try to help you figure that 

out?." Laura reported using these and others while reading with children. As die data 

reveal, her use of these reading strategy prompts does occur. These are explored 

extensively in the Response section when Laura and Victor are discussing his reading of 
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Scaredy Cat. Her use of writing strategy prompts is apparent in the Demonstration 

section when she discusses spelling with Cherise. The data is filled with Laura 

prompting children for reading and writing strategy use like those discussed in the earlier 

Response and Demonstration sections. 

Camboume (1988) also states that "teachers should be a last resort in solving 

learning problems" (p. 66). Significant amounts of peer conversation about learning 

problems arises from the data. A belief that Laura cited was students recommending 

books to one another. This, she believes, "is a bigger motivator than having me 

recommend it." To encourage responsibility for learning Laura's first tactic is to ask 

children to articulate on their own. All of the previously mentioned segments with 

Cherise's spelling, Melissa's pen pal letter and Victor's Scared Cat stoiy are instances 

where Laura is instilling responsibility for initiating learning. After the child has made an 

attempt with sufficient wait time, she encourages peers to contribute to the learning 

solution. In the letter to Gerardo, Melissa offers to help Victor after he's stumped on the 

word hope (I hope you 're doing good in your new school). Initially Laura insists that the 

group give him time to process his writing. After sufficient wait time she asks Melissa, 

Cherise and Julia "What's next?" They offer,"... You're doing good in your new 

school." She doesn't take the learning opportunity away from Victor, but she does ask 

for peer assistance. When school also proves difficult for Victor, Laura asks, "What else? 

Do you know what this word is? How about schools? Can anyone help him with that 



word?" Melissa makes a contribution, Victor adds it to his sentence, punctuates it with a 

period and the group letter passes to Melissa. 

Wells (1992) speaks extensively about the importance of collaborative talk in 

student learning. Its importance, he states, is that through collaborative dialogue children 

can extend their knowledge, challenge their thinking and "develop[ ] control over the 

genres of language use that are necessary for the communication of their thinking, 

whether in speech or in writing" (p. 89). 

In these whole language demonstrations, the students made decisions about what 

they neeeded from them and the choices involved to fulfill those learning decisions. 

Laura encouraged their independent acting and then when problem solving proved too 

difficult asked for peer assistance. All of these are ways to increase levels of student 

responsibility and the self-extending learning system so important to Laura and the LAP 

program. 

Use 

Learners must be given opportunities to practice literacy. Camboume's (1988) 

use condition exists when students "experience an urgent need to read and write 

in order to achieve ends other than learning about reading and writing" (p. 74). Laura's 

belief interviews do not mention the importance of practicing literacy, per se. But in the 

observational records, LAP lessons are places where children come to receive whole 

language demonstrations that are authentic. Camboume says that when the need to read 
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and write is "xirgent" that students are practicing real literacy. Correspondingly, the 

urgency that students experienced in Laura's LAP group was generated because she 

selected activities that were relevant to them and that had purpose for theu* lives. The 

example of pen pal letters to Gerardo and his LAP group members, "The Important 

Thing about Miss Tyson," I Wish compositions, writing peanut butter and jelly sandwich 

and favorite food recipes and reading interesting, self-selected books all come to mind as 

urgent reasons to read and write. 

Approximation 

Whole language proponents Camboume (1988) and Goodman (1987) and writing 

researcher Graves (1983) agree that invented spelling must be embraced as necessary 

hypothesis testing before children become fully aware of conventional spelling and 

conform more closely to it. Graves (1983) talks about the "place" of mvented spelling 

and how teachers can transition writers to conventional spelling while respecting their 

natural experimentation with language. Camboume (1991) reminds us that young 

children's spellings are "temporary" and usually follow a series of approximations toward 

conventional forms. Indeed, Bissex (1980). Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982). and Gentry's 

(1987) research provide guides for teachers about what to expect when young children 

transition through those series of approximations. 

Like these researchers Laura spoke of her conviction that "the message should be 

'Don't worry about it being perfect because it's your ideas that are important and we need 
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to get it on paper. It's more important that you communicate your thought"' In keeping 

with this conviction, the data report that Laura focused on the meaning of children's 

writing. After writing favorite recipes and sharing them Laura remarked, "We can follow 

his directions, can't we?" 

Making meaningful approximations in spelling is highly evident when Laura is 

discussing the pen pal letters they received &om Gerardo's group. In the letter to Cherise 

Betsy had misspelled dog. Laura's conversation with Cherise about how she can 

approach spelling exhibits her stance on approximated spelling with a concern that it's 

moving toward conventional forms of language: 

L: She was using her best spelling, I'll bet. Ifyou know a better 
way to spell dog you do it that way. 

And then Victor's conversation with Laura about the same issue; 

V: Can I write it the right way? 

L: I don't know what you mean, sweetie. 

V: Can I write it so it's right? 

L: You can write your letter so it will be right or so close 
that they'll know exactly what you mean. 

The climate in this LAP group encourages language that is meaning&l with a secondary 

concern on spelling correctoess. It is apparent in the dialogue between Laura and Victor 

and Laura and Cherise that the children are aware that there are conventional forms of 

language. Laura's concern is that the children learn to trust themselves as readers and 

writers; to be responsible for their own learning decisions. Eventually with enough whole 
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demonstrations and practice these children will advance through temporary spellings to 

conventional. 

Engagement 

Immersion and demonstration are the minimum conditions for engagement to 

occur and the probability for engagement is increased when all other conditions are met. 

But Camboume (1988) believes that children who are immersed and receive quality 

demonstrations do not necessarily engage. That is why engagement involves children 

becoming "doers" and "owners" of reading and writing. Risks must be low enough that 

learners do not feel that learning situations are potentially harmful. Feeling comfortable 

enough to make mistakes is a requirement of engagement. Camboume's (1988, pp. 55-

56) three messages to teachers let them know that when these three factors are operating 

that learners will be more likely to engage: 

1. Teachers need to convince learners that they like them. 

2. Teachers need to be conscious of the nature of the demonstrations 

which they give. 

3. Teachers need to be aware of those factors which determine 

engagement. 

Laura reported rapport-building as "a lot of why I have success with my kids." Charlotte 

Block, her principal, also believes she is successful. That is why she is the only full time 

LAP teacher in the entire TUSD district She also reported that "I think how I manage the 
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group is critical." For that reason she "checks in" with children at the beginning of the 

lesson. "You want to let them tell you something and they just wan to talk to you all the 

time." Evidence of the engagement condition Camboume describes is bountiful in 

observational data. Check-ins were a daily occurrence and as students sat down at the 

LAP table they held brief personal discussions before beginning the lesson. 

The second way that Laura builds rapport, as she terms it, is by involving the 

children in planning and scheduling. These courtesies show Julia, Victor, Cherise, and 

Melissa that Laura cares about them. They, m turn, care about her-enough so to write 

"The Important Thing About Miss Tyson" on page 36. The following example from 

April 4 was recorded and transcribed verbatim. It transpired in approximately two 

minutes. While the group conversed Laura was organizing her books and writing 

materials: 

L: Julia you're my reader today. 

M: I like that (indicating Laura's necklace). 

L: Thank you. Isn't that cute? 

M: I got this at the fair (showing Laura and the girls her ring). 

L: I got this at the fair! Oh! Um ... 

C: My aunt works at the fair. 

L: Oh, she does? 

C: Both of them and my friend works at the fair, too. 

L: Wow, so you have a lot of fun visiting, huh? 
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C: Yeah. 

J: Here( ) my sticker. 

L: Ok. Here sweetie. 

C: She met us... she she let us... she took us on &ee rides. 

L: Oh! 

C: And I had a pick... firee pass. I go on any day I want to. 

L: Oh wow! Are you going to go again? 

C: Yeah. Are you? 

L; Good. Ok. All right Let me show you the new books that I 
brought for you today so that we can be reading and then I want 
to remind you that this is our last week when we are going to 
be meeting together and Tm going to take you today and then 
on  Wednesday  we ' re  gonna  have  our  g roup  toge ther  and  then . . .  

M: Take us one more! 

L: I am. Today and Wednesday. And then... 

M: Don't leave! 

Melissa's sentiments echo those of the group. As witnessed in the previous example, the 

children have warm feelings for Laura. She expects them to be effective readers and 

writers and communicates that to them through her dialogue and demonstrations. It is 

clear that they engage with her lessons because they are sorry for them to end. 
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CHAPTER? 

INSIGHTS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

What is the programmatic, administrative, theoretical, and pedagogical framework 

of LAP and how are these concerns reflected in the context of LAP lessons? is the 

overarching question for this study. To answer this question I used Camboume's (1988) 

eight conditions of learning as a model of whole language teaching and learning and 

explored the extent to which the Literacy Assistance Project meets those conditions. 

Camboume's eight conditions are descriptors of literacy events and activities that are 

consistent with a constructivist perspective of teaching and learning and are the 

theoretical foundation for the Literacy Assistance Project. In Chapters 5 and 6 1 presented 

the teaching, learning and literacy beliefs of two Literacy Assistance Project teachers 

Edna Romero and Laura Tyson and, as in Chapter 3, used my understanding of 

Camboume's perspective to discover the extent to which Edna and Laura were consistent 

with Camboume's conditions for constmctivist teaching practice. 

Analysis of the belief interviews revealed that Edna and Laura emphasized 

different teaching practices. Data analysis of Edna's belief interviews revealed beliefs 

that predominantly emphasized the learning environment and analysis of Laura's belief 

interviews emphasized reading and writing instruction. Likewise, analysis of my 

observations of their teaching practices suggested that their instmction in the Literacy 

Assistance Project also differed. 
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The focus of the first section of Chapter 7 is to highlight key similarities and 

dissimilarities of Edna's and Laura's practices. Furthermore, it is the primary intention of 

this chapter to understand what the possible reasons might be for these variances and to 

explore what insights existing theoretical and practical studies might hold for 

understanding the nature of these variances. Constructivist, teacher belief and staff 

development research lend support to the explanations for possible similarities and 

differences in practice. Section 2 discusses die general implications the findings from 

this study have for pre-service and continuing teacher education. And finally. Section 3 

discusses specific implications, reconmiendations and conclusions for LAP teachers, 

directors and program developers and offers suggestions for further research in the areas 

of teacher beliefs and their impact on teaching practice, pre-service teacher education and 

whole language early intervention reading and writing programs. 

Section 1: Study Insights 

In the belief interviews Edna Romero and Laura Tyson spoke extensively about 

their teaching, learning and literacy beliefs. They reported beliefs that were thematically 

arranged into Learning Envirormient, Reading Instruction, Writing Instruction and 

Assessment and Evaluation categories. Those themes that they reported in their belief 

interviews are the foundation for the professional knowledge upon which they draw to 

inform their teaching practices. While conversing in the belief interviews. Edna and 

Laura devoted varying amounts of attention to the aforementioned themes. Edna and 
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Laura received the same LAP training, yet the question remains as to why their practices 

differed. These variances in thematic emphasis indicate that Edna and Laura hold 

dissimilar beliefs about some aspects of teaching, learning and literacy and these 

dissimilarities are evident in their respective practices. The bulk of the data from Edna's 

belief interviews indicated her greatest concern is for the learning environment with 

lesser concern for reading instruction, writing instruction and assessment and evaluation. 

The bulk of Laura's concern is for reading and writing instruction with lesser concern for 

learning environment and assessment and evaluation. To discuss possible explanations 

why Edna's greatest concern was for the learning environment and Laura's was for 

reading instruction I will consider topics such as teacher education, experience in the LAP 

program, die relationship of theory, research and practice, program constraints and 

teacher beliefs. In the next few paragraphs each of these possibilities for variation in 

Edna and Laura's teaching practices is discussed. 

Possible Explanations Affecting Variation in Teaching Practice 

The first possible explanation is that Edna and Laura completed their teacher 

education programs in different countries. Edna's teacher education program was in 

Cuba and Laura's was in die United States. It is possible that because these two teachers 

were educated in different countries, that the theoretical and practical orientation of their 

programs was also different. Comparisons of the two teacher education programs might 

yield different attitudes toward broad educational issues such as the ways in which 
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students leam, the effectiveness and appropriateness of various classroom practices and 

the purposes of instruction. Specifically in the areas of reading and writing, perhaps the 

two teacher education programs differed in their curricular treatment of reading and 

language instruction and language programs based on constructivist philosophy. 

It is possible that in Edna's teacher education program, literacy education 

information was disseminated in ways that are more consistent with the "old paradigm" 

(Camboume & Turbill, 1994), which was prevalent in the 1940s and 50s. Edna's teacher 

education coursework would fall within that time frame. Camboume and Turbill discuss 

that in the old paradigm literacy education is viewed as: (a) fragmented subskills which 

are mastered according to a predetermined sequence; (b) reading, writing, talking and 

listening stand alone as monolithic subjects; (c) one single 'correct' meaning can be 

interpreted from texts; (d) the purposes for teaching literacy are acquiring information 

from printed texts and communication of meaning; and (e) literacy is acquired in "stages" 

or 'levels' in the same was by all learners and that those 'stages' or 'levels' can be 

quantified and measured for evaluation purposes (p. 5). Teacher education students who 

were prepared to teach literacy according to the old paradigm are not likely to feel 

comfortable with the tenets of constructivist and holistic reading and writing instruction. 

The "new paradigm" Camboume and Turbill (1994) describe reflects the following 

emphases: (a) understanding how all the subsystems of language work together with the 

goal of creating meaning; (b) the notion that reading, writing, speaking and listening are 

closely interdependent forms of language: (c) the creation of meaning arises out of social 
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situations and constructing meaning from text involves the reader and the text transacting 

together; (d) the idea that literacy education is more tiian communication—it involves 

teaching learners how to think critically about their world and its social structures; and (e) 

literacy is acqubed holistically; fragmenting literacy learning into subskills seriously 

complicates the learning process (p. 5). Teachers who are exposed to theory relative to 

the new paradigm in theu* teacher education program may be more likely to reflect these 

constructivist philosophies in their own teaching practices. 

These norms of teaching are described as a part of the teaching culture (Doyle & 

Ponder, 1977; Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986; Lortie. 1975) and teacher education 

programs from different countries could "buy into" differing philosophies of these norms. 

Anders and Richardson (1994) cite the "ethos" of schools and the culture tiierein as a 

factor "strongly affect[ing] the curriculum and practices chosen by teachers" (p. 6). 

Florio-Ruane (1989) states the norms of teaching are an acculturation pattern that teacher 

education students possess from years of experience observing teachers so that they 

accept traditional norms of teaching as "given." In order to examine the nature of 

unconscious social patterns, teacher education programs must encourage critical 

reflection of those norms. Tabachnick, Popkewitz, and Zeichner (1979-1980) speak of 

student teachers who rarely communicated a concern for teaching and learning but 

instead, relate that university teacher education programs do little to change that 

institutionalized viewpoint. If teachers do not critically reflect on the norms of teaching 
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in teacher education programs, then the danger of accepting the "hidden curriculum" 

(Cazden, 1986; Erickson, 1986) of school is a likely outcome. 

A second factor that educational researchers Anders and Richardson (1994) and 

Beck and Tiemey (1984) suggest as pertinent to the nature of teaching practices is the 

lack of clear connections between teacher education textbooks, teachers' manuals, 

educational research journals and professional books made between theory, research and 

practice. A teacher education program that links the "triad" of theory, research and 

practice as a part of class discussion and reflection may not have been operational in 

Edna's pre-service training. Teachers who are not aware that educational theory exists to 

inform their insuoictional practice may not take advantage of theoretical findings that 

could lead to practical improvements. If teacher educators do not expose the interrelated 

triad of theory, research, and practice to pre-service teachers, then it is likely that they will 

remain unaware of the symbiotic nature of the trio as a reservoir of knowledge for 

teaching and learning. 

Some researchers say that teachers do not even hold professional knowledge from 

which they can draw to improve their practice (Jackson, 1968). It is the case, Jackson 

argues, that teachers explain their instructional decisions on the basis of feelings and 

impulses and not on thoughtful reflection. He believes that because many teachers do not 

hold professional knowledge about teaching and learning, that they may hold onto a set of 

beliefs about the effectiveness of their practice that is based on personal experience. 

They are not able to speak explicitly about educational terms, philosophies and practice 
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since they deny theory and instead base their understandings on personal experience. 

Feiman-Nemser and Floden (1986) support Jackson's assertions when they state that 

"teachers use little research-based technical icnowledge" (p. 522), but add that more 

recent research reports that not all teachers, not even all teachers in a school, can be 

characterized uniformly. Indeed, Feiman-Nemser and Floden add that social science 

findings on the culture of teaching has altered the picture of the passive teacher to an 

image of a teacher "constructing perspectives and choosing actions" (p. 523). 

Feimen-Nemser and Floden's (1986) and Richardson and Anders' (1994) staff 

development research relate a hopeful message that teachers are active change agents and 

do alter their thinking about theory and practice. In fact, Wildman and Niles (1987) 

found that teachers change all the time. They say that it is not an issue of change or 

non-change but rather, the degree to which teachers can control their practices-their 

theoretical dispositions and classroom activities. 

It is impossible to know precisely how much research-based knowledge Edna and 

Laura apply to their practice. Nevertheless, Laura's challenge "Do you want me to quote 

the metacognition research?" could be an indication that she is familiar v^dth research on 

metatextual awareness and the usefulness it holds for reading instruction (Brown. 1978; 

Tharp & Gallimore, 1985). While Laura gives the impression that she is conversant with 

metacognitive research, Edna on the other hand, did not broach the topic of research on 

teaching and learning. No conclusive relationship exists, however, between the ability to 

cite teaching research and its application to teaching practice. Furthermore, although 
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neither Edna nor Laura spoke extensively about the manner in which teaching research 

shapes their beliefs about teaching and learning and literacy, their theoretical orientations 

may be deduced &om their practical instructional decisions. 

In her belief interviews Laura spoke extensively about reading instruction. The 

sheer quantity of her discussion about reading and writing instruction would lead one to 

conclude that she considers reading and writing instruction vital to her teaching practice. 

Extending this argument a bit fiirther, one could also assume her to be a "new paradigm" 

literacy teacher since her teaching practice resonates with many attributes of 

Camboume's (1994) model. 

Edna's theoretical knowledge according to her interview discussion is centered on 

"enriching the learning environment," which involves teacher-student roles, discipline, 

skills teaching and literature. If one focuses on the remaining themes from her belief 

interviews, Edna's practice is quite reminiscent of the "old paradigm" described by 

Camboume's (1994). Although these are among her chief concerns, throughout the 

interviews she gave the impression of being open to change, recognizing that change was 

a part of her belief system. She stated that "I can think about what 1 do after a lesson and 

next time I can make revisions, but at the time I am teaching I become baffled. Maybe I 

have to review what I'm doing because 1 probably could put it in a better way. There is 

always a better way to do what you're doing." Even though Edna's belief interviews and 

practice suggest a preoccupation with the learning environment, it appears from her 

comments that she is open to new ways of teaching and might welcome insights from 
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research in keeping with the new paradigm. This finding is representative of Cuban's 

(1993), Richardson and Anders (1994) and Wildman and Niles' (1987) that teachers are 

predisposed to certain kinds of change. 

A third possible explanation of variance in practice is the amount of respective 

experience accumulated as a LAP teacher. Laura has been a LAP teacher for three years 

and Edna for one year. Even though Edna is an experienced teacher, she is a new teacher 

within the LAP program. Therefore, she more accurately qualifies as a first year teacher 

with all the trial and error of familiariTing herself with a new school, colleagues and 

program. Fuller's (1969) theory explains the stages through which teachers pass as they 

acquire professional experience. At first, teachers worry about their "abilities to 

understand subject matter, to know the answers, to say 'I don't know.' to have the 

freedom to fail on occasion, to anticipate problems, to mobilize resources and to make 

changes when failures reoccur' (pp. 220-221). With experience, they are able to devote 

more time to teaching. At this stage they worry more about maintaining class control, 

curriculum, teaching appropriately and how well they are meeting others' needs. Finally, 

teachers show concem for student progress and about how they are meeting students" 

learning needs. Edna being the "new kid on the block," may feel anxiety due to her 

distinctive stage one status, which is another possible explanation for the variation in her 

practice. 

Laura, on the other hand, has had three years in which to familiarize herself with 

the school and is more likely to be better acquainted with LAP program directors. 
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teachers, school personnel and students. Along with her increased experience in the 

program may come a sense of security and expertise administering program requirements 

and implementation. Therefore, according to Fuller's (1969) qualifications she could be 

characterized as a stage three teacher. 

A possible fourth explanation for the variance in teaching practice between Edna 

and Laura is teacher-perceived program constraints. Edna was reponed as saying 

"Sometimes I feel a little restrained by the program like 1 have to... instead of relaxing 1 

feel like I'm trying to cover too much within all the boundaries of the program." A 

program like LAP that requires time and instructional constraints may not suit Edna's 

personal teaching style for "a freer atmosphere." She .. would like to be able to create 

[her] own environment" where there are fewer program constraints and she would not be 

pressed to fulfill carefully regulated LAP requirements. Even though Edna declared that 

LAP's theoretical and philosophical foundations fit her own teaching paradigm--"the 

LAP program will follow all those procedures that 1 believe in'-perhaps the rigor of 

LAP's programmatic requirements do not conform to her teaching inclinations. Edna's 

belief suggests that she is not accustomed to LAP's relatively more rigorous time and 

instructional constraints. As a former classroom teacher, the same constraints were not 

imposed upon her. Because LAP does not match her beliefs about reading and writing 

instruction in a regular classroom it may be that in her practice Edna is continuing to 

enact that with which she is familiar. This effect is similar to Olson's (1981) finding that 
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eight teachers who were asked to implement new science curriculum "domesticated" it to 

match their own implicit theories of effective instruction. 

Laura's belief interviews unearthed one statement about a LAP program 

requirement that proved rigorous for her. She related that administering the running 

records to each of her students "takes three days to get through them and that's three days 

of instruction lost, but I'd still choose to use them." It seems that while Laura laments the 

loss of instructional time, she also recognizes that the information generated from the 

running records is worth the demands on her time and instructional accommodation. 

The fifth and final factor attributed to Edna and Laura's differential practices 

relates to teacher beliefs. This study has attempted to understand the interconnections 

between two teacher beliefs and their practices. Richardson (1994) states that there are 

contradictory reports on the relationship between beliefs and practices and that it is not 

defmitively known if belief change precedes change in practice (Rich, 1990) or follows 

change in practice (Guskey, 1986; O'Brien, & Norton, 1991). Some researchers believe 

that teachers' change in beliefs and practice is a reciprocal process (Richardson, 1994) 

and that it is not important to determine "which comes first in the change process. What 

is important is the notion that changes in beliefs, ways of thinking, and classroom actions 

all come into play in the teacher-change process. Thus, it is a fluid process. At any point 

in time, beliefs may not be congruent with practices" (p. 102). 

Despite contradictory reports about whether change precedes practice or vice 

versa, abundant studies about teacher beliefs and practice "provide convincing evidence 
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that teachers' beliefs are related to their classroom practices" (Richardson, 1994, p. 101). 

Many of these studies have been conducted in fields other than reading, but the common 

denominator in these studies remains the same: It is important to understand the nature 

of teachers' belief about teaching in order to predict their practice (Clark, 1988; Pajares, 

1993; Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, & Lloyd, 1991). 

Organizational and personal factors are two reasons why teachers may not adopt 

the practices developed by experts (Bacharach, Bauer, & Conley, 1986). March and 

Simon (1958) explain that organizational and personal change is influenced by (a) an 

individual's beliefs, attitudes and knowledge relative to experiencing the change and (b) 

cues firom the organizational environment. 

Edna and Laura's beliefs about teaching were dissimilar as evidenced through 

their practices. They received identical LAP training yet realize their beliefs about 

teaching, leaming and literacy in two entirely different fashions. Several factors have 

been discussed as possible hypotheses for the variance in practice, but the strongest factor 

appears to be teacher beliefs. Existing teacher belief research cites the need to understand 

teachers' beliefs to address changing teacher behavior. Researchers studying effective 

staff development programs cite consideration of three forms of knowledge and beliefs: 

teachers" knowledge of practice from classroom experience, formal theoretical knowledge 

and alternative classroom practice that confirms their beliefs and research knowledge 

(Richardson, 1994). 
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Section 2 is a discussion of teachers' beliefs and the implications they hold for 

improved practice. Existing teacher belief literature is woven into the discussion and 

instantiates suggestions made about how teacher beliefs are best approached in regards to 

practical change. 

Section 2: Implications of the Findings 

Numerous studies support the contention that teacher beliefs should be a 

substantive concern in teacher education programs (Clandinin & Connelly, 1987; 

Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Florio-Ruane & Lensmire, 1990; Posner, 1982), reading 

comprehension instruction (Richardson & Anders, 1990; Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, & 

Lloyd, 1991; Richardson & Valdez, 1991) and staff development (Fenstermacher & 

Richardson, 1993; Richardson & Anders, 1994). This study adds its findings to the 

existing literature on teacher beliefs: The beliefs teachers hold about teaching, language 

and literacy can help to understand their practices. If teachers possess hardy personal and 

professional knowledge resistant to change (Lortie. 1975), their teaching knowledge may 

be incompatible with constructivist theory that a program like LAP promotes. In the case 

of Edna, her prior theories about teaching, language and learning proved resistant to 

accommodating LAP theory and practice. She articulated many beliefs that bore close 

resemblance to constructivist theory and whole language practice. Yet, upon closer 

examination, her practice showed few of the whole language practices so predominant in 

her belief interviews. This study corroborates Posner's (1982) research that teachers do 
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not change their beliefs unless they are dissatisfied with their prior beliefs and Posner. 

Strike, Hewson, and Gertzog's (1982) that teachers "buy into" their teaching beliefs 

before even entering dieir teacher education program. 

Strike's (1982) research explains that students who enter degree programs for 

other professions do not have pre-existing belief systems in their fields. They have not 

been exposed to years of accumulated classroom exposure to teaching and student norms, 

hi their degree programs they are challenged to examine the veracity of professional 

knowledge they are presented with and accommodate it within their belief systems if it 

holds up to scrutiny; if not, it is rejected. Teacher education candidates, on the other 

hand, have already "bought into" their profession making accomodation painless. What 

these researchers are saying is that some teachers have not reflected on the relationship 

between teaching research and practice. To counteract these unchallenged, unexamined 

beliefs, teacher education programs must help pre-service teachers examine dieir beliefs 

and practices through ongoing, reflective dialogue about teaching and learning 

(Fenstermacher, 1979; Pajares, 1993). 

The research in this study points to the same conclusion. The current presentation 

of LAP theory and activities in training is not conducive to the type of ongoing, reflective 

dialogue Fenstermacher (1979) and Pajares (1993) call for. LAP teachers would benefit 

tremendously firom an examination of their existing beliefs about teaching, learning and 

literacy. Richardson (1994) found Lhat teachers who tried to implement practices for 

which they had no theoretical understanding were "weak and ineffectual" (p. 101). In 
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Richardson's experience, "staff developers should become knowledgeable about the 

beliefs that the participants hold, and their current practices" (p. 101). If Edna is 

representative of other LAP teachers, critical thinking and reflection about what they 

believe would clarify unscientific beliefs and encourage new ways to connect research to 

practice. This would involve introducing to LAP teachers the interplay of reading and 

writing activities within a theoretical firamework, while encouraging teachers to relate 

theory-based activity to dieir own beliefs and understandings. Staff development that 

shows teachers how to think about research and activities provides the necessary heuristic 

for contemplating change. It allows teachers to contemplate research findings about 

reading and writmg activities filtering them tiirough their own beliefs and intentions. 

For this change to occur collaborative dialogue is required. High qualit>' staff 

development was reported by Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin's (1979) collaborative action 

research group. Together a researcher, a staff developer, and a group of teachers within a 

school identified a problem, researched it and implemented a staff development to solve 

it. Considerable teacher change was one of the results of this group's efforts. Richardson 

(1994) notes that the Practical Argument Staff Development (PASD) program was 

helpful in assisting teachers to examine and reconstruct their beliefs. PASD went far 

beyond workshop-type staff development in which information is presented and activities 

are arranged to coincide with the information (Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991). 

Planning for serious examination of individual teacher beliefs may require conflict 

mediation and staff developers should be prepared for this (Placier & Hamilton. 1994). 
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Placier and Hamilton (1994) argue that staff development which is "complex, long-term, 

open-ended, and teacher-driven... may alter the school context in ways that previous 

staffdevelopment models did not" (p. 152). Richardson and Anders (1994) describe 

moving away from the training model toward a collaborative program of teacher change, 

hi their program "the important element... is the development of a change and reflection 

orientation to allow the teacher to question both new and old practices" (p. 163). hi these 

collaborative contexts described by Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin (1979), Richardson 

(1994), Placier and Hamilton (1994), and Richardson and Anders (1994), teachers work 

toward changing not only behaviors but "the rationale and justifications that accompany 

new practices" (Richardson & Anders, p. 164). LAP teachers might benefit from this 

type of staff development program. 

In this Section 3 important implications for teacher change have been discussed. 

First, opening up teachers' beliefs to examination by scrutinizing them against ideas 

gathered from rigorous research-based theory and practice. And second, challenging 

these beliefs in a collaborative, reflective, supportive context. Together these two forces 

may push teachers and staff developers to consider new practices; teachers in the way 

they think about and derive theoretical support for their practice and staff developers in 

the way that they plan, organize and implement a climate in which teachers can do just 

that. 
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Section 3: LAP Program Recommendations and 

Summary of Conclusions 

This study found that LAP's theory and recommended practices are congruent 

with Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning. It also found LAP teachers to be 

instrumental in how closely LAP theory was reflected in practice. One recommendation 

for the LAP program is to modify LAP teacher education to include an examination of 

teachers' beliefs about teaching and learning generally, and constructivist theory 

specifically. In instances where teachers' theory contrasts with LAP theory, continuing 

discussion in a collaborative fashion may alter existing belief structures to accomodate 

new theory. Examination of teacher beliefs must precede any presentation of 

consuaictivist theories of learning and language, whole language activities and LAP 

reading and writing components. Where teachers implement practices that are not 

reflective of their belief systems, LAP directors may want to call attention to 

incongruency(ies). Then, beginning with initial training and continuing on in LAP's 

monthly meetings, "complex, long-term, open-ended, and teacher-driven" (Placier & 

Hamilton. 1994, p. 152) dialogue may challenge teachers to alter beliefs that contrast with 

LAP's. 

A second recommendation involves using what Lyons. Pinnell and DeFord (1994) 

describe as "learning through behind-the-glass conversation" (p. 43). Behind-the-glass 

conversation occurs when teachers are given opportunities to analyze and converse about 

specific student reading and writing behaviors while conducting "intensive reflections" 
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and discussing tfie teaching and learning processes they are observing. Schon (1991) 

talks about "reflection-in-action" or thinking while you are doing, illustrated by 

behind-the-glass experiences. In these observations a teacher reads and writes with a 

child exactly as she would while teaching the Reading Recovery program. However, 

these are inexperienced Reading Recovery candidates who are learning in situ what it is 

to be a Reading Recovery teacher. When asked to comment on their observations and 

insights of behind-the-glass participants, many teachers' assumptions about teaching, 

learning and literacy theory are shaken. They quickly begin to take the student learning 

point of view and transition from an instructional attitude of "What can 1 teach this 

child?" to "How can I follow the child?" Behind-the-glass observations may be 

particularly influential for teachers like Edna whose theory and practice appear to be 

incongruent. Multiple observations of sound practical reading and writing instruction 

provide examples of the practical arm of teaching. Juxtaposed alongside theoretical 

discussions, the gaps between teachers' theory and practice might be more visible and 

more amenable to change. Along with behind-the-glass observations, presentation of 

case studies involving hypothetical teachers with undesirable and desirable teaching 

practices could support teachers" growth towards unified theory, research and practice. 

Reading Recovery training is a yearlong process. LAP implements an intensive 

two week in-service and monthly continuing education in-services. According to the 

research mentioned by Lyons, Pinnell and DeFord (1994) and Placier and Hamilton 

(1994). the type of training that helps to change teachers" beliefs is not only intensive, it is 
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lengthy. The first year teachers are building their instructional repertoires and "during the 

second year, they really feel a shift in understanding" (p. 51). It is evident that Reading 

Recovery teachers' existing teaching and learning paradigms are challenged and altered in 

the course of the two-year training period. While the district does not allot LAP the 

resources for even one continuous year to train teachers, the content of trainmg sessions 

could be altered to include the behind-the-giass experience. As described by Lyons, 

Pinnell and DeFord, these observations are a significant catalyst for teacher change in 

belief and practice. 

Third, the collegial relationship of LAP teachers and regular classroom teachers is 

important. Regular classroom teachers whose reading and writing theories and practices 

contrast with LAP teachers' may hinder children's learning to read and write. It is 

confusing for children to be taught a skills approach by one teacher and a constructivist 

approach by another because each method conceptualizes and addresses strategy 

instruction differently. It is helpful if children receive the same messages about reading 

and writing strategies. To promote like philosophies and thinking among principals, LAP 

teachers and regular classroom teachers, LAP training needs to include each 

representative group in training and dialogue. 

A fifth recommendation is improvement of the Bilingual LAP program texts. 

Books that have been accurately translated are scarce. The books that are available must 

be linguistically and culturally appropriate to the ethnic backgrounds of the population 

served. Also, a wider variety of bilingual books are needed. Having such books would 
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allow Bilingual LAP teachers to teach language forms that are representative of the 

children's linguistic and cultural understandings while integrating other Spanish dialects 

and textual forms like children's comic books and magazines in the Bilingual library. 

The sixth and final recommendation involves developing the parental component 

of LAP. Parents are knowledgeable sources of information about their children's reading, 

writing and behavioral progress and communication home can increase a LAP teacher's 

understanding of what her students are capable of doing and how she can structure her 

lessons as a result of these commimications. One proposition is quarterly student reports 

sent to parents about their children's positive reading and writing accomplishments. 

Next, parent-child responses sent home once a month can increase communication 

between parents, children and the LAP teacher. These communications also add an 

important dimension to the anecdotal records in children's files. It is a simple format on 

one pre-formatted sheet with a space for the parent's response and a space for the child's. 

On it the parents assess their child's reading and writing progress as observed in the home 

environment. Parental responses include comments about what the child is reading and 

writing at home (including all forms of print), any progress noted, attitude changes, 

requests, how the parents are supporting their child's reading and writing improvement, 

and concerns. The child's response includes any message to the LAP teacher from the 

above categories as well as likes/dislikes about LAP, self-assessment, personal messages 

to the LAP teacher and literacy goals for the LAP program and beyond. 
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Every semester parents can be invited to observe their child's LAP lessons and 

comment on the observation. Parental observation forms may include questions like how 

the child interacts with others in the lesson and individually, literate behaviors that the 

child displays at home that he does not in the lesson, anything special or significant about 

the child's behavior that day, the child's attitude toward LAP work, how focused the 

child is in the lesson, how the child problem-solves and how the child makes decisions. 

These questions provide the parent with an accessible format for commentary. At a later 

time, LAP teacher, parents and the LAP student can confer about the observation. These 

six recommendations represent possibilities for LAP program improvement. They can be 

introduced and implemented with a minimal amount of effort, expense and upheaval. 

LAP's primary purpose is to support children's beliefs and understandings about 

language, learning and literacy at their current level of understanding and develop readers 

and writers that flmction at a more advanced level. The program involves two emphases; 

First, increasing students" awareness of the reading/writing process and how to become a 

more strategic reader/writer and second, increasing students' awareness of intrinsic 

perceptual and motivational attributes that drive improved reading/writing strategies. 

Through increased awareness of the reading/writing process, it is hoped that students 

learn how to activate and utilize their awareness to create a "self-improving system" 

(Clay, 1979.1990). The result of a self-improving system is a student who understands 

the reading/writing process and can more effectively apply reading/writing strategies 

producing a more confident learner. 
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This study of LAP and teachers' beliefs and practices yielded several important 

findings. First, it is extremely important to understand teachers' beliefs when considering 

how they implement their practice. What teachers report their beliefs about teaching, 

learning and literacy to be are not always congruent with the ways that they practice in 

classrooms. In this case study, each of the two teachers studied claimed a set of beliefs 

that unplied a constructivist approach to learning, but only one teacher's practice closely 

reflected that approach. 

Second, the LAP program's conditions for learning are consistent v^th 

Camboume's (1988) constructivist model. LAP establishes the eight conditions for 

reading and writing that closely resemble the immersion, demonstration, expectation, 

responsibility, use, approximation, response and engagement conditions which 

Camboume describes. However, the closeness with which LAP resembles Camboume's 

eight conditions depends primarily upon how the LAP teacher chooses to implement 

those conditions in her pracu'ce. 

Third, the need to expose and understand teacher beliefs exists even in a 

structured reading and writing program like LAP. Teachers' beliefs cannot be ignored 

when it comes to the design and ongoing implementation of LAP staff development 

plans. Both in initial and ongoing LAP training teachers must be supponed in the 

understanding and reflection of the ways in which their beliefs influence change and 

likewise, how practical and theoretical change influence beliefs. How teachers' beliefs 

figure in their practice has implications for other reading and writing intervention 
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programs. When teachers' beliefs are not considered, reading and writing intervention 

programs run the risk of instruction not matching the purposes and intentions of the 

program. 

Fourth, although Edna's practice appeared to adhere to Camboume's old 

paradigm tenets, she was predisposed to change. Her statement that "I can think about 

what I do after a lesson and next time I can make revisions" implies an open-mindedness 

to growth and change. Once LAP teachers have in-depth, long-term opportunities to 

explore the interrelatedness of teacher research, theory and practice, they may be 

facilitated to change teaching practices that do not align with Camboume's (1988) theory 

of natural language learning. 

To recapitulate, this study examined LAP to determine how closely it resembled 

Camboume's (1988) eight conditions of learning. Data revealed that LAP is 

constructivist in nature but it is the LAP teacher's personal and professional beliefs that 

significantly influence how closely her practice aligns with Camboume's constructivist 

conditions. The study then interviewed Edna and Laura to develop an understanding of 

what their beliefs are about teaching, learning and literacy. Based on their reported 

beliefs from the interv iews I observ'cd 17 LAP lessons with the intention of recognizing 

and recording literacy interactions and activities in their practice congruent with their 

stated beliefs. In Laura's practice many of her stated beliefs were evident in her practice. 

In Edna's practice relatively few of her stated beliefs were evident in her practice. This 

finding suggested to me the critical need to understand the nature of teachers' beliefs in 
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relation to their practice in pre-service and continuing teacher education programs, 

training programs like LAP and staff development attempts. And related to the first 

finding, the study showed that a need exists for a more thorough understanding of teacher 

beliefs as they influence teachers' theoretical and practical orientations towards teaching 

and learning. 

Also, this study provides evidence that teachers whose beliefs remain unexamined 

may not clearly understand the symbiotic relationship between theory, research and 

practice and its applicability for them as teacher practitioners. Teachers who are not 

aware of the symbiotic relationship of theory, research and practice may not be aware that 

they are teaching in a dissimilar manner to what they claim they are teaching. And 

without awareness of this interrelationship a teacher may operate under the 

misapprehension that her practice is theoretically sound. 

In conclusion, bringing a program like LAP into schools involves change along 

several dimensions: (a) theoretical and practical changes on the part of teachers; (b) child 

reading and writing behavioral changes instrumentalized by effective teaching; (c) 

organizational changes achieved by teachers, administrators, program directors and 

policymakers; (d) social and political changes in funding by administrators and 

policymakers who control resources; and (e) involvement of teacher beliefs in LAP 

teacher training sessions and ongoing LAP teacher assessment consultations. 

All of these elements provide the type of change that is required if educators 

desire effective reading and writing intervention programs. Aldiough change is 



multifaceted and often difficult, if we rethink many aspects of current intervention 

programs based on the findings, implications and recommendations discussed in this 

study, similar reading intervention programs, schools and districts will benefit 

substantially. 
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